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Introduction

In 1802 the earliest settlers to the area known today as Becker 
County were fur trappers and traders, collecting beaver pelts 
for sale to the east coast and European markets.  This lead to 
the creation of new trading routes, the Red River Ox Cart and 
Old Red River Road trails developed between what is modern 
day Pembina, North Dakota and St. Paul, Minnesota.  Along 
these routes, trading outposts would develop where local trap-
pers could sell their furs and pick up provisions.  One of these 
outposts, Tylerville, was a collection of buildings near the cabin 
of Mr. Merwin Tyler on the shores of Detroit Lake, where these 
two trails passed.

Detroit Lakes, Minnesota was founded in 1871 as the Northern 
Pacific Railroad carved its way westward through Becker 
County towards the Pacific Ocean.  Founded by Colonel George 
Johnston, the city’s location was chosen for its location on the 
Red River Ox Cart and Old Red River Road trails.  By 1873 
with the aid of the railroad and these trails, one of the first grain 
warehouses west of Duluth was built.  As the community con-
tinued to grow south of the tracks towards Detroit Lake other 
industries began to develop.  Including the Fargo-Detroit Ice 
Company the first large-scale firm in the city, which provided 
ice to the Northern Pacific Railroad, and advertised their ice 
and spring water as practically pure of organic matter.  Besides 
ice harvesting in its earliest days Detroit Lakes was also home 
to other industries including timber and furniture manufactur-
ing.

Since 1881 Detroit Lakes has been a tourist destination for indi-
viduals throughout the upper Midwest, given its woodlands 
and proximity to more than 400 lakes within 25 miles.  City 
founders in order to capitalize on this market, created wide 
avenues leading towards Detroit Lake.  While the apex of rail 
has passed, Detroit Lakes is still serviced by Amtrak’s Empire 
Builder Line.  Starting in the 1920s three major highways were 
constructed through Detroit Lakes, Minnesota State Highway 
34 (1920), US Highway 10 (1926), and US Highway 59 (1934).  
These highways directly link the Twin Cities, Duluth and the 
Fargo/Moorhead metropolitan areas, and have helped to keep 
Detroit Lakes industrial economy alive.  

Detroit Lakes became a popular resort destination through-
out the 1900s and as a community where both industry and 
families choose to call home.  Restaurants, shops, beach are 
all popular destinations for vacationers. Soo Pass Ranch hosts 
some of the area’s most popular events including WeFest and 
10,000 Lakes Festival.  Detroit Lakes wants to continue to be a 
destination of choice.

Changes throughout the decades have resulted by design and 
default.  New opportunities present themselves in Detroit Lakes 
with the realignment of Highway 10 opening up land for new 
development, new uses developing along West Lake Drive, and 
major commercial development happening along the west edge 
of the city.  Indeed, change is inevitable for Detroit Lakes and a 
vision for that change has been conceived.
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Detroit Lakes Markets1

MARKETS 7

This chapter analyzes potential markets to 
establish a specific development program 
for the Business Corridor Redevelopment 
Plan.  It reviews important demographic 
and market characteristics to guide plan-
ning for the future of the study area. It 
also considers population and demo-
graphic characteristics of the market area 
to quantify future development markets 
for commercial, office, and residential 
possibilities.  
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TRADE AREA DEFINITION
Detroit Lakes is regionally known as a quality community 
with a unique downtown and getaway to more than 400 lakes 
in the surrounding region, and has historically been a signifi-
cant small regional market at the crossroads of Highways 10, 
34 and 59.  The process of defining Detroit Lakes’ market area 
is through a market segmentation process, defining three sepa-
rate geographic areas that Detroit Lakes can draw from and its 
potential to capture retail dollars.t

Map 1.1 - Map 1.3 illustrates different geographic trade areas 
for Detroit Lakes.

Primary trade area ›  is a three-mile trade radius from the 
intersection of Highway 10 and Washington Avenue. 
Residents of the city do a large amount of their shopping 
in Detroit Lakes and view the city as a place where some 
goods and services can be met.

Secondary trade area ›  includes an area roughly twenty-
five mile out from Highway 10 and Washington Avenue 
and extends out to include surrounding communities, 
including Frazee, Pelican Rapids, and Perham. While res-
idents of this area use Detroit Lakes retailers and service 
providers for their daily needs there is a significant pull 
to the larger markets of Moorhead/Fargo, Fergus Falls, 
Brainerd, and Bemidji. The boundary of the market area 
uses a gravity model, considering the distance and popu-
lation size of similar sized communities in the region and 
the probability that a person may select one community 
over the other to purchase goods and services.

Tertiary trade area ›  is more broadly defined and includes 
people who visit Detroit Lakes for special events, tourism 
or destination businesses. In addition, special attractions 
or places in a downtown district extend the effective 
size of the local market area. This area extends gener-
ally 90-miles from Detroit Lakes to include Park Rapids, 
Bemidji, Brainerd, and Fargo/Moorhead.

The primary and secondary trade areas create the largest 
demand for goods and services in the city, and represent the 
basis for calculating commercial demand.

Map 1.1, Map 1.2, Map 1.3: Geographic Trade Areas
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Table 1.1: Historical Population Change, Detroit Lakes

Year Population
Decennial 

Change

Decennial 

% Change

Average Annual 

Rate of Change

1970 5,797 5,797

1980 7,106 1,309 22.6% 2.3%

1990 6,635 -471 -6.6% -0.7%

2000 7,348 713 10.7% 1.1%

2006 Est. 8,039 691 9.4% 1.6%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Table 1.2: Population Change, Detroit Lakes & Area Communities 1990-2006

1990 

Population

2000 

Population
Change % Change

2006 est. 

Population*

2000-2006 

Change

2000-2006 

% Change

Detroit Lakes 6,635 7,348 713 10.7% 8,039 691 9.4%

Alexandria 7,838 8,820 982 12.5% 10,852 2,032 23.0%

Bemidji 11,245 11,917 672 6.0% 13,291 1,374 11.5%

Brainerd 12,353 13,178 825 6.7% 13,722 544 4.1%

Fergus Falls 12,362 13,471 1,109 9.0% 13,839 368 2.7%

Park Rapids 2,863 3,276 413 14.4% 3,557 281 8.6%

Pelican Rapids 1,886 2,374 488 25.9% 2,343 -31 -1.3%

Perham 2,075 2,559 484 23.3% 2,745 186 7.3%

Wadena 4,131 4,294 163 3.9% 4,014 -280 -6.5%

Fargo-Moorhead, ND-MN 21,336 142,477 21,141 17.4% - - -

25-miles* 41,939 46,940 5,001 11.9% 49,337 2,397 5.1%

90-miles* 528,871 585,592 56,721 10.7% 613,744 28,152 4.8%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, *2007 estimates provided by Claritas, Inc. for 25-mile and 90-mile

DEMOGRAPHICS
Population & Household Change

Table 1.1 displays the historical population growth since 1970. 
Detroit Lakes has continued to see growth in the first six years 
of the decade at a somewhat greater rate than experienced in 
the 1990s. 

Table 1.2 compares Detroit Lakes with regional communi-
ties outside of Detroit Lakes. Of those communities, Detroit 
Lakes grew by 9.4% between 2000 and 2006. Compared with 
other communities in the region, Detroit Lakes has continued 
to experience substantial growth during this period. While 
during the same period, several other communities’ growth has 
slowed, after experiencing significant growth during the 1990s. 

The local and regional growth occurring around Detroit Lakes 
results in a growing economic base for the city and conversely 
the downtown. The majority of surrounding communities 
experienced population growth with the exception of Pelican 
Rapids and Wadena.

Population Projection

Table 1.3 considers the predicted and actual age cohort change 
for Detroit Lakes between 1990 and 2000. Based only on birth 
and death rates Detroit Lakes should have lost population 
during the 1990s but the city was able to attract new residents 
at a greater rate resulting in an overall population increase 
However, there is a loss in population occurring in the 20-24 
and 25-29 age groups and an increase in the median age from 
38.7 to 41.5. The out-migration of residents in their child 
bearing years and an aging community results in fewer births 
and natural population loss. 

Table 1.4 identifies population growth trends from the 1990s for 
Detroit Lakes and three trade areas. Analysis of historic growth 
trends is one way to project future population growth for the 
city and region beyond 2000. All trade areas are expected to 
continue growing. At the rate of growth experienced in the 
1990s, the number of residents living in the secondary trade 
area (excludes people in primary area) will increase by almost 
10%, while the amount of residents living in the tertiary trade 
area will increase by 7%. 
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Table 1.5: Migration and Growth Scenarios for Detroit Lakes

2000 2007 2010 2015 2020 2025

Natural Population Change 7,348 7,078 6,992 6,912 6,864 6,791

0.79% Annual Growth Rate(Historic 30-year rate) 7,348 7,764 8,005 8,467 8,997 9,524

1.391% Annual Growth Rate (Construction b/w ‘00-’07) 7,348 8,094 8,444 9,052 9,703 10,402

1.1% Annual Growth Rate 8,094 8,392 8,863 9,361 9,881

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Claritas, Inc., RDG Planning & Design  

Table 1.6: Median Income Forecasts in Detroit Lakes’ Market Areas, 2000-2012

2000 2007 Est. Change % Change

Detroit Lakes  $29,264 $34,340 $5,076 17%

Primary (3-mile) $30,778 $47,495 $16,717 54%

Secondary (25-mile) $35,771 $43,325 $7,554 21%

Tertiary (90-mile) $36,351 $43,767 $7,416 20%

Source: Claritas, Inc., U.S. Census Bureau

Table 1.5 considers a number of potential growth scenarios for 
Detroit Lakes.  Since 1970 the city has grown by about 0.79% 
annually. U.S. Census population projections between 2000 
and 2006 suggest a growth rate of 1.5%. Building construction 
data, which is discussed later in this chapter, indicates growth 
has been occurring at about 1.39% annually. The tightening of 
the credit markets in 2008 make a more conservative approach 
more likely. If the city can maintain the building activity of the 
past seven years, about 45 units annually its growth rate will 
slow slightly to 1.1% annually. This is a healthy rate of growth 
and is slightly higher than that experienced during the 1990s. 
For planning purposes a ten year projection of 9,156 (2018) 
will be used. 

Income Characteristics

Table 1.6 presents the 2007 estimated median household income 
for residents of Detroit Lakes, the primary area, the secondary 
area (including the primary market), and tertiary area.  The 
secondary and tertiary areas have higher median incomes than 
what is seen in Detroit Lakes. The primary area has a much 
higher median household income than the other markets, indi-
cating that some of the highest incomes in the region are in the 
area surrounding Detroit Lakes.  The rate at which each area’s 
median income is growing is comparable with the exception of 
the primary area, which has seen the greatest growth. 

Table 1.3: Predicted and Actual Age Cohort Change

Age Group
1990 

Actual

2000 

Predicted

2000 

Actual

Actual 

minus 

Predicted

% variance 

(Actual/

Predicted)

Under 5          438         329          439 110 33.5%

5-9          470         358          423 65 18.1%

10-14          396         437          497 60 13.7%

15-19          414         469          506 37 8.0%

20-24          362         393          368 -25 -6.5%

25-29          432         410          380 -30 -7.4%

30-34          474         359          426 67 18.8%

35-39          448         428          482 54 12.7%

40-44          350         468          502 34 7.2%

45-49          271         440          521 81 18.4%

50-54          260         340          408 68 19.9%

55-59          283         258          326 68 26.3%

60-64          337         241          332 91 37.9%

65-69          344         249          351 102 40.8%

70-74          370         277          398 121 43.5%

75-80          327         254          345 91 36.1%

80-84          322         240          293 53 22.2%

85+          337         375          351 -24 -6.5%

Total       6,635       6,325       7,348 1023 16.2%

Median Age 38.7 41.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Table 1.4: Projected Population 2000-2012, Market Areas

1990 

Population

2000 

Population

Growth rate bw 

1990/2000

% Change 

1990/2000

2007 

Estimate

2012 

Estimate

% Change 

2000/2012

Detroit Lakes 6,635 7,348 1.03% 10.75%        8,094       8,673 18.03%

Primary (3-mile) 8,650 8,806 0.18% 1.80% 8,983 9,119 3.55%

Secondary (25-mile) 41,939 46,940 1.13% 11.92% 49,337 50,907 8.45%

Secondary-Primary 33,289 38,134 1.37% 14.55% 40,354 41,788 9.58%

Tertiary (90-mile) 528,871 585,592 1.02% 10.72% 613,744 630,495 7.67%

Tertiary-Secondary 486,932 538,652 1.01% 10.62% 564,407 579,588 7.60%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Claritas, Inc.
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Table 1.7: Work Places and Employment for Detroit Lakes’ Downtown Trade Areas

Primary Trade Area Secondary Trade Area

Business Description
Total 

Establishments
%

Total 

Employed
%

Total 

Establishments
%

Total 

Employed
%

Industries (All) 883 100% 12,339 100% 2,866 100% 29,801 100%

Agriculture (All) 21 2% 241 2% 117 4% 707 2%

Mining (All) 0 0% 0 0% 1 0% 7 0%

Construction (All) 62 7% 448 4% 313 11% 1,531 5%

Manufacturing (All) 46 5% 1,684 14% 128 4% 4,078 14%

Transportation, Communications/Public Utilities 47 5% 391 3% 148 5% 1,663 6%

Wholesale Trade (All) 29 3% 245 2% 92 3% 738 2%

Retail (All Retail) 177 20% 2,541 21% 518 18% 4,822 16%

Finance (All) 97 11% 765 6% 240 8% 1,395 5%

Service (All) 325 37% 4,712 38% 1,144 40% 12,657 42%

Public Administration (All) 79 9% 1,312 11% 165 6% 2,203 7%

Source: Claritas, Inc. 

Table 1.8 Index of Per capita Expenditures for Selected 
Products, 2007

Product Type Primary Secondary Tertiary

Total Apparel 68 80 82

Sports and Recreation 76 87 88

TV, Radio and Sound Equipment 80 88 92

Reading Materials 102 102 106

Travel 76 84 84

Photographic Equipment 80 94 97

Total Food at Home 84 93 90

Total Health Care 99 105 100

Total Household Textiles 75 86 86

Total Furniture 78 90 94

Major Appliances 88 101 97

Small Appliance/Houseware 85 100 103

Misc Household Equipment 93 107 98

Personal Care Products and Services 83 89 89

Personal Expenses and Services 83 92 83

Smoking Prods/Supplies 116 126 124

Total Education 63 67 87

Room and Board 75 88 104

Tuition/School Supplies 62 65 85

Pet Expenses 85 112 101

Day Care 60 75 74

Housekeeping Supplies 81 94 93

Total Food away from Home 83 89 89

Total Alcoholic Beverages 90 95 90

Alcoholic Beverages at Home 89 96 91

Alcoholic Beverages away from Home 91 94 89

Household Services 76 70 71

Household Repairs 84 101 94

Total Housing Expenses 84 89 90

Fuels and Utilities 90 101 93

Telephone Service 83 87 89

Total Transportation Expenses 88 105 102

Automotive Maintenance/Repair/Other 88 103 92

Source: Claritas, Inc.

Workplace & Employment for Detroit Lakes

Table 1.7 indicates the different types of businesses and 
number of individuals employed in each within the primary 
and secondary trade areas. In the primary area the three largest 
employment bases are in service, retail, and manufacturing, 
which accounts for 73% of all employment. Within the sec-
ondary area the largest employment base is service-oriented 
with 42%. Retail and manufacturing follow with 16% and 14%, 
respectively.

PROJECTED ANNUAL EXPENDITURE 
GROWTH
Consumer Spending Patterns by Product

Table 1.8 compares annual consumer expenditures by product 
type in each trade area to the national average. National average 
per capita expenditures are equal to a market index of one 
hundred, which is the ratio of the Annual Average Household 
Expenditure (AAHE) in each trade area compared to the 
AAHE for the United States. Therefore, scores greater than 100 
indicates that consumers spend more on a good or service than 
the rest of the nation. With the exception of reading materi-
als and smoking products/supplies, consumers in the Detroit 
Lakes primary trade areas spend slightly less on most consum-
able goods and services than consumers nationwide.

Consumers in the secondary area spend close to the national 
average in most consumable goods, although there are catego-
ries where expenditures are greater, specifically on smoking 
products, reading materials, health care, household equip-
ment, pet expenses and transportation costs. Expenditures 
in the tertiary market exceeding the national average include 
smoking products, reading supplies, and transportation costs. 
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Table 1.9: Share of Total Retail Sales, 2007 (exclusive)

Total Retail Sales % of Total

Primary (3-mile)  $301,407,523 46%

Secondary (25-mile)  $355,133,983 54%

Total $656,541,506 100%

Source: Claritas, Inc.

The number of categories in the secondary area that exceed the 
national index of 100 is greater than the number of categories 
in the primary or tertiary market areas.

Retai l  Sales

One way of evaluating Detroit Lakes’ retail role in the second-
ary area (25-miles) is to consider its share of total regional retail 
sales. Table 1.9 indicates total retail sales in the primary and the 
secondary market area. In 2007, the primary market reported 
$301,407,523 in retail sales, while the secondary market 
reported slightly more at $355,133,983. The secondary market 
includes a substantially larger area than the primary market. 
Of the total $656,541,506 retail dollars spent in the combined 
primary and secondary areas, nearly 46% of retail sales within 
the 25-mile area were reported in and around the immediate 
vicinity of Detroit Lakes. 

Retai l  Sales Gap Analysis for Detroit Lakes

Detroit Lakes attracts substantial spending from outside of the 
community. Within Detroit Lakes’ primary market, retail sales 
were reportedly $301,407,523 in 2007. Detroit Lakes’ current 
population generates a demand of $144,585,861. The difference 
is $156,821,662 that is coming from outside of the community 
to the immediate area of Detroit Lakes. In other words, people 
from outlying areas are traveling to Detroit Lakes to spend their 
money, giving the city a highly positive “balance of trade.” 

Table 1.10 identifies the gap between consumer demand (expen-
ditures) and retail sales within each of the community’s trade 
areas.  A positive value results from demand exceeding supply 
and reflects a leakage of consumer dollars. In other words, resi-
dents have dollars to spend but they are spending them outside 
of their market area, which is evident in the secondary market. 
A negative value results from sales exceeding demand and 
indicates a flow of regional dollars into the city’s retail market, 
which is evident in the primary market. In Detroit Lakes, 2007 
retail supply exceeded demand within the primary market by 
nearly $150 million, illustrating the community’s ability to 
attract retail dollars from a large surrounding region. 

As downtowns across the nation compete for a share of the 
retail market, many have found success in specialty or niche 
markets. Downtowns that compete successfully against “big 
box” retailers have focused on service oriented and specialty 
retailing. 

Specific market sectors that appear to hold potential for 
Downtown Detroit Lakes include:

Specialty Retail ›
Furniture and Home Furnishings (specialty or general) ›
Pharmacy or Drug Store ›
Office Supplies ›
Food Service & Drinking Establishments ›

Note: Table 1.10 displays the difference between demand 
(Consumer Expenditure Survey from the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics) and supply (Census of Retail Trade from the U.S. 
Census Bureau). Numbers in parenthesis reflect a greater supply 
than demand, while numbers without parenthesis reflect a 
greater demand than supply. Total retail sales in Detroit Lakes 
were $301,407,523 (Table 1.7), while demand for goods and ser-
vices was $144,585,861 for a difference of $156,821,662). This 
represents a greater supply than demand.
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Table 1.10: Primary Market Area’s Demand, Supply and Opportunity Gap, 2007
2007 Demand Consumer 

Expenditures
2007 Supply Retail Sales

Opportunity Gap 

Surplus/ Shortage

Total Retail Sales Including Eating and Drinking Places 144,585,861 301,407.523 (156,821,662)

Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers 28,320,959 99,637,819 (71,316,860)

Automotive Dealers 24,524,404 86,393,801 (61,869,397)

Other Motor Vehicle Dealers 1,579,822 9,117,020 (7,537,198)

Auto Parts/Accessories, Tire Stores 2,216,733 4,126,998 (1,910,265)

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores 3,712,243 3,114,540 597,703

Furniture Stores 1,964,507 2,846,622 (882,115)

Home Furnishing Stores 1,747,736 267,918 1,479,818

Electronics and Appliances Stores 3,260,171 3,771,473 (511,302)

Appliances, Televisions, Electronics Stores 2,539,553 3,742,614 (1,203,061)

Computer and Software Stores 593,964 28,859 565,105

Camera and Photographic Equipment Stores 126,653 0 126,653

Building Material and Garden Equipment Stores 16,610,394 25,818,549 (9,208,155)

Building Material and Supply Dealers 15,107,921 25,558,161 (10,450,240)

Lawn/Garden Equipment, Supplies Stores 1,502,473 260,388 1,242,085

Food and Beverage Stores 17,397,151 26,612,429 (9,215,278)

Grocery Stores 15,730,507 21,850,123 (6,119,616)

Specialty Food Stores 505,476 1,161,174 (655,698)

Beer, Wine and Liquor Stores 1,161,169 3,601,132 (2,439,963)

Health and Personal Care Stores 8,429,120 5,178,768 3,250,352

Pharmacies and Drug Stores 7,259,649 4,340,495 2,919,154

Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, Perfume Stores 308,376 18,858 289,518

Optical Goods Stores 313,951 395,414 (81,463)

Other Health and Personal Care Stores 547,144 424,001 123,143

Gasoline Stations 16,134,981 44,225,154 (28,090,173)

Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores 5,436,816 5,577,275 (140,459)

Clothing Stores 3,893,375 4,252,270 (358,895)

Shoe Stores 773,738 396,007 377,731

Jewelry, Luggage, Leather Goods Stores 769,703 928,998 (159,295)

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, Music Stores 2,499,367 2,398,603 100,764

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical Instrument Stores 1,742,588 2,091,979 (349,391)

Book, Periodical and Music Stores 756,779 306,624 450,155

General Merchandise Stores 16,714,940 59,105,280 (42,390,340)

Department Stores Excluding Leased Departments 7,530,065 38,320,805 (30,790,740)

Other General Merchandise Stores 9,184,876 20,784,475 (11,599,599)

Miscellaneous Store Retailers 3,962,778 2,308,245 1,654,533

Florists 278,885 269,228 9,657

Office Supplies, Stationery, Gift Stores 1,564,447 482,644 1,081,803

Used Merchandise Stores 303,999 143,687 160,312

Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers 1,815,447 1,412,686 402,761

Non-Store Retailers 8,657,873 4,719,862 3,938,011

Foodservice and Drinking Places 13,449,067 18,939,526 (5,490,459)

Full-Service Restaurants 6,127,774 8,041,813 (1,914,039)

Limited Service Eating Places 5,612,847 10,016,510 (4,403,663)

Special Foodservices 1,084,313 666,992 417,321

Drinking Places Alcoholic Beverages 624,134 214,211 409,923

GAFO* 33,187,984 74,449,815 (41,261,831)

General Merchandise Stores 16,714,940 59,105,280 (42,390,340)

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores 5,436,816 5,577,275 (140,459)

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores 3,712,243 3,114,540 597,703

Electronics and Appliance Stores 3,260,171 3,771,473 (511,302)

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, Music Stores 2,499,367 2,398,603 100,764

Office Supplies, Stationery, Gift Stores 1,564,447 482,644 1,081,803
 Source: Claritas, Inc.
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RETAIL SPACE POTENTIAL 
Projecting the growth of retail expenditures helps determine 
the need for additional retail space in Detroit Lakes. Overall, 
Detroit Lakes is an importer of retail dollars but, as identified 
in Table 1.11, there are specific niche markets that the commu-
nity can further develop. Downtown is less likely to be in direct 
competition with big box retailers like Wal-Mart. By using the 
data in Table 1.9, current per capita spending can be deter-
mined. If the amount of dollars spent per individual is applied 
to Detroit Lakes future population and that of its regional 
market, future retails sales (based on 2007 dollar) can be calcu-
lated. These market areas should continue to capture projected 
retail sales at current rates but should also strive to capture a 
portion of the dollars that leak to other market areas.  

Note: The numbers in the primary market column in this table 
match the opportunity/gap in Table 1.10

Tables 1.12 and 1.13 illustrate this methodology and relate 
future expenditures to retail space demands. This is deter-
mined by: 

Calculating the average sales yield of retail space in  ›
Detroit Lakes, using an estimated sales yield of $250 
per square foot. This figure is provided by Urban Land 
Institute’s (ULI) Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers, 
2008. 

Assuming the downtown’s share of the entire city’s  ›
retail sales, and therefore square footage, is 30%. This is 
slightly lower than the downtown’s share of total retail 
square footage; however, this analysis was focused on 
niche areas that would more likely be drawn to a down-
town market. 

The analysis indicates a potential demand for an additional 
65,000 square feet of retail space in the downtown over the 
next five years. The Downtown currently has 57,513 square feet 
of vacant first and second story space.  Although this appears 
to be an adequate to meet future demands For comparison, 
Central Market has about 60,000 square feet.

The result of relocating Highway 10 opens up land for redevel-
opment. This land could be used for new commercial develop-
ment, strengthening the fringe of the traditional Main Street 
and expanding downtown commercial uses.
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Table 1.11: Opportunity Gap Analysis for Detroit Lakes’ Market Areas

Opportunity Gap Surplus/ 

Shortage

Opportunity Gap Surplus/ 

Shortage

Opportunity Gap Surplus/ 

Shortage

Total Retail Sales Including Eating and Drinking Places (156,821,662) 172,272,083 ($521,869,480)

Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers (71,316,860) 17,162,481 $114,015,352 

Automotive Dealers (61,869,397) 32,290,507 $220,957,539 

Other Motor Vehicle Dealers (7,537,198) (18,885,164) ($104,955,709)

Auto Parts/Accessories, Tire Stores (1,910,265) 3,757,139 ($1,986,474)

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores 597,703 9,410,639 $72,575,872 

Furniture Stores (882,115) 840,408 $42,858,722 

Home Furnishing Stores 1,479,818 8,570,231 $29,717,150 

Electronics and Appliances Stores (511,302) 11,615,786 ($3,544,076)

Appliances, Televisions, Electronics Stores (1,203,061) 7,550,667 ($19,287,579)

Computer and Software Stores 565,105 3,335,033 $14,426,038 

Camera and Photographic Equipment Stores 126,653 730,086 $1,317,465 

Building Material and Garden Equipment Stores (9,208,155) 20,132,799 ($314,040,102)

Building Material and Supply Dealers (10,450,240) 46,442,022 $17,082,440 

Lawn/Garden Equipment, Supplies Stores 1,242,085 (26,309,221) ($331,122,541)

Food and Beverage Stores (9,215,278) 23,740,825 ($51,471,388)

Grocery Stores (6,119,616) 33,723,703 $40,721,133 

Specialty Food Stores (655,698) (303,670) $659,279 

Beer, Wine and Liquor Stores (2,439,963) (9,679,209) ($92,851,796)

Health and Personal Care Stores 3,250,352 25,294,622 $155,521,778 

Pharmacies and Drug Stores 2,919,154 20,092,415 $129,550,939 

Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, Perfume Stores 289,518 1,554,523 $12,421,674 

Optical Goods Stores (81,463) 1,271,178 $9,413,672 

Other Health and Personal Care Stores 123,143 2,376,507 $4,135,494 

Gasoline Stations (28,090,173) (15,422,271) ($486,783,705)

Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores (140,459) 19,505,393 $167,110,871 

Clothing Stores (358,895) 14,618,672 $116,238,155 

Shoe Stores 377,731 1,917,573 $31,474,085 

Jewelry, Luggage, Leather Goods Stores (159,295) 2,969,148 $19,398,630 

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, Music Stores 100,764 7,245,241 ($9,277,088)

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical Instrument Stores (349,391) 3,604,298 ($40,069,636)

Book, Periodical and Music Stores 450,155 3,640,943 $30,792,547 

General Merchandise Stores (42,390,340) (12,609,499) ($424,451,167)

Department Stores Excluding Leased Departments (30,790,740) (16,759,752) ($468,337,066)

Other General Merchandise Stores (11,599,599) 4,150,253 $43,885,899 

Miscellaneous Store Retailers 1,654,533 9,452,182 $29,738,821 

Florists 9,657 711,602 ($3,738,610)

Office Supplies, Stationery, Gift Stores 1,081,803 6,527,491 $22,464,761 

Used Merchandise Stores 160,312 1,157,962 ($913,409)

Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers 402,761 1,055,126 $11,926,080 

Non-Store Retailers 3,938,011 34,227,702 $69,432,325 

Foodservice and Drinking Places (5,490,459) 22,516,182 $159,303,010 

Full-Service Restaurants (1,914,039) 9,670,018 $41,750,567 

Limited Service Eating Places (4,403,663) 10,502,052 $120,635,716 

Special Foodservices 417,321 3,019,408 $36,388,325 

Drinking Places Alcoholic Beverages 409,923 (675,296) ($39,471,597)

GAFO* (41,261,831) 41,695,051 ($175,120,829)

General Merchandise Stores (42,390,340) (12,609,499) ($424,451,167)

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores (140,459) 19,505,393 $167,110,871 

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores 597,703 9,410,639 $72,575,872 

Electronics and Appliance Stores (511,302) 11,615,786 ($3,544,076)

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, Music Stores 100,764 7,245,241 ($9,277,088)

Office Supplies, Stationery, Gift Stores 1,081,803 6,527,491 $22,464,761 

Source: Claritas, Inc.
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Table 1.13: Potential Demand for Retail Space, Downtown Detroit Lakes

Primary Secondary Tertiary Total

Increase in Retail Sales $6,134,549 46,070,705 2,140,632 54,345,887

Sales Per Square Foot $250 $250 $250 $250

Total Commercial Square Footage 24,538 184,283 8,563 217,384

Downtown Share 30% 30% 30% 30%

Total Share for Downtown 7,361 55,285 2,559 66,215

Source: RDG Planning & Design, Urban Land Institute

Table 1.12 Potential Demand for Retail Space in Downtown Detroit Lakes 2012 (auto withheld)

 Primary Secondary Tertiary Total

2007 Estimated Demand  $ 116,264,902 $ 515,010,072 $7,235,045,743 $7,866,320,717 

2007 Estimated Population    9,571       40,354        564,407 614,332

2007 Per Capita Dollars  $ 12,148 $12,762 $12,819 $12,805

2012 Projected Population 10,076 41,788 $579,588 631,452 

2012 Projected Demand $122,399,452 $533,311,218 $7,429,648,626  8,085,536,728

Increment 2007-2012 $6,134,550 $18,301,146 $194,602,883 $219,216,011

Capture Rate 100% 79% 100.00%

Citywide Share of the Increment $6,134,550 $14,497,183 $194,602,883 215,234,615

Existing Gap              -  $311,931,264 0 311,931,264 

Future Gap              -  $3,803,963             -  3,981,396

Total Gap              -  $315,735,227             -  315,912,660

Capture Rate (current) 100% 10% 1.10%

Share of Gap              -  $31,573,523             -  31,573,523 

Total Increment $6,134,549 $46,070,705 $2,140,632 54,345,887

Sales Yield Per Square Foot $250 $250 $250 $250

Citywide commercial Space Demand (SF) 6,135 184,283 8,563 217,384

Source: Claritas, Inc., RDG Planning & Design, Urban Land Institute

OFFICE MARKET POTENTIAL
Detroit Lakes has about 105,993 square feet of downtown office 
space, or 13.095 square feet per capita in 2007.  Based on pro-
jected population growth by 2012, there will be a demand for 
an additional 6,300 square feet of new space.  Doubling this 
hard demand to account for new enterprises suggests a devel-
opment demand for about 12,600 square feet of multi-tenant 
space.

Other forces affect office demand.  For example, business diver-
sification and expansion can generate a demand for new space.  
Individual companies may decide to build space for themselves 
in a resurgent central area, and new demands may occur, such 
as medical offices.  On the other hand, downsizing can put 
other space on the market.  The overall plan should accommo-
date these possibilities.

HOUSING MARKET POTENTIAL
Residential development has been critical to downtown revital-
ization initiatives in many communities and could play a role in 
the growth and sustainment of Downtown Detroit Lakes. This 
section addresses potential housing markets in the district.

Recent Construction Activity

Table 1.14 displays residential construction activity within the 
city between 2000 and 2006. The rate of construction varied 
year to year, with as many as 58 housing units added in 2005 
and as few as 20 added in 2000. On average, approximately 41 
homes were built annually. Currently, the downtown housing 
mix includes upper level renter occupied units and some 
single-family and mobile home units on the periphery of the 
downtown. Overall the downtown lacks high quality resi-
dential options. In the future, housing opportunities located 
near or in the downtown district will most likely continue to 
be alternative forms such as senior living, town homes, and 
attached housing. 
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Table 1.14: Detroit Lakes Residential Construction Activity 2000-2007

Type 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total 

Units

People/

HH

Total 

People

SF Units 20 23 29 46 53 58 45 53 327 2.36 772

MF Units 5 3 6 5 2 5 4 8 38 1.72 65

Total 25 26 35 51 55 63 49 61 365 837.08

Source: City of Detroit Lakes, U.S. Census Bureau

Overall  Housing Demand

Based on population forecasts developed in Table 1.5 and 
Table 1.14 projects housing development in Detroit Lakes to 
2015. The housing demand model assumes that:

Over the last several years the vacancy rate and people per  ›
household have remained steady; however, over the next 
ten years the vacancy rate will decline and as the children 
of baby-boomers begin having families the number of 
people per household will once again increase. 

Four units will be removed from the market on an annual  ›
basis due to demolition or conversion to another use. 

Detroit Lakes generates a 10-year demand for about 479 new 
housing units, or about 48 units annually.  Typically, a central 
district area can absorb about 10-15% of this demand.  Providing 
a variety of housing will be essential to increasing demand and 
meeting future city projections. This should include housing 
options in and around the downtown. 

Retai l  Impact of Downtown Housing

Downtown Detroit Lakes can grow as a residential neigh-
borhood. Assuming that the downtown captures 10-15% of 
the city’s housing market the central district supports annual 
production of about 5-7 units. According to the 2000 Census, 
the overall occupancy mix in the city is roughly 70% owner-
occupied and 30% renter occupied. Table 1.15 projects a ten-
year downtown housing development program based on these 
assumptions.

Table 1.15: Projected Housing Development Demand to 2018 

Detroit Lakes 2008 (Base) 2013 2018 Total

1.4% Annual Growth Rate

Population at the End of Period 8,207 8,668 9,156

Household Population at End of Period 7,904 8,349 8,818

People/Household 2.2 2.2 2.2

Household Demand at End of Period 3,558 3,749 3,947

Projected Vacancy Rate 11.9% 11.9% 11.9%

Total Unit Needs at End of Period          4,039 4,255 4,480 

Available from Previous Year 4,212 4,435

Lost Units 20 20 40

Annual Need 47 49 48

Cumulative Need 234 245 479

Source: RDG Planning & Design

Effectively developed, downtown housing can be a unique 
attraction, and can often develop its own, larger market. An 
overall revitalization program that makes downtown more 
attractive also increases housing demand. For example, a focus 
on the arts may generate a demand for live/work housings 
or development of senior housing can attract people from a 
broader area.

Table 1.16 presents a downtown occupancy and pricing 
program, based on the current income distribution and owner/
renter occupancy split in Detroit Lakes. Actual production 
may differ from these projections because of market or lifestyle 
preferences, such as the desire of higher-income residents or 
“urban pioneers” to live in higher-cost housing. Nevertheless, 
this program can guide the city and potential developers.  
Development trends suggest lakefront sites, such as those 
along West Lake Drive, may attract more than this share of the 
market.  This is not a recommendation, but a trend being expe-
rienced in Detroit Lakes.

Additional downtown housing development also can influence 
demand for retail goods and services. Based on Consumer 
Spending data (utilized in Table 1.8), per capita annual spend-
ing for retail goods and services within Detroit Lakes is esti-
mated at $12,148. An additional 48-72 units over ten years at 
2.2 people per household would result in 106-158 new resi-
dents, or an annual spending level increase in 2007 dollars of 
$1.3 million to $2 million. Assuming that the downtown con-
tinues to capture 43% of local expenditures, this downtown 
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residential market could generate about $553,700 to $825,300 
of additional consumer spending in the district. Based on an 
average retail yield of $250 per square foot, the potential down-
town residential market could support approximately 2,200 to 
3,300 square feet of additional retail space. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This analysis of population and potential markets leads to the 
following conclusions: 

Detroit Lakes and the surrounding region have experi- ›
enced consistent population increases since the 1990s 
and are expected to continue growing. The strong 
growth of the secondary market outside of Detroit Lakes 
indicates an increasing number of regional residents that 
will most likely look to Detroit Lakes for retail goods and 
services. 

If the City of Detroit Lakes is able to maintain the growth  ›
it has experienced in the last seven years, its 2020 popu-
lation will be approximately 9,360.

Retail sales in Detroit Lakes exceed consumer expendi- ›
tures, which reinforces the community’s ability to serve 
local residents as well as populations in the secondary 
and tertiary trade areas. As the regional population con-
tinues to grow, demand for retail goods and services in 
Detroit Lakes will also increase. 

Table 1.17: Housing Development Program

 Total

Total Need 72

Total Owner Occupied 50

Affordable Low: 50-100,000 11

Affordable Moderate: 100-150,000 12

Moderate Market: 150-200,000 12

Higher Market: Over $200,000 14

Total Renter Occupied 21

Low: Less than $400 9

Affordable: $400-800 6

Market: Over $800 6

Source: RDG Planning & Design, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Claritas, Inc.

Table 1.16 Projected Housing Demand, 2007-2018

Total

Owner-Occupied Units 49

Renter Occupied Units 23

Total 72

Source: RDG Planning & Design, U.S. Census Bureau

Recent retail expansion within Detroit Lakes will likely  ›
drive the downtown to focus on specialty markets that 
are traditional to downtown markets. While Detroit 
Lakes as a whole is an importer of retail dollars, this has 
not been the case for the niche markets. New develop-
ment sites created as a result of Highway 10 relocating 
will create opportunities to attract conventional develop-
ment patterns.

Within the secondary market area ring, Detroit Lakes  ›
(primary market) has 46% of the total retail sales, while 
the area outside Detroit Lakes (secondary market) makes 
up the remaining 54%. 

Consumer spending patterns in the primary market are  ›
slightly lower than the national trend. However, spend-
ing patterns in the secondary market are slightly higher 
than the primary or tertiary markets.

Over the next 5 years, Detroit Lakes as a whole could  ›
absorb 217,000 square feet of additional niche commer-
cial space. The downtown could absorb 30% or 65,000 
square feet of additional large market commercial 
space. 

Detroit Lakes’ primary market has 1,205,600 square feet  ›
of consumer-oriented retail/service space. An increase 
of 5% of sales ($12.50 SF) adds $15 million in retail sales 
and adds $30 million to the local economy (or $3,300 
for each full time resident). Detroit Lakes has 556,291 
square feet of consumer oriented retail/service space in 
downtown alone. An increase of 5% of sales ($12.50 SF) 
adds $6.95 million in retail sales and adds $13.9 million 
to the local economy (or $1,600 for each resident).

Downtown could capture up to 10-15% of the city‘s  ›
housing production or 5-7 units annually. 

Office development in Detroit Lakes’ is experiencing a  ›
demand for 12,600 square feet by 2012.  Offices located 
on the main floor of buildings could otherwise be used 
for commercial uses.

Additional downtown housing development can influ- ›
ence demand for retail goods and services. An additional 
48 to 72 units over ten years could result in 198 new 
residents, or an annual spending level increase in 2007 
dollars of $2.5 million. Assuming that the Downtown 
continues to capture 43% of local expenditures, this 
downtown residential market could generate up to about 
$1.1 million of additional consumer spending in the dis-
trict. This potential downtown residential market could 
support approximately 4,400 square feet of additional 
retail space. 
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This chapter examines existing conditions 
and opportunities in the business corri-
dors in Detroit Lakes. It provides a basis 
for planning future development. 
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Structure of the Business Corridor
Detroit Lakes was named after the narrow sandbar strait within 
the Lake that a French Catholic Priest commented on while 
encamped on the banks of the lake.  The word “Lakes” was 
added in 1926 to distinguish the city from Detroit, Michigan.  
Originally, Detroit Lakes was laid out on a grid pattern with 
major corridors forming along a north-south access perpendic-
ular to the railroad.  Downtown Detroit Lakes developed at the 
northern end of Washington Avenue near the railroad depot.  
The buildings of this district were built to the property lines, 
largely in the early years of the twentieth century.  Designed as 
a broad street for turning wagons around, Washington Avenue 
was originally the primary view corridor and route between the 
rail depot, downtown, and the lake. 

The advent of the automobile changed the structure of down-
town and Washington Ave.  As a result, people relied less on 
trains for transportation.  By the 1940s three major highways 
intersected at Detroit Lakes, Highways 10, 59, and 34.  The 
development of Highway 10 in the 1920s, lead to major altera-
tions in the shape and character of downtown Detroit Lakes.  
The greatest effects were seen on the eastern side of downtown 
where Highway 10 cuts across three city blocks.  The struc-
ture of the city was altered by these routes, changing it from a 
pedestrian-oriented place to one oriented towards the automo-
bile.  This pattern became more pronounced in the late-1900s, 
spreading commercial uses out from the traditional core to 
the edges of the city.  Nonetheless, Washington Avenue today 
continues as a leading destination for shopping in the city and 
region.  In 2006, the Minnesota Department of Transportation, 
in partnership with the City of Detroit Lakes and the Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe Railroad, began relocating Highway 10. The 
relocation of this highway changes accessibility to businesses 
and vacates about five acres of land.  The area of downtown and 
its surrounding area have a distinguishable pattern of develop-
ment that can be described in several sub-districts, including: 

Downtown Core ›
The Crescent ›
Community Center Connection ›
St. Mary’s District ›
Railroad ›
North Washington ›
South Washington ›
Lake District ›

Downtown Core.  This area includes Washington Avenue from 
Highway 10 to Frazee Street.  The buildings fronting this street 
range from one to three stories, built to the property line with 

awnings extending from the face of the building.  The area is 
characterized by a large number of businesses along Washington 
Avenue with parallel parking.  Additional parking is located on 
side streets and parking lots behind buildings.  This is also the 
retail heart of the community and has experienced significant 
reinvestment.  

Gateway District.  The relocation of Highway 10 creates a sig-
nificant amount of land on the edge of Highway 10.  Existing 
uses are characterized by individual buildings separated from 
one another with minimal landscaping.  Concrete and asphalt 
parking lots in front of these structures dominate the entrances 
into these developments.  Numerous buildings along Highway 
10 are noticeably underutilized and possibly vacant.  Industrial 
uses along with their condition influences the perception of the 
corridor, downtown, and the city.  A Gateway District Master 
Plan was developed prior to the relocation of Highway 10 to 
guide development in this district.  Chapter 4 of this document 
refers to the Gateway District as The Crescent.

Community Center Connection.  As a center for community 
based services, the Detroit Lakes Community and Cultural 
Center on Summit Avenue is at the heart of the district.  
Surrounding civic uses strengthen the civic nature.  Many of the 
social and cultural events for the community are in close prox-
imity of this facility, including the Becker County Museum, fire 
department and the historic Holmes Theatre. In addition, the 
district is also home to several of Detroit Lakes’ congregations 
which are located along Lake Avenue.

St. Mary’s District. Located at the crossroads of Washington 
Avenue and Frazee Street, St. Mary’s Regional Health Center 
is a medical community.  Services and facilities include a hos-
pital, nursing center, senior apartments, home health care, 
and ambulance services.  Currently, plans are underway for 
the expansion and renovation of current facilities in order to 
ensure St. Mary’s ability to continue to serve the community of 
Detroit Lakes well into the future.

Railroad.  As part of the realignment of Highway 10 through 
the Gateway District, the railroad was shifted adjusted for 
the project.  These lines are currently owned and operated by 
the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF), and are the major 
artery for freight traffic between the Pacific Northwest and 
Eastern markets.  According to the Minnesota Department of 
Transportation, 50 to 60 freight trains pass through on a daily 
basis. Passenger rail service is also provided at the Detroit 
Lakes Depot via Amtrak’s Empire Builder, with inbound and 
outbound trains arriving during early morning hours.
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North Washington.  Limited commercial development is 
located immediately north of the railroad tracks then transi-
tions to residential uses when approaching Highway 34.  The 
Highway 34 intersection has vacant property on the southwest 
corner and commercial uses on the northside.

South Washington.  The corridor is the main link between the 
Downtown Core and Lake District.  Churches, single-family 
and multi-family housing, offices and a ballpark all border this 
street.  Lighting along for the two-lane street includes cobra 
head fixtures mounted to galvanized poles. Parallel parking is 
available on-street.  

Lake District.  West Lake Drive offers drivers and pedestrians’ 
vistas of the lake along this tree-lined street.   The City Beach 
and marina facilities are located on the lakeside of the street, 
while restaurants, lodging, retail and residential dwellings 
dominate the north side. Many properties along the corridor 
have been redeveloped for condominium housing overlooking 
the lake. 

The City Park, located along the lake at Washington Avenue 
and West Lake Drive, is the largest park in Detroit Lakes at 25 
acres.  The Pavilion located within the park has been a land-
mark for decades and available for people to rent for individual 
events.  City Park also boasts a Frisbee golf course, physical 
fitness course, tennis courts and the city’s bathhouse.  

L and and Building Use
Table 2.1 summarizes building use in the business corri-
dor study area. The overall district provides approximately 
1,932,960 square feet of gross floor area, with about 1,122,405 
square feet on street level and 466,697 additional square feet on 
upper levels.  Street level space in the district has a low vacancy 
rate of about 3.6%, although some is in marginal use.  The 
upper level spaces include a mixture of uses with most occu-
pied spaces being used for housing.  

Among occupied commercial space users, consumer uses, 
including retailing, personal services, and hospitality, account 
for about 572,701 square feet, while private office uses occupy 
about 114,109 square feet.  Medical services, including St. 
Mary’s Regional Health Center, account for 343,858 square feet 
of space.  Civic (churches and non-profits) and governmental 
institutions occupy over 402,789 square feet.  

The remaining square footage is associated with the light 
industrial uses.  The Building Use Map (Map 2.1) indicates the 
geographic distribution of these uses in the district.   

Table 2.1: Building Use in Downtown Detroit Lakes

Building Use Type
Main Level 

(SF)

Upper Level 

(SF)
Total  (SF)

Upper Floor Residential - 47,087 47,087

Multi-Family Residential 40,660 61,500 102,160

Senior Living (multi-family) 59,926 109,693 169,619

Hospitality 12,728 12,728

Office 144,109 42,808 186,917

Service 43,736 1,985 45,721

Automotive 54,260  54,260

Retail 376,352 9,036 385,388

Restaurant/Entertainment 72,104 2,500 74,604

School 12,400  12,400

Other Civic Uses 162,850 97,450 260,300

Light Industrial 29,034  29,034

General Industrial 10,000 10,000

Medical Services 168,166 175,692 343,858

Public Facility 92,964 37,125 130,089

Vacant Space 11,282 57,513 68,795

Total 1,122,405 466,697 1,932,960

Source: Community Growth Institute, 2008; RDG Planning & Design, 2008 
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Map 2.1: Building Use, Main Level

Source: Community Growth Institute, 2008; RDG Planning & Design, 2008 
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Historic Background  

This analysis identifies potential opportunities for redevelop-
ment or adaptive reuse by relating building occupancy and 
historic significance. Detroit Lakes exhibits several examples 
of early Twentieth Century commercial architecture, although 
several buildings were lost to fires in 1910 and 1936.  The goal 
setting process, discussed in Chapter Three, indicates that 
stakeholders in the District appreciate the traditional down-
town ambiance, and that historic preservation is an important 
community value.  The Graystone building, in particular, was 
noted as an example of a historic building that was rehabili-
tated for active uses.  Strategies should preserve these valuable 
resources and maintain them in productive use.  Federal incen-
tives such as the Historic Tax Credit, the National Trust Main 
Street Program, and state programs encourage adaptive reuse 
of historic buildings.    

The Opportunity Analysis relates building utilization and his-
toric significance.  Historic assessment considers the report 
prepared by Gemini Research for Historic Cultural Resources 
Inventory of Historic Structures on Washington Avenue.  This 
report was used as background to classify business in the fol-
lowing categories: 

Landmarks.  ›  These are buildings judged to be of essen-
tial historic significance and are either listed or eligible 
for individual listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places.  

Strongly Contributing Buildings.  ›  These individual 
structures contribute to the character or fabric of the 
National Register district.  Some may also be eligible for 
individual listing.  

Background Contributing.   › These buildings were typi-
cally built before World War II and represent examples 
of vernacular commercial architecture.  While probably 
not individually eligible for Register listing, they gener-
ally contribute to the character of their overall context 
through having similar construction materials and 
setback.

Significant New Buildings.   › These are relatively con-
temporary buildings that represent substantial capital 
investments.  

Not Contributing.  ›  These are structures that do not con-
tribute to the structure or fabric of a significant historic 
or design district.

Negative.   › These are typically structures that detract 
from the fabric of a district because of deteriorating con-
dition or appearance. 

Major Modification.  › These represent structures that 
have undergone major modifications and, as a result, 
do not contribute to the integrity of the district.  Some 
of these buildings have been modified with a screen or 
façade treatment that may be reversible. 

The Opportunity Analysis relates the economics of building 
utilization and historic assessment to define potential targets 
for adaptive reuse.  It places buildings in the following groups: 

Category 1 › , representing the highest priority potential 
opportunities for adaptive redevelopment.  This category 
includes buildings that rank as landmarks or strongly 
contributing structures that are vacant on upper-levels 
or are warehouses in low use.  These buildings represent 
major historic resources that may be threatened eco-
nomically by low use. 

Category 2, ›  represents buildings equal to Category 1 
in significance, but which exhibit some upper level use.  
While high in priority, these buildings may not face the 
same economic threat as Category 1 structures.

Category 3 › , including background contributing build-
ings with upper level vacancy.  Loss of these buildings 
would result in gaps on streets.

Category 4 › , including background contributing build-
ings with at least some upper-level occupancy.  Again, 
these buildings may not face the economic pressures 
experienced by category 3 structures.

Category 5 › , including structures with substantial 
vacancy that are either non-contributing, negative, or 
have experienced major modification.  A project that 
restores a historic building to original appearance should 
be placed in Categories 1 or 2.

This ranking of priorities can help the city identify potential 
reuse targets or consider competing projects. 
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Map 2.2: Existing Building Use, Upper Stories

Source: Community Growth Institute, 2008; RDG Planning & Design, 2008 
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Map 2.3: Historical Significance

Source: Community Growth Institute, 2008; RDG Planning & Design, 2008 
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Map 2.4: Building Conditions

Source: Community Growth Institute, 2008; RDG Planning & Design, 2008 
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Transportation
Street System

Transportation is vital to the Downtown framework.  Downtown’s 
primary streets include Washington Avenue, Frazee Street, and 
US Highway 10.  US Highway 10, moves traffic generally west 
and east through the City, while Washington Avenue, moves 
traffic north and south through the City.  Additionally, US 
Highway 59 and Minnesota State Highway 34 moves traffic 
north/south and east/west through the city respectively.  West 
Lake Drive provides access to the waterfront, while also pro-
viding connections to Washington Avenue and downtown, and 
to US Highway 59 on the southern edge of Detroit Lakes.

Washington Avenue is the central artery to commercial busi-
nesses and the most distinguishable destination in the city. The 
balance of traffic movement through Downtown is provided 
by the local street grid, with all of the district’s east/west streets 
providing direct access to surrounding residential neighbor-
hoods and essential access to community destinations like the 
Detroit Lakes Community and Cultural Center and St. Mary’s 
Regional Health Center.  

Traffic moves through the district smoothly, but service declines 
during special events.  Improvements could enhance safety and 
movement for motorist and pedestrians, particularly along 
Washington Avenue and West Lake Drive.  Many participants 
perceive that the realignment of Highway 10 may improve the 
movement of traffic through the city center.

Trails

Detroit Lakes is a “trails crossroads” with three major trail net-
works crossing in and around the Detroit Lakes area.  The Pine 
to Prairie Birding Trail is 200 miles in length, stretching from 
Fergus Falls to Warroad along US Highway 59 and Minnesota 
State Highways 32 and 11.  Along the trail there are 45 public 
and private reserve sites where birders can scout for more than 
275 species of birds.  The Lake Country Scenic Byway follows 
Minnesota State Highway 34 from Detroit Lakes to Walker, 
with an additional spur from Park Rapids up to Itasca State 
Park.  The trail boasts that it allows bikers, hikers and motor-
ists to view the Northwoods as they once were.  In addition 
the Lake Country Scenic Byway also connects to additional 
hiking and biking trails along its route.  The North Country 
Trail is one of the longest trails in Minnesota, and in its entirety 
stretches some 4,600 miles across seven states from central 
North Dakota to the New York/Vermont Boarder, with more 
than 1,800 miles of certified off-road trails.  Winter trail net-
works include the Winter Wonderland Snowmobile Trails at 
White Earth State Park with more than 200 miles of trails.  An 
extension of the Heartland Trail from Park Rapids will eventu-
ally reach Detroit Lakes.

Map 2.5: Building Opportunity Analysis
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Map 2.5: Trails and Recreation
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Map 2.6: Parking Supply, 2008 
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Parking Supply

Quantity and quality of parking is an important issue for the 
district.  The core retail district, along Washington Avenue from 
Highway 10 to Frazee Street, furnishes about 5,716 parking 
stalls, 2,036 of which are on-street.  The Parking Facilities map 
illustrates the location and nature of this parking supply. Table 
2.2 below calculates parking demand for Downtown, based on 
existing building use, and Table 2.3 inventories the parking 
supply.

Table 2.2: Parking Demand in Downtown Detroit Lakes 

Use Area (SF)

Projected 

Parking Ratio 

Spaces/1,000 SF

Required 

Parking

Automotive 54,260 3.00 163

Civic Uses 260,300 2.50 651

School 12,400 2.50 31

Office 114,109 3.00 342

Public Facilities 130,089 2.00 260

Multi-Family 102,160 1.50 153

Assisted Living 169,619 2.00 339

Upper Floor Residential 47,087 1.50 71

Hospitality 12,728 3.00 38

Restaurant/ Entertainment 74,604 3.00 224

Retail 385,388 3.00 1,156

Services 45,721 2.50 114

Medical Services 343,858 2.50 860

Light Industrial 29,034 1.00 29

General Industrial 10,000 1.00 10

Total 1,864,165 4,441

Source: RDG Planning & Design 

Table 2.3: Parking Supply 

Number of Spaces % of Total Supply

On-Street 2,036 34.5%

Off-Street 3,680 64.5%

Total 5,716 100%

Source: RDG Planning & Design 
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Map 2.6: Parking Adequacy, 2008
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The Business Corridors Redevelopment 
Plan includes a thorough public partici-
pation process, giving stakeholders the 
opportunity to frame the goals and di-
rections of the Plan.   This plan recom-
mends policies largely based on opinions 
and perceptions of those who know the 
community best—its residents and busi-
ness and property owners.  While focus 
groups in a downtown planning process 
typically include business and property 
owners, every resident of Detroit Lakes 
has an interest in the heart of the city.
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The specific components of the public participation process 
include:

Website.  A project website was developed at the beginning of 
the process to post progress updates and announcements.

Questionnaire.  A questionnaire was submitted to the public 
in November 2007.  The results of the process identify pre-
liminary issues and goals, which were addressed in more detail 
during focus group meetings.

Kick-off Meeting.  A kick-off meeting on December 13th, 
2007 began the planning process for the Business Corridor 
Redevelopment Plan.  The meeting reviewed the planning 
process, results from the questionnaire and examples of com-
munities that have experienced with similar plans.

Focus Group Meetings.  Focus group meetings were held on 
February 30th and 31st.  Residents (year-round and seasonal), 
business and property owners, financial institutions, and public 
officials participated in roundtable discussions to share their 
opinion of the district and its future opportunities.  

Community Presentation.  A community presentation was 
given on April 4th, 2007.  The event allowed the public to 
become more familiar with the concept of planning for down-
town, and to become more familiar with strategies that other 
communities in the Midwest have pursued to market their 
downtown.

Design Workshops.  Five days of design workshops were used 
to engage citizens, residents, business owners, and other stake-
holders in the planning process.  Participants shared their ideas, 
issues and concerns informally with planners and designers, 
while actively drawing their concepts for the future of down-
town.  Workshops were held on March 11, 12, and 13.  Two 
additional workshops were held on May 21st and 22nd.

Detroit Lakes Development Authority Steering Committee 
Meetings.  The Detroit Lakes Development Authority met at 
key points during the planning process to review the progress 
of the plan and make revisions to the draft concepts.  Meetings 
were held with the consultant team in December, February, 
April, May, July and August.  All meetings were open to the 
public.

Open House and Community Presentation.  The Detroit 
Lakes Chamber of Commerce hosted a morning presentation 
of the plan during its Mini-Summit at the Minnesota State 
Community and Technical College on September 24th.  An 
evening presentation was hosted by the City of Detroit Lakes 

at the same location.  The open house provided the public an 
opportunity to review and provide comments to the develop-
ment concept prior to the approval process.

The Questionnaire
In order to measure the opinions and perceptions of the busi-
ness corridor, a questionnaire was solicited to the public via 
the Detroit Lakes Tribune and Internet.  The questionnaire was 
available for over four weeks, resulting in two-hundred forty-
eight responses.  This chapter summarizes the major findings.

Rating of Detroit Lakes’  Features

Questionnaire participants completed a “report card” question, 
asking respondents to rank various features of downtown on a 
“5” to “1” scale, five representing excellent and one represent-
ing poor.  Features ranking above 3.5 are considered strengths 
while features below 2.5 are considered weaknesses.  Figure 3.1 
illustrates the results of the rankings.

Respondents to the questionnaire generally perceive business 
corridor negatively.  Of the twenty-two features, thirteen were 
considered weaknesses, while the remaining features were con-
sidered neutral.  The perception of the physical structure and 
business environment of downtown received low rankings.  
Figure 3.1 reports the results for all features.

Respondents identified the following as a moderate strength of 
downtown:

Cultural Facilities and Attractions (3.3) ›

The following features received consistently low rankings by 
respondents:

Restaurants and Entertainment Facilities (2.2) ›
Public Perception of Downtown (2.3) ›
Overall Appearance of the District (2.4) ›
Business Growth During the Last 5 Years (2.4) ›
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Streetscape and the Public Environment (2.4) ›
City Investment in Downtown (2.4) ›
Directional Information to Downtown (2.5) ›
Amount of Business Attraction Outside of DL (2.5) ›
Condition of Buildings (2.5) ›
Adequacy of Parking (2.5) ›
Business Variety (2.5) ›
Retailing Environment (2.5) ›
Willingness of Owners/Businesses to Invest (2.5) ›

Participants were asked to reply to ideas and actions for 
improving the business corridor.  Again, respondents were 
providing a ranking of ideas on a “5” to “1” scale, five repre-
senting greatest importance and one representing least impor-
tance.   Respondents generally support activities for improving 
downtown.  Attracting new retail, restaurants and entertain-
ment venues received high ratings.  Improving the streetscape, 
including sidewalks, landscaping, lighting and benches received 
a high ranking, as well.  The idea of a new event center was 
included as a feature, receiving an overall rank of 2.5.  Of the 
243 respondents, about 25% support the idea, 22% are neutral, 
and 53% do not support the idea.  Figure 3.2 reports the results 
for all actions and ideas.

Respondents identified the following as substantial actions/
ideas for downtown:

Attraction of New Retail Businesses (4.3) ›
More Restaurants and Entertainment (4.0) ›
Improved Streetscape (3.9) ›
New Construction on Vacant Sites (3.7) ›
Special Events and Activities for Downtown (3.6) ›
Entrance Features and Gateways (3.5) ›
Restoration of Historic Building Facades (3.5) ›

Geographic Priorit ies

Survey participants rated downtown’s geographic areas on 
the same “5” to “1” scale in terms of their overall health and 
quality, with five representing excellent and one representing 
poor.  An understanding of these perceptions helps to identify 
target areas for improvement.  

Highway 10, west of Highway 59, received the highest ratings 
overall and hosts much of the big box development in the City.  
Moderate responses were received for West Lake Drive and 
Highway 10, east of Jackson Avenue.  The lowest responses were 
received for Washington Avenue and the nearby area along 
Highway 10, which is the core of downtown.  The Development 

Figure 3.1: Feature Ratings Figure 3.2: Action and Idea Ratings
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Concept of this plan should address the condition and function 
of these street segments and provide strategies for improving 
their quality.

Highway 10, west of Highway 59 (3.30) ›
West Lake Drive (2.80) ›
Highway 10, east of Jackson Avenue (2.68) ›
Highway 10, between Hwy 59 & Jackson Avenue (2.48) ›
Washington Avenue, north of Frazee Street (2.44) ›

Desired Businesses of the Corridor
The survey included an unprompted question asking survey 
participants to list three businesses for downtown Detroit 
Lakes.  Respondents would like to see more retail businesses in 
the downtown along with entertainment venues.  A total of 434 
short-answer responses were received.  The list of responses is 
as follows by category:

206  Retail

48 Retail ›
32 Big box retail (Target, Herbergers) ›
30 Specialty ›
22 Tourist oriented (gift shops) ›
16 Sporting goods (Cabela’s/Schiels) ›
12 Grocery store & health foods ›
11 Clothing ›
9 Arts, crafts fabric and hobby store ›
8 Shoe store ›
3 Building center (Home Depot) ›
3 Bicycle/trail store ›
3 Antique Shops ›
2 Liquor store ›
2 Electronic store ›
2 Convenience/gas station ›
2 Book store ›
1 Sailboat store ›

150  Restaurants

101 Restaurant (dining) ›
30 Restaurant (chain) ›
9 Coffee shop ›
3 Restaurants (fast food) ›
3 Restaurants along Lake ›
3 Ice cream place ›
1 Bakery ›

30  Entertainment Venues

8 Bar, club, lounge ›
6 Entertainment (family-oriented) ›
5 Convention/conference/auditorium ›
4 Art and cultural ›
3 Movie Theater ›
2 Bowling alley ›
1 Museum ›
1 Kids activities ›

12  Services

5 Hotel/Motel ›
3 Medical clinic, etc (something with day to day traffic) ›
2 Service industry ›
1 Bank ›
1 Daycare ›

36 Other

15 Office space ›
5 Business reinvesting into the property ›
4 Industry ›
3 Pedestrian oriented business ›
2 Any business ›
2 Mall improvements ›
2 No big box ›
1 Mixed uses (1st & 2nd floors) ›
1 Good paying businesses ›
1 Year-around attraction ›
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Perceived Assets for Business Corridor

Survey participants were asked to list downtown’s three great-
est assets.  A total of 470 short-answer responses were received.  
The list of responses is as follows by category:

143 Civic Connections

83 Lake, beach, recreation, West Lake Drive ›
23 Entrance/gateway ›
18 Community Center ›
7 City Park ›
7 Medical facilities ›
2 Directional signage ›
2 Library ›
1 Non-profit organizations ›

97 Transportation

92 Accessibility ›
4 Parking ›
1 Close to Fargo/Moorhead ›

72 Development & Marketing

50 Possibilities for improvement (business, streetcape,  ›
land available)
11 Tourism, promotion and sites ›
8 Growing city (west development) ›
3 Depot ›

70 Downtown Businesses

40 Businesses (retail) ›
8 Greystone Block ›
6 Norby’s Dept Store-anchor ›
5 Mall ›
5 Business owner’s desire for improvement ›
4 Restaurants ›
2 Growth of retail businesses ›

69 Physical Condition

25 Appearance (beauty, classic, family, environment,  ›
scenic, small-town)

19 Historic Character ›
8 Landscaping (flowers, greenspace, trees) ›
8 Concentrated downtown area ›
4 Mix of old/new ›
2 Lighting ›
1 Benches ›
1 Tree lined streets ›
1 Office Space ›

19 Community Pride

6 People, involvement ›
7 Events & Activities ›
2 Safe ›
2 Summer Residents ›
2 White Earth Indian Reservation ›

Perceived Liabil it ies of  Business Corridor

In contrast to a consideration of its assets, survey participants 
were asked to list downtown’s three greatest liabilities.  
A total of 496 short-answer responses were received.  The list of 
responses is as follows by category:

152 Physical Condition

47  Building conditions (inc. vacant & upper stories) ›
32  Too concrete & lack of green (trees & landscaping) ›
27  Appearance of downtown (streetscape) ›
13  Signage (ugly, too big, no directional) ›
9  Appearance from east (industrial uses) ›
7  Construction activity ›
6  Appearance of Lake area ›
5  North side   ›
3 Appearance of baseball stadium ›
1 Pedestrian safety ›
1 Retaining wall by Holiday Inn ›
1 Weeds  ›
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110 Transportation/Parking

25 Parking ›
24 Traffic (speed, stop lights, left turns, truck route, con- ›

gestion during weekends and summer)
23 Access to surrounding areas (downtown, trail, lake,  ›

offices)
14 Inability to attract traffic from Highway 10 (bypassing  ›

city)
14 Highway conditions (appearance, on/off speeds) ›
5 Railroad tracks (barrier) ›
3 Airport ›
2 Train whistles ›

79 Land Uses

24 Lack of restaurants ›
19 Condo development along West Lake Dr ›
5 Lack of affordable housing ›
4 Lack of entertainment venues ›
4 Presence of salvage businesses ›
4 Wal-Mart and parking lots ›
3 Community center ›
3 Lack of grocery store ›
2 Lack of  truck stop ›
2 Convention/conference center ›
2 Depot ›
1 Boys and Girls club location ›
1 City Hall/Liquor Store ›
1 Condition of surrounding neighborhood (poor) ›
1 Development west on Highway 10 ›
1 Lose of landmarks ›
1 Skate board park ›
1 Taco Stand ›

66 Business Climate

24 Inability to attract new businesses (variety, high-end) ›
13 Business cooperation (investment to area, marketing) ›
8 Business variety (no major retailers) ›
6 Hours of operation ›
6 Office conversions ›
3 Shopping habits (people shop elsewhere) ›
2 Limited customer base (dependence on tourism) ›
1 Competitive retail environment ›
1 Lack of competition ›
1 Lack of ownership of all relevant properties ›
1 Presence of car dealerships ›

89 Overall Downtown

30 Lack of vision   ›
16 Lack of theme/character for downtown ›
16 Leadership (lack of investment, building inspection,  ›

oppose large retailers)
5 Lack of funds for capital improvements ›
5 Lacking good paying job base or available workforce ›
4 High taxes ›
4 Safety (crime, lack of police presence) ›
3 Restrictions at Beach & Park  ›
3 Small town feeling fading ›
1 Resistance to new development & changing of the  ›

existing downtown
1 Excessive ticketing by police ›
1 Retirement community ›

Actions and Projects

An open-ended question asked participants to list types of 
actions they would like to see in the district.  A total of 443 
short-answer responses were received.  A pattern of responses 
begin to emerge as the frequency of the comments overlap.  
Generally, comments address the physical structure of the 
street and surrounding land uses, but also address how the 
downtown should operate.  In order of frequency, responses 
include:

146 Streetscape and Transportation

44 Improve streetscape (overall design, lighting, benches,  ›
hanging flower baskets)

28 Improve parking (garage, underground, customers,  ›
landscaping)

20 Improve appearance of Highways ›
19 Improve traffic flow and accessibility (issue: accelerat- ›

ing to highway speeds, need signals)
12 Improve look of West Lake Drive (street, surrounding  ›

land uses)
8 Improve north side of railroad ›
5 Improve crossings on Hwy 10 & 59 ›
4 Improve sidewalks (downtown & lake) ›
3 Connect downtown to West Lake Drive ›
2 Open West Lake Drive ›
1 Improve property from Ball Park to Lake ›

116 Policy

28  Rehabilitate buildings and storefronts ›
19  Implement plan (no haphazard dev’t, balance, coor- ›

dinate with existing businesses)
16  Encourage businesses along West Lake Dr, no  condos ›
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7 Provide financial assistance to renovate ›
5 Consider environmental/energy sustainability ›
5 Define theme/character ›
5 Regulate sign installations ›
4 Adopt design guidelines ›
4 Encourage development - businesses need customers ›
4 Extend hours of operation ›
3 Amend zoning to allow non-conforming uses ›
3 Define districts & connect (civic & historic) ›
2 Lower taxes ›
2 Make DL a desirable place to live (attractions) ›
2 Prohibit gas stations/liquor stores/fast food ›
1 Define whistle free zone ›
1 Encourage private redevelopment ›
1 Encourage public participation ›
1 Increase police presence ›
1 No convention/conference center ›
1 Purchase profitable real estate oppurtunities ›
1 Remove docks ›

81 Recreation & Cultural-Oriented

31 Public green space in downtown ›
19 Install gateway and directional signage (east & west) ›
14 Promote lakes area tourism and downtown  ›
7 Establish a trail around lake (all seasons) ›
3 Improve beach (issue: appearance, weeds) ›
3 Improve corner of Pavillion (recreation) ›
2 Install public art (sailboat, murals) ›
1 Protect mature trees ›
1 Sponsor events (marathon) ›

59 Development Projects

26 Complete highway   ›
6 Fill empty lots, spaces, buildings ›
5 Build a conference/convention center ›
5 Relocate airport ›
3 Renovate depot & area ›
3 New Construction ›
2 Develop Gateway District ›
2 Finish lookout ›
1 Build condos ›
1 Convert Hartman building to a museum/housing/arts ›
1 Create a boat launch ›
1 Install wayside rest areas ›
1 New miniture golf course ›
1 Support to community and cultural center ›
1 Redevelop police station site for retail.  Connect  ›

nearby parking to downtown 

41 Business Development

19 Attract retail businesses (clothing, shoes) ›
9 Attract restaurants ›
8 Attract chain businesses ›
2 Attract office uses ›
2 Diversify businesses - too many beauty shops ›
1 Improved movie theater ›

Questionnaire Conclusions

The questionnaire’s conclusions about the current situation and 
future of downtown Detroit Lakes suggest that an improvement 
strategy should consider:

Participants generally perceive the downtown as needing  ›
major improvement and investment.  Score rankings 
were consistently moderate or below with few features 
identified as strengths.

Respondents prefer downtown to become an attractive,  ›
active district with shops and restaurants. Enhancing 
downtown’s image with streetscape improvements, addi-
tional landscaping, and open spaces.  

West Lake Drive is perceived as an important local  ›
amenity that provides a unique atmosphere along the 
Lake and beach.

The core of downtown, Washington Avenue between  ›
Highway 10 and Frazee Street, is perceived as the weakest 
area.  Weaker than the area along Highway 10, west of 
Highway 59, where most of the city’s big box retailers 
and strip malls are located

About 47% of respondents support or have a neutral  ›
position on a new event center.

The redevelopment of the land vacated by the highway  ›
realignment must be planned and not developed haphaz-
ardly.  The Washington Avenue and Highway 10 intersec-
tion should be redesigned with adjacent land uses that 
complement the existing character of downtown.

Parking supply and internal traffic circulation could be  ›
improved.  Participants feel that the area is more acces-
sible, particularly with the presence of the new railroad 
underpass.

Redeveloping vacant and underutilized sites with new  ›
uses is desirable.  Important business types to attract 
include both restaurants and specialty retail that provide 
residents and visitors an opportunity to enjoy during 
evenings and weekends.  
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Focus Groups
A second vital part of the goal-setting process was a program 
of thirteen focus groups, inviting stakeholders and residents of 
Detroit Lakes to discuss Corridor’s future in informal, round-
table discussions.  The focus group proceedings are integrated 
into all elements of this Corridor Plan.  Discussions generally 
considered three questions:

What trends or patterns have you seen for the corridor? ›
What is working and what is not working in the corridor? ›
What sorts of opportunities do you see for the area? ›
The proceedings are summarized by issue areas, in  ›
declining order of consideration.

ISSUE 1:  Traff ic Circulation, Parking, and 
Wayfinding

Redesign the entrance to downtown and the approaches  ›
along Highway 10 from the east and west.

Sidewalk paths could be redesigned to improve the safe  ›
movement of pedestrians.  

Direct business staff to park in designated parking spaces  ›
located away from Washington Avenue.  Spots closest to 
stores should be reserved for patrons.  All spots should 
remain free for users.  A new parking garage should be 
considered.  The lower level of the unit should have an 
active use.

Develop transportation services to improve access to  ›
downtown for visitors and permanent residents.  A 
rubber-tired trolley could circulate along Washington 
Avenue and West Lake Drive, creating loops for users.  
The system should be simple and cycle frequently.  Stop 
stations could be creatively designed to encourage rider-
ship and reinforce the existing character of the area.

Post signs for the Lake Country Scenic Byway along the  ›
Highway corridor and provide directional information 
to motorists.  These signs are good examples to follow.  

Install wayfinding or directional signs to direct both  ›
motorists and pedestrians to destinations in Detroit 
Lakes, including downtown, the beach, community 
center, and museums. Lobby MnDOT to permit signage 
along Highways that allows wayfinding and community 
announcements.

Limit size, spacing, and type of display of billboards to  ›
improve appearance and reduce clutter

ISSUE 2:  Streetscape and Urban Design

Streets need to be more attractive for pedestrians and  ›
passersby.  Tree lined streets, benches, planters, orna-
mental lights, banners, graphics, color, dimension, his-
torical markers, and art could be programmed into the 
streetscape design.

Streetscape design could express a community values  ›
and theme.  Details of the design could include elements 
associated with the lake or other historically relevant fea-
tures.  

Wayfinding signage should be installed to direct traffic  ›
from Highway 10, 34 and 59 to Washington Avenue and 
West Lake Drive.  Tourist sites, regional destinations and 
parking should be identified.

Benches and resting areas could be located along  ›
Washington Avenue and side streets.  Trees at intersec-
tions and mid-block crossings could provide shade for 
people relaxing.

Street lighting in downtown could be ornamental and  ›
designed to allow banners and hanging planters.  The 
cobra head fixtures detract from the historic ambience.  
Globe fixtures are preferred.

Interpretative displays showing historic images and  ›
describing the background of Detroit Lakes could be 
installed in the downtown area.  

Sculptures and public art should be displayed through- ›
out the district, particularly at gathering places and 
major intersections.

New development should be pedestrian in scale and be  ›
consistent with the character of the older buildings in 
downtown.
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The condition of downtown is a community-wide issue.   ›
Enhancements may need to be shared with among 
the entire city and not just the downtown properties.  
Assessing the property owners for all of the downtown 
improvements may discourage business development or 
encourage business flight.

Reduce the dominance of streets and parking lots with  ›
trees and low-lying vegetation. 

Weeds, cracked sidewalks, and potholes contribute to a  ›
negative perception of downtown. Maintaining streets 
and sidewalk is critical to building a positive impression 
of downtown.  

ISSUE 3: Gateway District

The Gateway District Master Plan was developed to  ›
address the relocation of Highway 10.  Principles of plan 
should be included in this project, including commercial 
uses and pedestrian movements.

The core businesses along Washington Avenue may  ›
become disconnected with the relocation of the highway.  
Development in this area should complement the exist-
ing structure and function of this district. Large retailers, 
gas stations, fast-food restaurants, or auto-service ori-
ented businesses may not be appropriate redevelopment 
projects.  Large open parking lots are not desirable at the 
gateway.  The City should prohibit these types of uses. 

Gateway District should attract travelers along Highway  ›
10 to patron downtown businesses.  Some form of public 
space could be programmed into the redevelopment. 

Placing the Veteran’s Memorial in a visible location will  ›
remind people of the sacrifices made by area residents.

ISSUE 4: Lakefront and West Lake Drive

Development along West Lake Drive and the beach  ›
should be pedestrian-oriented.  Commercial busi-
nesses, including restaurants and retail should develop 
in sequence along West Lake Drive from Washington 
Avenue with limited interruptions of passive uses.

The condition of the beach is declining with weeds  ›
and emerging milfoil.  The City is treating the weeds to 
control its spread.  The process takes years to take hold.
Restaurants could overlook the lake and provide a unique  ›
setting for dining.  Another possible idea to consider is 
developing an event center for special events and retreats 
near the lake.

Activity along the beach has declined significantly in the  ›
past 20 years.  Regulations at the beach (no pets, alcohol, 
etc.) were adopted to limit nuisances and transform the 
image of the area from a party atmosphere.  In the past, 
small vendors located along the beach and sold ice cream 
and other treats to visitors.

Some participants perceived that West Lake Drive could  ›
be converted to a boardwalk for pedestrians so that busi-
nesses have a direct frontage to the beach. This would 
necessitate a new east/west route to allow traffic move-
ment.  The through route, a possible extension of Park 
Drive or Peoples Street, could provide local traffic circu-
lation and improved accessibility to the neighborhood.  
Another scenario could allow West Lake Drive to remain 
and a new parallel street to be developed, allowing West 
Lake Drive to be closed for special events and rerouting 
traffic to the new street.

Consider allowing alcohol on the beach.  Cities in coastal  ›
locations permit alcohol.

Beach should be networked into the overall trail system  ›
that leads to downtown.  Interpretative panels could be 
placed along the walkway to share stories about Detroit 
Lakes.

ISSUE 5:  Business Development

Retailing, with an emphasis on limited and specialty  ›
retailing and neighborhood services, is an important 
component for the downtown core.  Restaurants and 
bars are essential for creating activity.  Outdoor dining 
along sidewalks is possible but creates narrow paths for 
pedestrians.  Offices provide the area with an ongoing 
cycle of patrons.  However, offices do not generate the 
foot traffic needed for the area; although these uses are 
appropriate in upper-stories of buildings.  The conver-
sion of retail to office threatens the retail character of 

Design prepared for the gateway by student Cole Remmen
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downtown.  Office uses are willing to pay more rent for 
space than retail uses. 

Architectural guidelines could be developed for down- ›
town building owners.  The pattern book should encour-
age good practices for improving and maintaining 
building facades and provide instructions for financing 
improvements.  

Businesses need to respond to customer needs, offering  ›
more convenient (and potentially uniform) hours.  Small 
business owners should exercise exceptional customer 
service.

Development along Highway 10, west of Highway 59  ›
is perceived to be placing pressure on downtown busi-
nesses.  Wal-Mart, Menard’s and other big box retail-
ers could become a magnet for rural residents to visit 
Detroit Lakes.  The community could attract these visi-
tors to also patron downtown businesses.
Buildings that are being neglected should be preserved.   ›
The City should intercede with the property owner 
before the structure is beyond repair.

Rehabilitating building space for business development  ›
is expensive.  Financial mechanisms should be adopted 
to allow businesses to remodel or expand instead of relo-
cating to areas outside of downtown.  Businesses that 
generate foot-traffic should receive priority.  City should 
consider assistance programs for businesses, including 
tax abatement, tax increment financing, revolving loan 
fund, and Community Development Block Grants.  

Washington Square Mall consists of retail, service and  ›
office space.  Applicants for renting space are reviewed 
and leases are negotiated based on the level of improve-
ments required, business plan and the added value to the 
Mall.  Some perceive that the low lease rates offered at 
the Mall lower the city’s overall market rates.

A new Municipal Liquor Store could be developed to  ›
provide additional space at City Hall and to create a new 
business opportunity in Downtown.  The facility could 
be combined with wine tasting or a bar.

The labor market declines while school is in session. ›
White Earth Tribe is planning to rehabilitate the existing  ›
depot for commercial use and as a bus transfer station.

Many businesses are seasonal and close during the  ›
winter.  Fewer stores open during the winter makes the 
downtown less active.

ISSUE 6:  Development and Redevelopment 
Opportunities

The memorials honoring veterans of foreign wars should  ›
be placed back into the downtown.

Powerlines should be buried along Washington Avenue,  ›
along with the construction of a wide sidewalk leading 
from the core of downtown to the beach.

Reconstructing Highway 10 creates land for redevelop- ›
ment.  Land could be programmed to include public 
space along with mixed-use development.

Alleyways should be enhanced and become safe places  ›
for pedestrians to walk.  Appearance of alleyways will 
become more important during the reconstruction of 
Main Street.

Development along Highway 10 influences the percep- ›
tion of motorists coming to the City.  Industrial uses 
north of the railroad tracks look unappealing and could 
be screened off from the roadway.

Enhance the baseball diamond to engage Washington  ›
Avenue and the public environment.

The Fairgrounds could be improved to allow RV parking  ›
and camping.

ISSUE 7: Hospital  and Medical  Services
The hospital is a great resource for downtown and could  ›
become more of an anchor for the City.

Medical services could cluster around the Hospital,  ›
including dental, vision, hearing, and pharmaceuticals.

The development concept should consider the future  ›
expansion of the hospital.

ISSUE 8: Marketing & Image
Theming or branding Detroit Lakes, downtown and  ›
business corridor and the downtown will help the com-
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munity’s marketability.  Some participants perceive 
that Detroit Lakes lacks personality, but by having one 
pervasive theme will help the community distinguish 
themselves from other small cities.  Several participants 
cited communities that left a strong image in their minds 
because of the theme of their downtown.  Possible themes 
include the lakes, outdoor recreation or nautical (waves, 
anchors, posts).  A desirable theme is something that can 
apply all year, beyond a seasonal interest.  Participants 
unanimously believe that the Lodge on the Lake hotel 
has the right mix of rugged and upscale appeal.

Downtown should develop memories for growing chil- ›
dren, visiting tourists, and residents.  

Bags embroidered with the city theme could be sold and  ›
used as a shopping bag (instead of plastic or paper bags) 
and reused as a beach bag or for shopping in downtown 
again.

Both residents and tourists should be able to enjoy  ›
downtown.  The businesses and administration of the 
city should strive towards making DL a year-around 
shopping center.  Community events should be held in 
downtown.

Wayfinding or directional signs should be posted to  ›
direct both motorists and pedestrians to destinations in 
Detroit Lakes, including downtown, the beach, commu-
nity center, and museums.  Wayfinding should reinforce 
the appeal of downtown with graphics and color.

Promote the recreational opportunities available in and  ›
around DL and be sure the physical connections allow 
walkers, cyclists and motorists to access those areas.

ISSUE 9: Recreation Lifestyle
The Heartland Trail is planned to extend from Park  ›
Rapids through Detroit Lakes to Moorhead.  The trail 
could be a significant regional attraction, as well as, being 

a recreational resource.  Connections to downtown and 
the lake should be developed.

Detroit Lakes offers many recreational opportunities,  ›
including a community and cultural center located on 
the west edge of downtown.

Open space with opportunities for large crowd assemblies  ›
should be identified for community activities, includ-
ing community festivals, concerts, parades, and other 
statewide events.  The open space should be flexible to 
provide recreational opportunities for playing children 
and working professionals, while creating formal space 
for performances.

ISSUE 10:  Event Center

Nowhere in the City is there a venue that will support an  ›
event over 300 people.  Developing an event center may 
meet the needs of the local community for weddings, 
anniversaries, and celebrations.  The facility could also 
attract conferences, conventions and other organized 
activities to the city.

Support for a new event center is split between support- ›
ers and skeptics.  If a facility were developed, its location 
could be along West Lake Drive, Downtown or nearby.

An event center could be a standalone facility, expansion  ›
of an existing facility (such as Speakeasy), or attached 
to a hotel.  The facility could be developed by a public 
agency but managed by the private sector. The size of the 
event center may need to take into account the available 
hotel rooms in and around the City.

The event center is a long-standing political issue in  ›
Detroit Lakes.

ISSUE 11:  Community Participation and 
Culture

City is fortunate to have people committed to making  ›
the community a better place.  Community and eco-
nomic development services could use additional staff 
to balance the workload and allow for more proactive 
marketing.

The City and Detroit Lakes Development Authority may  ›
need to take a more active role in acquiring and assem-
bling property for redevelopment, while partnering with 
the private market to do the construction.

County Museum could be a more significant attraction  ›
and have a stronger relationship with downtown.
A community college could enhance the quality of the  ›
city.
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ISSUE 12:  Youth Activit ies

Downtown should be a destination welcoming to youth. ›  
Detroit Lakes should leave a positive impression on  ›
the youth, encouraging them to return to the City after 
attending school or beginning their careers.  

Few venues exist for young adults to hang out and social- ›
ize during the evening.  Wal-Mart acts as a place for stu-
dents to shop and meet up with friends.  The Washington 
Square Mall desires the consumer activity of youth, 
however few businesses appeal to the youth.

ISSUE 13:  Residential  Uses In and 
Surrounding Downtown

Upper-story adaptive reuse should be tied to using  ›
proper preservation techniques.  Safety codes should be 
enforced, limiting the possibility of fires or allowing haz-
ardous living conditions. Conforming to fire and build-
ing codes is expensive and rehabilitating space may be 
beyond the price point of seeing a return on the invest-
ment.  Public assistance may be required to offset costs.

Downtown should be accessible to surrounding neigh- ›
borhoods.  Sidewalks should link into downtown, con-
necting parts of the city to each other.

New multi-family construction is appropriate for the  ›
downtown area.

Condos along West Lake Drive and overlooking the lake  ›
are appealing properties.  The uses, however, interrupt 
the flow of commercial uses that appeal to tourists.

ISSUE 14: Sustainable Practices

New construction or redevelopment of property or  ›
buildings should be completed with quality craftsman-
ship and be consistent with the existing architectural 
patterns of downtown.

On-going maintenance costs should be kept to a  ›
minimum.  Energy-saving practices should be pursued 
by the city and encouraged for private building owners.

Trash and recycle receptacles should be placed intermit- ›
tently along Washington Avenue to limit debris dropped 
on street.

Natural areas should be preserved, protecting them for  ›
habitat and wildlife.

Best Management Practices (BMP’s) should be used for  ›
controlling stormwater runoff.

ISSUE 15: Downtown as a Destination

Planning should focus on developing an experience  ›
for families, couples, singles and teenagers that could 
include an assortment of restaurants, entertainment, 
theaters, bars, events, attractions, and lodging.

Businesses should collaboratively market downtown.   ›
Participants perceive that downtown was destination of 
the past and needs to be marketed to attract patrons.

Downtown should develop memories for growing chil- ›
dren, visiting tourists, and residents.

Identify and reserve strategic locations for restaurant  ›
and retail use, such corners and intersections.
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Design Workshops
The design workshops encouraged citizens, residents, busi-
ness owners and other stakeholders with an interest in the 
Business Corridor the opportunity to share their ideas, issues 
and concerns informally with planners and actively draw their 
concepts for the future of corridor using markers, draft paper, 
and maps.  It also provided people the opportunity to creatively 
think about possible solutions for corridor and define a vocab-
ulary of urban design improvements.  Overall, the intent of the 
design workshops was to consider possible opportunities for 
maximizing the use of property and improving traffic circula-
tion.  During the workshop, graphics and supporting illustra-
tions were developed.  A public presentation of these ideas and 
drawings followed the workshops, providing an opportunity 
for citizens to react and improve ideas and recommendations.  
This entire process allowed the public to participate and have 
a chance to see the results of a cooperative effort to improve 
the city.

Throughout the preparation of the preliminary concepts for 
downtown, public discussion began to develop consistent 
themes and priorities:

The Crescent

Participants want to see a well-designed concept that has sen-
sible circulation for both pedestrians and vehicles to surround-
ing areas.  The design of the development should complement 
the existing character of the Downtown Core.  Sites should be 
identified for new major commercial development. 

Accessibi l ity and Linkages

Downtown Core, Lake District, Washington Avenue, Highway 
10 and 34, St. Mary’s District, Holmes District and developing 
areas are major elements of the business corridor.  The develop-
ment concept should identify paths for pedestrians and cyclists 
to strengthen the relationships between uses.  

Streetscape Design

Participants want to see a well-designed streetscape for the 
entire length of Washington Avenue.  The concept should draw 
on past elements and enhance the experience of visiting down-
town.

Event Center

Several scenarios should be considered for the potential place-
ment of an event center.  Three options should be developed 
to reflect the recommendations from the Event Center Study, 
including a facility attached to an existing hotel, a new hotel 
and event center, and a stand alone facility.

West Lake Drive

Participants expressed desire to see West Lake Drive more 
pedestrian-oriented and the area more accessible. Also, they 
shared the desire to have more retail uses.  

Parking Adequacy

Adequate parking supply for patrons, business operator, and 
residents is critical for drawing people to shop and work in 
downtown.  Parking lots that are adjacent to one another should 
be consolidated to improve parking efficiency and traffic circu-
lation.  Parking structures should be considered for areas expe-
riencing a high demand, particularly near the downtown core 
and St. Mary’s Regional Health Center.

Inf i l l  Development

Vacant lots could be sites for new development.  Underutilized 
property could be redeveloped for better uses.

St. Mary’s Regional Medical  Center

Strengthen the connection between the hospital and down-
town.
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4
The first three chapters of the Detroit 
Lakes Business Corridors Plan addressed 
the people and economics of the city and 
surrounding market areas; potential mar-
kets for Downtown and adjacent areas; 
existing conditions; and the perceptions 
and insights of residents, businesses, and 
other stakeholders.  This section presents 
an ambitious but realistic vision for the 
business corridors, based on its special 
assets and potential markets.  

A Development Plan 
for Detroit Lakes 
Business Corridor
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The first three chapters of the Detroit Lakes Business Corridors 
Plan addressed the people and economics of the city and sur-
rounding market areas; potential markets for Downtown and 
adjacent areas; existing conditions; and the perceptions and 
insights of residents, businesses, and other stakeholders.  This 
section presents an ambitious but realistic vision for the business 
corridor, based on its special assets and potential markets.  

Downtown Detroit Lakes, the lakefront, and the connecting 
Washington Avenue corridor are the traditional economic and 
image centers of Detroit Lakes.  In addition to their economic 
and community importance, they tell the story of a Minnesota 
community and its relationship to the lake country environ-
ment.  This chain of features makes Detroit Lakes a memorable 
place for its year-round and seasonal residents and visitors. 
More recently, the city has emerged as a major regional health 
center, providing additional development potential.  The com-
bination of traditional retailing, medical care, office and finan-
cial uses, civic life, and resort character helps Detroit Lakes 
retain its vitality, despite substantial growth in the Fargo met-
ropolitan area and the surrounding region.  

A careful, market-based development concept that takes advan-
tage of development opportunities, new transportation access, 
and the distinctive character of the community will strengthen 
the city’s physical and economic assets, positioning it to move 
forward during difficult economic times and the eventual 
recovery.  Ultimately, a successful central district effort for 
Detroit Lakes will:

Provide value, variety, and customer service that retain a  ›
larger share of the consumer spending.

Expand markets by complementing basic quality and  ›
services with features and amenities that make the dis-
trict both convenient and delightful.

Accommodate and grow emerging markets, such as  ›
regional health care and specific retail and office niches.

Create a vital center of activity that adds great value to  ›
the experience of living in Detroit Lakes.

This plan builds on the special features and resources of Detroit 
Lakes to create a more vigorous city center.

Goals for Business Corridor 
Development
A Detroit Lake business corridor development program 
should:

CREATE A DISTINCTIVE DOWNTOWN EDGE ALONG THE 
NEW HIGHWAY 10 ALIGNMENT.  The realignment of US 
10 provides Detroit Lakes with an enormous development 
opportunity as well as a much better transportation system.  
Downtown should present a new and economically vital front 
door to travelers along the new highway, using the traffic and 
visibility created by the new road to business advantage.

INCREASE BUSINESS AND PRIVATE INVESTMENT.  The busi-
ness corridor development program should create an environ-
ment for new investment.  The program should provide greater 
stability for existing businesses, and reward reinvestment 
in buildings, new business starts, and other responses that 
strengthen the district.  Initial investments in the public realm 
can create conditions for economic growth that is unlikely to 
happen spontaneously.  These investments will preserve and 
increase property values, increase sales tax revenues, and create 
a central district that brings new business to the city.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DISTINCTIVE MARKETS.  A sound 
retail strategy should retain more local consumer spending 
and increase external spending in town.  The presence of a 
much larger nearby retail center in Fargo creates challenges, 
although high travel costs and a tendency to stay close to home 
during difficult economic times may affect the out-of-city 
travel for goods and services.  On the other hand, nearby large 
markets provide opportunities for Detroit Lakes if the experi-
ence, amenities, and businesses offered by the town encourage 
destination shopping.  Based on this, the city’s major potential 
markets, along with their specific needs, include:

The local residential and consumer market, primarily resi- ›
dents of Detroit Lakes and immediately adjacent areas.  
Business and development niches that serve this market 
segment include food and beverage, office supplies, home 
furnishings, health and personal care, specialty retailing, 
food service, and drinking/eating establishments.  By 
2012, additional consumer spending potential of $16 
million is projected for the primary trade area.

The secondary Detroit Lakes region › . This secondary 
market includes people and communities within a 
25-mile radius of the city.  By 2012, additional consumer 
spending potential of $46 million is projected for this 
secondary trade area.
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The tertiary (visitor) market › .  Visitors present a signifi-
cant business growth potential for Detroit Lakes’ busi-
ness corridors. The major focuses of this market include 
permanent and seasonal residents within 90 miles of the 
city, and tourists from greater distances.   The “perma-
nent” visitor market comes to the community because of 
special events, the lake, the county museum and distinc-
tive shopping experiences.  The “tourist” group makes 
long distance trips to regional destinations and seasonal 
residents.  The tourist market is especially sensitive to 
the district’s quality and environment, and the presence 
of specialty retailing, entertainment, and eating destina-
tions.

ENHANCE THE EXPERIENCE OF DETROIT LAKES’ SPECIAL 
DISTRICTS.  The idea of “experience” is fundamental to busi-
ness in Detroit Lakes.  This experience takes place at a number 
of levels – a visitor to an event at the Pavilion, a summer day 
on the beach at Lake Detroit, a show or concert at the Holmes 
Theater, or shopping at a friendly and iconic local retailer like 
Norby’s.  In their book The Experience Economy, B. Joseph 
Pine II and James H. Gilmore note:

Experiences have always been around, but consumers, businesses, 
and economists lumped them into the service sector along with 
such uneventful activities as dry cleaning, auto repair, whole-
sale distribution, and telephone access.  When a person buys a 
service, he purchases a set of intangible activities carried out on 
his behalf.  But when he buys an experience, he pays to spend 
time enjoying a series of memorable events that a company stages 
– as in a theatrical play – to engage him in a personal way.

This theory applies to both downtown environments and indi-
vidual companies.  Memories and images of Detroit Lakes stay 
with people with great clarity for decades – indeed, for lifetimes.  
Mass retailers and national franchises, found for the most part 
along US 10 west of the US 59 intersection and southeast of 
Downtown, have their roles but offer a generic retail experi-

ence. It’s Detroit Lakes’ special districts – Downtown, West 
Lake Drive, and Washington Avenue – that offer distinctive 
experiences.  Energizing these subdistricts with life and activity 
will both increase the customers’ satisfaction, build local pride, 
and cause visitors to return.

IMPROVE PLACES FOR PEOPLE.  Green spaces and com-
munity commons are important to the life of traditional town 
centers.  Detroit Lakes’ lakefront is a magical place with its great 
lakeside parks and public beach, alive with activity during the 
day and evening.  However, some of this vitality may be lost 
as commercial uses are replaced by seasonal condominiums.  
Downtown itself lacks the significant public park or common 
space that attracts events and people.   Public places need not 
be large to enhance the Downtown experience, and motivate 
private redevelopment efforts.  

PROVIDE BETTER LINKAGES BETWEEN THE BUSINESS 
CORRIDOR’S FEATURES AND TO MAJOR ACCESS ROUTES.  In 
addition to Downtown and the lakefront, these important fea-
tures include the community center, Historic Holmes Theater, 
Becker County Museum, the restored railroad station with the 
White Earth Tribe arts center and store, and St. Mary’s Medical 
Center. Business and activity increase when these features are 
unified with a connecting fabric of pedestrian and bicycle links, 
parking facilities, greenways, and other features.  These con-
nected corridors also touch many major regional approach 
routes, including Highways 10, 34, and 59.  Improving visibility 
and access from these routes, and providing convenient places 
where visitors leave their cars and become pedestrians makes 
these combined districts more pleasant.  

CAPITALIZE ON KEY BUSINESS NICHES.  While downtowns 
nationwide have struggled to preserve their traditional retail 
roles, successful districts have capitalized on business niches 
that attract people to traditional business districts.  In Detroit 
Lakes, these niches include:
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Traditional local businesses › . Washington Square Mall and 
the study area’s long-standing signature retailers (includ-
ing Norby’s, Lake Sports, Lakeshirts, Detroit Lakes 
Liquors, Zorba’s, lakeside Tavern, and others) provide 
a strong foundation for retailing.  Improved pedestrian 
and vehicular access, a better public environment, more 
convenient parking, district promotion, and destinations 
and activities that attract people strengthen these tradi-
tional businesses.  
Restaurants and entertainment › .  Restaurants and enter-
tainment uses often lead business district revitalization.  
While restaurants are significant parts of the business 
corridors, unmet demand and the vastly improved access 
provided by the Highway 10 relocation create additional 
potential.  Entertainment and recreation uses such as a 
new bowling alley also can play important roles.  

Medical and health-related retailing › .  The growth of 
health services in general and St. Mary’s in particular 
presents significant opportunities for health-related 
retailing.  Health retailing includes such niches as phar-
macies; home health care supplies; medical specialties 
such as orthopedic supplies and optometrists; health 
and fitness-related items such as sporting goods, exer-
cise equipment, bicycles and pedestrian supplies; well-
ness centers; and medical offices.

Specialty Retailing › .  The duration of the current eco-
nomic downturn and its impact on specialty retailing are 
uncertain.  However, in the long-term, specialty retailers 
are vital to continued business corridor development.  In 
a difficult economy, customers reduce impulse spending 
and consider purchases far more carefully.  Therefore, 
specialty retailers should emphasize value, long-term 
use, unique quality, and durability.  Specialty shops typi-
cally require strong neighboring anchors, relatively high 
visibility and a pedestrian environment that encourages 
browsing.  

An enhanced city liquor store › .  Detroit Lakes Liquors, 
operating in its no-frills retail environment, is an 
extremely successful enterprise that can be expanded 
and enhanced.  The store could introduce new features 
such as wine-tasting, a vendor-operated deli service, and 
a contemporary retail environment. With enhancements 
and a more visible location, the store could be an even 
stronger retail anchor with spin-off benefits to other 
potential area businesses. In addition, freeing up the 
current space could relieve crowding, parking problems, 
and functional issues at City Hall.

Community events and conferences › .  Detroit Lakes has 
considered improved event facilities to attract additional 
regional conference business and create associated busi-
ness opportunities.  Potential business actually comes 
from two markets: retaining local events and celebra-
tions that go to other venues because of poor in-town 
facilities; and new events attracted to the city by its char-
acter, access, and environmental assets.  This business 
corridor planning process considers market support for 
such a facility.   

Offices › .  Office development of various types is important 
in the business corridor environment.  The downtown 
core includes financial, professional, and governmen-
tal offices, while the St. Mary’s vicinity, including South 
Washington, attracts physicians and other health-related 
offices.  New single-owner and multi-tenant office space 
also continue to be vital parts of central Detroit Lakes, 
and should use sites adjacent to and not directly fronting 
on the district’s primary retail streets.   Attractive office 
sites near the retail core retain offices with their visitors 
and employees in the central district without competing 
with retailers for “main street” space.  

MANAGE CIRCULATION AND IMPROVE THE SUPPLY AND 
CONVENIENCE OF PARKING.  Detroit Lakes’ business corridors 
should provide a safe and comfortable pedestrian atmosphere 
while moving traffic smoothly.  The relocation of Highway 
10 provides an excellent opportunity for improving the con-
venience and comfort of circulation throughout the central 
district.  Parking supply is also an important issue.  A large pro-
portion of land east of Washington is used for parking, but this 
is inefficiently organized, partially because of the old highway 
alignment.  Becker County Courthouse, St. Mary’s, and the 
Detroit Lakes Community Center also have unmet parking 
demands.  The overall plan should provide convenient parking 
that does not overwhelm the fabric and feel of the district.  
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REVITALIZE THE URBAN LAKEFRONT.  The life and lights of 
Detroit Lakes’ lakefront and beach have long symbolized the 
city.  Yet, many people believe that that status is threatened by 
recent trends that have drained some of the waterfront’s vital-
ity.  Most frequently cited are the decline in visitor resorts and 
the replacement of commercial businesses by condominiums, 
many of which are seasonally occupied.  Several commercial 
buildings on or near the lake are vacant or marginally occu-
pied, evidence of a declining market. Functional issues also 
include traffic congestion, parking, and poor accommodations 
for pedestrians and bicyclists.  The plan should restore the life 
of the lakefront, recognizing and using demands for lakefront 
residential settings to strengthen the retail and entertainment 
base.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT.  Residential growth is an 
important component of central district development.  Clearly, 
housing demand along the lakefront has had mixed effects, 
and lakeside real estate should be used to best community 
advantage.  Apartments and senior housing settings have been 
developed along South Washington and within the St. Mary’s 
campus.  Other opportunities include upper level residential 
in existing and new downtown retail buildings and potential 
redevelopment sites that can strengthen the North Washington 
segment of the corridor.

The Program for Business Corridor 
Development 
The business corridors vision begins with establishing a 
program, much like the architectural program for a building 
project.  The program establishes the ingredients of develop-
ment – the amount of space that markets can absorb, present 
and future community needs, current projects that are pending, 
and other opportunities.  Then program includes three separate 
agendas: development, community, and functional.  

The Development Agenda

SIGNIFICANT NEW RETAIL DEVELOPMENT. Detroit Lakes 
serves both customers from the city and immediate vicinity, and 
attracts regional customers for special businesses and events.  
The central business corridors account for an estimated 38% of 
the city’s space devoted to retail goods and services. The analy-
sis presented in Chapter One indicates a community-wide, ten-
year potential for about 200,000 square feet of new retail and 
allied consumer space.  An allocation of 30% of that demand 
to the central business corridors produces a possible absorp-
tion of about 60,000 square feet of new or re-occupied space.  
However, several special opportunities could increase the share 
of retailing captured by these corridors.  These include:

The increased visibility offered by the Highway 10  ›
reroute, producing a market for free-standing retailers 
and restaurants.

A relocation of Detroit Lakes Liquors to a larger store. ›
The market for health-related retailing, which would  ›
locate near the St. Mary’s campus. 

A MODERATE AMOUNT OF MULTI-TENANT OFFICE SPACE.  
The central corridors generate an estimated market for about 
15,000-20,000 square feet of multi-tenant office space – space 
built speculatively and placed on the open market.  This con-
servative projection does not include:

Medical office, clinical, or other professional space  ›
related to St. Mary’s or other health providers.

The individual decisions of professionals or corporations  ›
to build owner-occupied space in the study area.  

The development concept should provide the flexibility to 
accommodate this additional demand for space.
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ABOUT 48 TO 72 RESIDENTIAL UNITS DURING THE NEXT 
TEN YEARS. This projection assumes an average annual city-
wide demand of 60 units annually, and downtown absorption 
of about 10 to 15% of that demand.  This projection includes 
specialty housing, such as live/work units.  However, external 
demands such as a regional or super-regional demand for lake-
front housing created by seasonal residents and retirees, may 
generate additional market pressure.  This demand has fueled 
some of the land use transitions already observed along Lake 
Detroit.

OPTIONS FOR AN EVENT CENTER.  The market analysis per-
formed by Economics Research Associates (ERA) as a part of 
this study indicates a potential demand for up to 10,000 square 
feet in event space.  Typically, this net space should be doubled 
to include storage, loading, food preparation, mechanical 
equipment, bathrooms, and other support space.  Thus, the 
development program should provide alternative sites for a 
20,000 square foot building, plus loading and maneuvering 
area, parking and circulation, plazas, and other green spaces.  
Event center sites should also be provide an opportunity for an 
adjacent hotel, with a weather protected connection.

“SMALL BOX” ENTERTAINMENT OR COMMUNITY RECRE-
ATION USE.  Detroit Lakes’ bowling alley is seeking an alterna-
tive location, and the central business corridors should have 
space to accommodate this or other similar uses.  This facility 
requires a footprint in the range of 20,000 to 30,000 square feet, 
along with auxiliary commercial space. 

ST MARY’S MEDICAL CENTER EXPANSION.  The hospital is 
currently developing a facility master plan, which has been 
coordinated with this business corridors plan.  Elements will 
include a new or expanded clinic/medical office building, inte-
rior connections for campus buildings, improved circulation, 

expanded parking, a new campus entrance, and improved 
outdoor and fitness space.

EXPANDED PARKING.  While convenient parking is needed 
throughout the district, it is in especially short supply around 
the Becker County Courthouse and the Community Center.

The Community Agenda 

US 10 GATEWAY.  The redevelopment area opened up by the 
Highway 10 relocation has been referred to as the “Gateway 
District” and for good reason – the new alignment opens views 
to the city that have not been evident before and are not always 
flattering.  A traveler along this principal regional route, con-
necting Detroit Lakes to the region and the Twin Cities, should 
experience the city as a place to visit and revisit.  An attractive 
and economically vital front door can help sustain the down-
town economy.

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE.  City Park and City Beach, within the 
business corridors area, are superb open space resources, but 
the downtown district itself lacks public common or green 
space. Creating public space for events, individual enjoyment, 
and unstructured activity is an important downtown prior-
ity.  In addition, the connection between downtown and the 
lakefront should be strengthened.  A green system that links 
Highway 10, the “main street” district, the hospital, Lincoln 
Park, and City Park and Beach could provide this connection.

UPGRADED DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE.  The Washington 
Avenue streetscape in the primary retail core between Highway 
10 and Frazee Street presents at best a neutral pedestrian envi-
ronment.  Strategic landscaping, traffic calming, lighting, and 
pedestrian-friendly features will improve the customer experi-
ence and create a more positive business climate in the main 
street core.
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A MIXED USE LAKEFRONT.  West Lake Drive should accom-
modate both market trends for residential development and a 
clear community priority to preserve the character and vital-
ity attracted by lakeside commercial uses.  This requires both 
a mixed use development concept and a regulatory frame-
work that maintains at least some level of commercial use.  
Convenient parking, circulation, and pedestrian/bicycle trans-
portation also contribute to a viable mixed use district.

COMMUNITY CENTER LINK TO DOWNTOWN.  The com-
munity center and Historic Holmes Theater are popular assets 
less than two blocks away from the Washington Avenue core.  
However, the connection between this recreation and cultural 
center and downtown is weak and unfriendly to pedestrians.  
As a result, these two important community assets do not rein-
force each other.  

VETERANS MEMORIAL PARK.  A small but important veter-
ans memorial was displaced by expansion of the Becker County 
Courthouse.  The business corridors plan should include a park 
that suitably honors veterans who have served the nation as an 
integral part of the development program.

The Functional Agenda

IMPROVED DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC FLOW.  Improved traffic 
circulation between Washington Avenue and McKinley 
Avenue, the two primary at-grade intersections with the new 
Highway 10, is needed for convenient access to existing parking 
and potential redevelopment sites in the Gateway District.  
Circulation should tie into the city’s street grid.

PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE ACCESS.  The programmed 
extension of the Heartland Trail from Park Rapids to Detroit 
Lakes will introduce increased bicycle transportation and 
tourism into the city, and will require better intra-community 
connections.  Along the lakefront itself, pedestrians and bicy-
clists travelling at leisurely speeds compete with automobiles, 
and the connection between Downtown and the lakefront 
should also be upgraded for self-propelled users.

LAKEFRONT PARKING AND TRAFFIC CONGESTION.  Motor 
vehicle traffic along West Lake Drive is both part of and detracts 
from the lakefront experience.  Periodically, people have sug-
gested closing West Lake Drive to traffic and developing a par-
allel reliever street to carry lakefront traffic.  The plan should 
provide options that give all visitors good access and an enjoy-
able experience along Lake Detroit.

WASHINGTON AVENUE HIGHWAY AND RAILROAD 
CROSSING.  This difficult and wide intersection between the 
retail “main street” and these parallel transportation arteries 
splits the north and south parts of the street, and has contrib-
uted to the decline of North Washington as a business environ-
ment.  While options are limited, the plan should at least reduce 
the impact of these barriers.  The depot restoration project pro-
vides an opportunity to tie these parts of the district together.

NORTH GATEWAY.  The forgotten gateway to Downtown 
Detroit Lakes is the North Washington intersection at Highway 
34.  This is the most direct entrance to the district and may 
be the key to the revitalization of North Washington.  An 
improved gateway at this point, as well as a realistic develop-
ment program for North Washington, could also improve 
operations of the Washington and Highway 10 intersection by 
reducing left-turn movements.
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Design Concept The following presents the components 
and recommendations of the Business 
Corridors Redevelopment Plan for 
Detroit Lakes, Minnesota.  The concepts 
present an ambitious but implementable 
program for capitalizing on the City’s 
exciting opportunities.
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The vision for the central business corridors emerges by follow-
ing the program based on markets, existing projects and priori-
ties, and community-wide needs.  Map 4.1, the Development 
Framework, establishes the overall structure for the devel-
opment program.  Its key elements include transportation 
movements, districts, and redevelopment areas.  Map 4.2, the 
Development Concept identifies individual projects within the 
study area.  The scope of this plan covers a large area of the 
city.  

The components of this vis ion include:

The Framework, ›  a conceptual diagram showing the rela-
tionships of major corridor elements.

Major Project Areas, ›  self-contained projects that, 
together, create a transformed district.

Connections, ›  address the fabric that links major projects 
together and links the District to the larger Detroit Lakes 
community.

Policies, ›  describing in more detail methods by which 
various needs and markets are met and projects are 
implemented.

The Framework

The Framework considers the overall structure of the business 
corridors development program.  Its key elements include:

An extended central business district that combines the  ›
Washington Avenue core and Gateway District.  The new 
district is defined by a new, pedestrian oriented street, 
lined with new commercial development, designed 
to provide a highly positive community image along 
Highway 10.  This new commercial street also connects 
Downtown with the expanded St. Mary’s campus.

An enhanced Washington Avenue retail core, with an  ›
economical but effective streetscape that creates a pedes-
trian-friendly and amenity-rich environment.

An improved connection between the core and Lake  ›
Detroit along South Washington, using pedestrian-
friendly amenities at key locations to extend the feel of 
the Downtown streetscape to the lakefront.

A lakefront reinvestment district that features an  ›
improved terminus for Washington Avenue, a mixed-
use redevelopment site at Washington and West Lake 
Drive, a new circulator street parallel to West Lake Drive 
to serve parking and provide an effective edge between 
the lakefront and neighboring residential neighbor-
hoods, and a pedestrian/bicycle promenade along the 
lakefront.

An expanded St. Mary’s campus that establishes a new  ›
entrance adjacent to downtown at the intersection of the 
new, Gateway District street and Frazee Street, internal-
izes Lincoln Avenue, and provides sites for a new clinic 
and parking structure.  The campus also includes a 
campus green for both recreation and stormwater man-
agement.

Reinvestment in the North Washington segment of  ›
the corridor, with a new north gateway at the Highway 
34 intersection, residential redevelopment of the 
Washington School site, mixed use redevelopment of 
land south of Grant Street and north of the railroad on 
the east side of Washington, and an improved crossing 
at Highway 10.

A major corridor, incorporating a parking structure,  ›
promenade, and mixed uses. To connect the Detroit 
Lakes Community Center with the west entrance of 
Washington Square Mall.

A greenway necklace connecting a new entry plaza for  ›
Downtown, the redeveloped “gateway” district, the St. 
Mary’s campus, Lincoln Park and skating rink, the City 
Park ballfield, and City Beach, supplementing the direct 
Washington Avenue corridor.

The Framework diagram and overall master plan illustrate 
these concepts.

Major Projects Areas

The business corridors concept includes eight major project 
areas:

The Crescent  ›
Washington Avenue Core ›
St. Mary’s District ›
Community Center Connection   ›
North Washington  ›
South Washington ›
Lake District ›
Event Center Alternatives ›

Any ambitious, long-term development plan is dynamic and 
subject to change over time. Some high priority projects will 
require short-term action and early implementation. On the 
other hand, emerging opportunities may cause priorities to 
shift, as other proposals recede in importance. The plan’s prin-
ciples provide guidance to public and private decision-makers, 
with the flexibility to respond to new conditions and markets.
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Map 4.1: Development Concept
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The Crescent 
The Crescent development area incorporates the district 
opened for development by the Highway 10 relocation and 
previously referred to as the “gateway district.” The Crescent 
concept takes its name from the form of a new street that arcs 
south and east from Front and Washington and to the current 
intersection of Frazee and Lincoln.  This new street becomes a 
pedestrian-oriented front door for Downtown Detroit Lakes as 
viewed from Highway 10 and the spine for new development 
that unifies Downtown and the growing St. Mary’s campus.   

Program

The program for the Crescent district includes:

A new, pedestrian-oriented circulator street that defines  ›
the form of the district, serves new development, and 
improves local circulation in the downtown district.

New retail or mixed use development oriented to both  ›
the new street and readily visible from Highway 10, that 
includes both the row storefronts of a traditional district, 
and free-standing pad buildings.

A highly developed, linear green between Highway 10  ›
and the new street that includes a Veterans Memorial, 
intended both as a signature community feature and a 
forecourt for the expanded central district.

Other public green spaces to accommodate activities  ›
and establish a greenway that ultimately extends to the 
lakefront.

Reconfigured city parking lots and added on-street  ›
parking to increase convenience and support existing 
and new businesses.  

Secure and attractive pedestrian paths that connect  ›
the new crescent commercial uses with the traditional 
Washington Avenue district.

A seamless pedestrian connection between the new  ›
development district and the St. Mary’s campus.

Components of the Concept

CRESCENT PARKWAY.  Crescent Parkway is the spine of the 
new development area.  This new street begins as an extension 
of Front Street at Washington and curves southeast to the align-
ment of Lincoln Avenue, ending at Frazee Street.  This design 
moves local traffic around the Downtown core and provides 
frontage for new development that also enjoys maximum visi-
bility from Highway 10.  Crescent Parkway will have the design 

1    Crescent Development Site 1

2    Crescent Development Site 2

3    Crescent Development Site 3

4    Crescent Development Site 4

5    New Crescent Parkway

6    North Gateway

7    Veteran’s Memorial

8    Meritcare Dialysis Building

9    Parking Improvements

10  St. Mary’s Regional Health Center

11  Norby’s Passageway

12  Central Market Place Facade Enhancements

13  Redesigned Public Parking
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Crescent Development.  Above, bird’s eye view looking southwest 
towards downtown.  Concept shows pedestrian-oriented 
development along the new Crescent Parkway and a new 
Veteran’s Memorial.  

Development Character.  Key elements of the project include 
various articulations of facade and roof line, strong corner 
business, potential drive through, awnings, available parking 
and oriented to the pedestrian.

Many participants prefer a design character that is more inline 
with a northwoods character and complements the existing 
Washington Avenue character.
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of a traditional, pedestrian-oriented main street, including on-
street diagonal parking and a human-scaled streetscape featur-
ing street landscaping, thematic lighting, and street furniture 
and other amenities. Sidewalk width will typically be 15 feet, 
with bump-outs defining parking areas and easing pedestrian 
movement across the street.  

CRESCENT DEVELOPMENT SITES.  The Crescent concept 
establishes four development sites, including:

Site 1 › , the west side of Crescent Parkway north of Holmes 
Street.

Site 2 › , north of Holmes between the Crescent and 
McKinley Avenue.  The redesign of Highway 10 makes 
McKinley a primary access into the Downtown core, 
making this site especially strategic.

Sites 3 and 4 › , between Holmes and Frazee east of 
Crescent Parkway.

Site 1 anticipates two street-defining urban retail or mixed use 
structures along Crescent Parkway.  These structures will have 
direct exposure to Highway 10, and should be similar in height 
and scale to traditional main street structures along Washington 
Avenue.  They should follow the main street pattern of individ-
ual storefronts in a row, and should include awnings, window 
rhythms, quality construction materials, color, and street ele-
ments to provide interest at street level. Drive-through access 
should not interrupt the building rows, but a drive-through 
adjacent to the alley on the west edge of the row is permissible.  
In addition to providing excellent highway visibility, the Site 1 
concept hides both the existing public parking lot and the rear 
elevations of Washington Avenue buildings from casual view of 
drivers along Highway 10.  

Site 2 accommodates a free-standing commercial building.  
Parking is proposed north of the building, with access from 
Crescent Parkway to avoid interference with the McKinley and 
Highway 10 intersection.  The new building should provide a 
strong presence along its three bordering streets.

Sites 3 and 4 can accommodate either free-standing or multi-
tenant commercial buildings.  The configuration illustrated in 
the master plan defines the southeast corner of Holmes and 
Crescent Parkway and the northwest quadrant of McKinley 
and Frazee.  In this scheme, two parking lots are connected by 
a common, north-south drive.  Other building configurations 
are possible, but any alternative should provide good street 
definition and high design standards for these highly visible 
building.

Site 1 should develop multi-tenant retail rows with the possibil-
ity of upper-level offices or apartments.  Potential uses for Sites 
2, 3, and 4 include:

A new Detroit Lake Liquors location.  A new site anchors  ›
retail development in the Crescent district, improves 
regional access to this major retail outlet, permits the 
enhancement program discussed above, and allows the 
city to reprogram the vacated area with badly needed 
offices and meeting facilities.  

Free-standing restaurant.  These redevelopment sites  ›
provide highly visible locations for a high-quality, free-
standing sit-down restaurant.

Medical retail center.  Sites 3 and 4 can accommodate  ›
a multi-tenant health retailing building, with adequate 
parking and adjacency to St. Mary’s.

Other free-standing commercial uses.  One possibility is  ›
a new location for the city’s bowling alley, or a similar 
commercial or recreational use.  However, such a “box” 
should not expose blank side and rear walls to major 
street approaches.    

DESIGN GUIDELINES.  High quality project design is criti-
cal in the Crescent development area.  The city should develop 
clear design guidelines for all development in the area.  These 
guidelines should be incorporated into the requests for rede-
velopment proposals and should be used to evaluate proposals.  
Key variables include:

Building siting that provides a strong street definition. ›
Quality building materials. ›
Façade height of sufficient mass and height to provide a  ›
main street scale.
Transparency and façade detail. ›
Signage of appropriate visibility and design. ›
Appropriate building use. ›
Orientation to key site features. ›

1
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2

3

4

Map 4.2b: The Crescent Development Area
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Design guidelines should neither limit creativity or dictate re-
creation of historical styles.  Crescent Parkway should not be 
a replica of Washington Avenue, but should use patterns of 
human-scaled, quality architecture common to all periods of 
construction.

GAS POWER PLANT. The Crescent’s design concept preserves 
the city’s existing gas power plant building and conceals its 
facades from streets.  Exposed exterior elevations should be 
improved for consistency with adjacent new buildings.  

NORTH GATEWAY AND VETERAN’S MEMORIAL PARK. A 
linear community green between the new Highway 10 and 
Crescent parkway will establish Detroit Lake’s new front lawn 
for highway travelers.  This common space begins the green 
necklace that eventually extends to City Park and includes:

A gateway plaza, possibly including a fountain, on the  ›
southeast corner of Highway 10 and Washington Avenue, 
the site of the existing Max Building.  This plaza both 
establishes a northern entrance to the downtown core 
and helps unite Washington Avenue across Highway 10 
and the railroad.

A new Veteran’s Memorial Park, extending along the east  ›
side of the Crescent to redevelopment site 2.  The concept 
illustrated here includes a procession of flags leading to 
an axial pedestrian crossing of Crescent Parkway.  A 
reflecting pond leads from this crossing, terminating at 
a memorial obelisk etched with names of Detroit Lakes 
residents who died in service to America.  

OPEN SPACE & PARK.  A triangular park on the northwest 
corner of Holmes and Crescent Parkway provides a highly 
visible and accessible small park, providing  a place for indi-
vidual enjoyment and small events.  The park is also part of the 
Crescent to Lake greenway. The park’s design may also include 
a rain garden to help detain rainfall and water plantings.   

CENTRAL MARKET FACADES.  The Highway 10 realignment 
exposes views of Central Market, a key business corridor asset 
and the city’s major supermarket, that were previously hidden. 
Adding scale and detail to these largely blank facades would 
make this large building more consistent with a finely-scaled 
urban environment.  Paint, awnings, simulated windows, back-
lighted displays, fencing and landscaping should be consid-
ered.  The building’s loading area, now exposed to Highway 10, 
should also be screened.  

MERITCARE DIALYSIS DETROIT LAKES. St. Marys’ North 
Annex, including its dialysis center, occupies the west half of 
the former County Market building, while the east half remains 
unoccupied.  Visitors to the center park on the adjacent surface 
lot, using a corridor through the vacant section to reach the 
center.  This unoccupied area, an earlier addition to the build-
ing, can be removed to shorten the distance for patients and 
provide space for additional parking.  A new façade consistent 
with district design guidelines would be built on the east side 
of the modified building.

PARKING REDESIGN AND  WALKWAYS. Crescent Parkway’s 
two-sided diagonal parking will serve the parking needs of 
commercial development on site 1.  The commercial row also 
wraps the existing city parking lot.  This lot would be rede-
signed a curvilinear pattern, increasing efficiency and parking 
count. An axial walkway would bisect the curve, lining up 
with the pedestrian crossing to the Veterans’ Memorial Park, 
through a plaza between the two commercial rows, and termi-
nating at the rear entrance to Norby’s, the primary existing link 
to Washington Avenue from the city lot.  

ST MARY’S REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER.  A new St. Mary’s 
clinical building would terminate Crescent Parkway and 
connect to the existing hospital. A strong pedestrian crossing 
of Frazee Street would help tie the St. Mary’s campus into the 
downtown environment.  High quality architecture will make 
this building a landmark for the city. The St. Mary’s District 
section discusses this transitional concept in greater detail.  
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Downtown Core
The retail core of Downtown Detroit Lakes includes Washington 
Avenue between Highway 10 and Frazee Street and extends 
west to Lake Avenue, incorporating Washington Square Mall 
and Becker County Courthouse.  This main street district 
should provide its users with a pleasant and comfortable public 
environment, but now presents only a very basic street setting. 
This project concept does not propose major redevelopment, 
but focuses on public enhancements that encourage a private 
investment response in building rehabilitation and business 
investment.  Its  implementation, combined with development 
of the Crescent district, is designed to increase the business 
activity and demand for space, creating the expectation that 
private reinvestment will generate an economic return.

Program

The program for the Downtown Core includes:

An attractive but cost-effective Washington Avenue  ›
streetscape, designed to provide maximum amenity and 
convenience at moderate cost.

Improved pedestrian safety and comfort to encourage  ›
two-sided shopping.

Façade improvements that respect the integrity and  ›
quality of main street buildings.

Enhancement of blank walls of the Mall along east-west  ›
bordering streets.

Improvements to the Lake Avenue streetscape on the  ›
west side of the Mall.

Components of the Concept

STREETSCAPE. Washington Avenue should provide its users 
with a unified, comfortable, and vibrant public environment, 
with streetscape features that meet both functional and aes-
thetic needs.  Features of the proposed streetscape include:.

Curb line changes: intersection ›  and mid-block nodes.  
While the overall curbline of Washington Avenue will 
remain in place, intersection nodes that extend the curb 
out to the edge of the parking lane calm traffic, define the 
edge of parallel parking, and reduce pedestrian crossing 
distance. These nodes should be enhanced by tree plant-
ing, paving details, and street furniture, and also provide 
locations for interpretive graphics and public art.   The 
size and locations of corner nodes are already established 
by curb markings. 

Mid-block nodes also provide ›  a crossing point of 
pedestrians and places for street landscaping, furni-
ture, and other amenities.  By making Washington 

1   Corner Nodes

2   Mid-block Nodes

3   Streetscape (trees, lighting, public art, bike lanes)

4   Extended Washington and Holmes Node

5   Facade Improvements

6   Parking Improvements
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Washington Avenue.  Before and after (concept) images looking 
north on Washington Avenue from Frazee Street.  The concept 
shows bump out nodes with trees, landscaping, benches, 
crosswalk improvements and signal upgrades.

Streetscape Enhancements.  Example of streetscape 
improvements in a central business district.  The icon is 
enamelized metal art mounted to a streetlight.
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easier for pedestrians to cross at several points, these 
nodes also increase business by encouraging two-
sided shopping. The existing midblock crossing on 
the 100 block should be enhanced, and  a second mid-
block nodes should be provided on the 200 block.  
 
Corner and mid-block nodes should consider designs 
that use curb breaks and channels, landscape beds, and 
rain gardens to manage stormwater.

Sidewalk Paving. Sidewalk paving ›  should provide 
texture and visual character, but should use efficient 
and durable materials.  Basic sidewalks should be con-
crete, with a contrasting surface defining the street-side 
edge for safety and variety.  Special surfaces should be 
focused at intersection and mid-block nodes, and may 
include sectional pavers, textured concrete, or color-
conditioned concrete.  Finer concrete scoring pat-
terns also can add contrast and define amenity areas.   
 
Ceramic tiles may be inlaid into the basic sidewalk to 
add interest and  symbolically represent the features and 
stories of Detroit Lakes.  Examples of local themes that 
could be reflected in tiles include the Native American 
experience, famous residents, logging, regional festivals, 
lakefront resorts, and Old Three Legs.

Street Trees and Furniture › .  Street tree plantings and fur-
nishings such as benches and trash receptacles should be 
located at intersection and mid-block nodes. The design 
and color of these elements should be coordinated.  Each 
block should include bicycle parking in convenient 
and visible locations that do not obstruct pedestrian 
flow.  Simple facilities such as individual inverted U’s or 
“hitching posts” are relatively inexpensive, unobtrusive, 
and secure.  

New Street Lighting.  Washington ›  Avenue is lighted by 
cobra-head fixtures on 25-foot galvanized poles with 
attached banners.  A streetscape project should replace 
these generic and characterless lights.  Possible replace-
ments may recall historic fixtures along Washington 
Avenue, or may utilize the teardrop lamps installed as 
part of the Highway 10 project – these alternatives are 
all acceptable in a thematic business district.  All lamps 
should have photometric performance that directs light 
to the ground plane and avoids light pollution. Height and 
spacing of fixtures should provide adequate but not exces-
sive illumination levels, an even distribution of light along 
the street, and somewhat higher levels at intersections.   
 

Poles should be steel and fitted with spring-loaded arms 
to help support add-ons, such as banners, metal medal-
lions or panels, and hanging baskets.  Enamelized metal 
panels reflecting community themes provide bright 
colors and are very durable. Fixtures should include 
outlets for seasonal lighting.  

Crosswalks › .  Crosswalks should be clearly defined by a 
contrasting paving pattern.  A variety of techniques can 
be used, including pavers, stamped or patterned con-
crete, colored concrete, or a contrasting scoring pattern.  
Level of detail and type of materials should be consis-
tent with other paving materials used in the project, and 
will vary depending on project budget.  Speed tables – a 
slight elevation of the crosswalk above the paving surface 
with a very gradual vehicular incline in the street – are 
effective at increasing pedestrian security and slowing 
traffic to desired business district speeds.

Public Art › . Intersection and mid-block nodes and planned 
open spaces throughout the business corridors provides 
spaces for public art, including sculptures, mosaics, wall 
art and other two- and three-dimensional installations. 
Many communities had great success with consignment 
programs, where local and regional artists submit sculp-
tures in juried competitions that are displayed for spe-
cific periods of time.  The art of children should also be 
incorporated into streetscape materials and concepts.

Bike Lanes › .  Defined bicycle lanes are recommended 
along Washington Avenue between Highway 34 and 
the lakefront.  Because of dense on-street parking in the 
downtown core, defined lanes may cause cyclists to ride 
too close to parked cars and run the risk of being hit 
by doors.  An alternative that provides more flexibility 
between Highway 10 and Frazee Street is a stripe defin-
ing the edge of the parking lane and a sharrow (or shared 
use arrow) in the moving traffic lane.  The edge of the 
sharrow should be four feet away from the parking lane 
stripe.  

EXTENDED WASHINGTON AND HOLMES NODE.  The inter-
section node on the northwest corner of Holmes Street, at a 
main entrance to Washington Square Mall, should be extended 
to incorporate public tables for outdoor dining, games such as 
chess, computer use, study, and other uses that require a flat 
surface.  This extension would remove one parking stall but 
provide a real focus for activity on the street.  Tables and chairs 
would be placed in an area defined by an ornamental railing or 
similar feature.
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Outdoor Dining.  Before and after (concept) images looking at 
the northwest corner of Washington Avenue and Holmes Street.  
The concept shows a bump out node extending part way up the 
block to allow outdoor dining along the sidewalk. 

Outdoor Dining.  Example of outdoor dining at a corner node 
in Omaha, Nebraska.
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Streetscape Improvements (above).  Improvements may include 
new lighting, sidewalk enhancements, trees, benches, and bike 
racks.

Pavement Markings (left).  Example of using sharrows  in 
Seattle, Washington.

11’ 8’ 8’15’6”15’6” 11’
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BUILDING FACADES. The streetscape, while important, is 
the foreground for the buildings of Washington Avenue.  The 
highly positive impression of quality conveyed by the Graystone 
project, for example, illustrates the impact of an exemplary res-
toration on the street environment. Generally, facades should 
be upgraded to restore windows similar in character to original 
features; replace inappropriate storefronts with features that 
reflect original design; and include awnings, doors, and other 
features that add scale.  However, diversity is also appropri-
ate and a uniform look is neither necessary nor even desirable 
along the street.  

A majority of business signs are flat, wall-mounted signs, 
although some canopy and projecting signs are present.  Well-
designed projecting signs can be very attractive in a main street 
setting, but backlighted, projecting box signs should be avoided 
and replaced.  Signs should not obscure large areas or major 
design features of building facades.  The artistic use of materials 
such as neon or LED’s, traditional along the lakefront, is also 
encouraged in the downtown core.   

Financing incentives that encourage façade improvement 
and restoration should be part of the downtown program.  
However, these incentives do not work effectively until build-
ing owners see an economic return from these investments in 
added business or higher revenues.  Ultimately, programs such 
as low-interest loans, tax increments or abatements, and façade 
easements can encourage owners to reinvest in their proper-
ties.

WASHINGTON SQUARE MALL AND LAKE AVENUE.  
Washington Square Mall, the retail anchor of the Downtown 
core, incorporates several traditional main street buildings in 
its Washington Avenue facade design.  However, the side eleva-
tions of the mall along Front and Holmes Street are featureless 
brick walls and are relatively foreboding.  These walls can be 
improved by applying detail to them.  For example, adding and 

dressing display windows both advertises goods and services 
contained in the Mall and adds character to these east-west 
streets.  Improved street landscaping, or planting beds at the 
base of the sidewalls, can also help soften these facades.  

Lake Avenue becomes the rear access drive to the Mall between 
Front and Holmes.  It serves the Mall’s parking lot and becomes 
a major entrance to the center, providing primary access 
to the movie theaters.  The Lake Avenue sidewalk should be 
enhanced with some of the streetscape elements recommended 
for Washington Avenue.  This would help unify Lake and 
Washington Avenues, make Lake Avenue’s appearance more 
“main street” than driveway, and reinforce a future connection 
between the Mall and th Community Center.

PARKING.  Washington Avenue’s parallel parking should be 
dedicated on a priority basis to retail and service customers, 
but does not come close to meeting total demand. The bulk 
of the core’s parking will be provided by off-street facilities 
such as the existing city lot to the east and Washington Square 
Mall’s parking to the west.  Projects to increase parking supply 
include:

Employee education programs and signage to remind  ›
business owners and staff that parallel parking along 
Washington is reserved for customers.

Redesign of the east public lot as part of the Crescent  ›
development to improve efficiency and increase parking 
count.

A cooperative city/St. Mary’s effort to redesign parking  ›
and circulation on the northwest corner of the St. Mary’s 
campus, increasing parking supply and making some 
stalls available for general public use.

Long-term development of a mixed use parking struc- ›
ture west of Washington Square Mall, presented in the 
Community Center Connection project area later in this 
section.

Example of projecting sign in Newburyport
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200 Block, west side of Washington Avenue

300 Block, west side of Washington Avenue

200 Block, east side of Washington Avenue

300 Block, east side of Washington Avenue
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St. Mary’s District
St. Mary’s Regional Health Center continues to be an important 
part of  downtown and anticipates significant future growth.  
Hospital campus development has significant implications for 
the central business corridors and generates demand for new 
types of uses, including medical retailing. The hospital and its 
consultants have coordinated a campus planning effort with 
this business corridor plan.  

Program

The program for the St. Mary’s District includes:

A new clinical building and administrative facility. ›
Internal, climate-controlled connections linking all hos- ›
pital facilities.

Expanded parking for both the main campus and North  ›
Annex.

An internalized campus environment. ›
Improved green space and wellness facilities. ›
Sites for medical retailing. ›

Components of the Concept

NEW MEDICAL FACILITY AND CAMPUS.  A new hospital 
administration and clinic facility is proposed at the terminus 
of Crescent Parkway along Frazee Street.  The facility entrance 
would be on axis with Crescent Parkway, and well-defined 
crosswalks and an entrance plaza would link this entrance to 
the Crescent development area and the North Annex.  This 
concept closes Lincoln Avenue at Frazee, creating an inter-
nalized campus environment.  North of Oak Street, Lincoln 
Avenue would provide local access to the campus for staff, 
patients, and visitors.

The new clinical/administrative building would be linked to 
the existing hospital, although this connection may require the 
eventual construction of a shared services building.  

MEDICAL RETAILING AND SERVICES.  Medical retailing and 
services would develop along the Frazee corridor, with devel-
opment sites including the northwest and southwest quadrants 
of Frazee and McKinley intersection.  The first of these sites is 
part of the Crescent development area. 

NORTH ANNEX (MERITCARE DIALYSIS DETROIT LAKES).  
This project is discussed earlier as part of the Crescent develop-

ment area.  It includes demolition of the unoccupied part of the 
Annex, new parking on the resulting site, and a new entrance 
and façade for the Annex.  This provides greater convenience 
for patients, a more attractive building, and more parking.

PARKING.  Parking is in short supply on the St. Mary’s 
campus, and the problem will worsen with additional medical 
center development.  Options to address this growing parking 
shortage include:

Redesign and a possible parking deck at Washington  ›
and Frazee.  Redesign can add stalls by increasing effi-
ciency and reducing duplicative circulation.  In the 
long-term, the site’s topography aids construction of a 
two-story parking deck without internal ramping.  

Demolition of the eastern part of the North Annex.   ›
This adds about 50 stalls along the proposed Crescent 
Parkway.   

A future campus parking deck along the west side of  ›
McKinley Avenue.  Topography again encourages devel-
opment of a two-level deck without internal ramping.  
The deck would have a weather protected connection to 
the new clinical center and existing hospital. 

WELLNESS GREENWAY.  Community health and wellness 
and the quality of the patient experience is important to the 
medical center and the community at large.  The campus 
concept includes a Wellness Greenway, with paths that meander 
around ponds and water features that also help manage storm-
water runoff.  The Greenway is part of a linked greenway system 
connecting Downtown and the Crescent to Lincoln Park, City 
Park, and the lakefront.  
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St. Mary’s Regional Health Center Campus.  A view looking 
south towards new health care facility located at the crossing 
of Crescent Parkway and Frazee Street.  The facility could be a 
signature building for the hospital and community.  

1   Medical Facility and Campus

2   Medical Retailing

3   North Annex (Dialysis Building)

4   Parking Redesign, possible deck

5   New Parking

6   Future Campus Parking Structure

7   Wellnes Greenway

8  St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center
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Map 4.4: St. Mary’s District Development Area
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Community Center Connection
The Detroit Lakes Community Center complex, including the 
community center, Historic Holmes Theater, and Becker County 
Historical Museum, is one of the study area’s greatest assets, but 
seems separated from its other features.  The complex, along 
Summit Avenue between State and Holmes Streets, adjacent 
to the new Chamber of Commerce headquarters and Detroit 
Lakes Fire Station, is less than two blocks from both Highway 
10 and Mall’s west entrance. This project concept is designed 
to connect the Community Center and surrounding civic uses 
to the Washington Avenue core, while providing more parking 
and creating substantial development opportunities.

Program

The program for the Community Center Connection includes:

A permanent solution to parking shortages experienced  ›
by surrounding uses.

A strong pedestrian connection between the Community  ›
Center and the downtown core.

A significant, multi-use urban park that complements  ›
the community center and Holmes Theater. 

Potential for mixed-use development along Front Street. ›

Components of the Concept

PARKING STRUCTURE.  The Community Center complex, 
Becker County Courthouse, and other uses west of Washington 
Avenue lack adequate parking.  Expanding the north half of 
Washington Square Mall’s parking lot into a two-level parking 
deck between the Mall and Summit Avenue would provide up 
to 600 parking stalls, solving this area’s parking shortage for 
the conceivable future.  This concept uses the site’s topography 
to avoid internal ramping.  The upper level, at grade with the 
Mall entrance, would have access points at Lake and Summit 
Avenues, while the lower level is accessed from Minnesota 
Avenue.   

PEDESTRIAN PROMENADE AND COMMUNITY COMMON.  
The existing east-west alley between Front and Holmes Streets 
would become a tree-lined and attractively lighted Promenade, 
linking the west Mall entrance with the Community Center’s 
front door.  The Promenade, on the south side of the proposed 
parking deck, would create a strong pedestrian connection 
between these two important assets.  A public square is pro-
posed adjacent to the Promenade on a quarter block northeast 
of the Minnesota and Frazee intersection.  This urban park, 
midway between the Community Center and Mall, would be 
designed for outdoor events and performances as well as other 
park purposes.

1   Parking Structure

2   Pedestrian Promenade

3   Community Common

4   Front Street Commercial

5   Community Center Site

6   New Becker County Museum
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FRONT STREET COMMERCIAL.  New commercial, office, or 
mixed-use buildings would wrap the north side of the parking 
structure along Front Street.  Multiple-story structures would 
have access from both parking levels.  This concept avoids 
exposing the parking deck directly to the street, provides an 
attractive development opportunity, and activates Front Street 
between Washington Avenue and the community center.

COMMUNITY CENTER SITE.  A minor reconfiguration of the 
Community Center’s parking and pedestrian circulation plan 
would add parking by increasing parking efficiency and align 
the community center entrance with the Promenade.  A pedes-
trian-priority crossing should be established as the Promenade 
intersects Summit Avenue.

MUSEUM.  The Becker County Museum has developed pre-
liminary plans for a new facility. Current plans are to place the 
facility on the same site as the existing facility, phasing con-
struction to minimize disruptions to the museum operation.   

EVENT CENTER.  The Community Center complex provides 
a potential site for the event center. The new building would 
be connected to the Holmes Theater on the north side of the 
complex, placing a new museum on an adjacent site.  The Event 
Center section of this chapter describes alternatives in more 
detail.  

Map 4.5: Community Center Connection
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Parking Structure and Commercial Uses.  A new parking 
structure between Front and Holmes Streets and immediately 
west of Washington Square Mall, would have two parking decks, 
both with access from at-grade.  The slope of the Front Street 
permits access to the lower level near Summit Avenue and access 
to the upper level near the Mall entrance.  Commercial or office 
buildings could wrap the north edge of the structure. 
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North Washington
North Washington is the forgotten gateway to the city center, 
providing the most direct downtown access from Highway 
34. The BNSF and Highway 10 corridors separate North 
Washington from the main downtown center, causing the some 
decline in its commercial environment.  The North Washington 
segment presents several good development possibilities that 
can strengthen the north side of the city as well as the immedi-
ate business environment.

Program

The program for the North Washington district includes:

Reuse of the underused commercial triangle on the west  ›
side of North Washington between the railroad and 
Grant Street.

An improved connection to the railroad depot and across  ›
the Highway 10 and railroad corridors to Downtown.

A residential development on the Washington School  ›
site.

An improved north gateway to the central business cor- ›
ridors from Highway 34.

Components of the Concept

NORTH WASHINGTON IMPROVEMENTS. Becker County 
plans to resurface North Washington and make other support-
ing improvements.  These improvements should include:

Intersection nodes in the commercial area south of  ›
Union Street.

Lighting and street furniture in this area consistent with  ›
the Downtown concept.

Bike lanes north to Highway 34. ›
A raised median between Grant and the railroad, defined  ›
by a contrasting paving material or landscaping.

RAILROAD DEPOT.  The historic Detroit Lakes Depot is 
located between Highway 10 and the BNSF main line, and will 
become a multi-modal transportation center serving Amtrak, 
the tribal transit system, and inter-city buses.  The depot plan 
also includes an arts center and store operated by the White 
Earth Tribe. The area west of the depot will provide parking 
and space for bus operations.  This plan recommends a public 
plaza that connects the depot to North Washington.  The plaza 
may include landscaping, street furniture, and informational or 
interpretive kiosks.

1   Street Improvements

2   Railroad Depot

3   Dining Car

4   Commercial

5   Multi-family Townhouses

6   Preservation of Existing Uses

7   Washington Elementary Reuse

8   Commercial Node

9  Highway 34 Gateway
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Map 4.6: North Washington Development Area
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Streetscape Enhancements.  Before and after (concept) images 
looking north along Washington Avenue from Central Street.  
The concept shows a street section with parallel parking on both 
sides of the street with a dedicated bike lane.  Improvements 
include street trees, new sidewalks, and new lighting standards 
that continue the theme in the downtown core.
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HIGHWAY 10 INTERSECTION.  The width and angle of the 
Highway 10 crossing creates difficulties for most pedestrians. 
The new intersection includes a countdown walk signal, but a 
refuge median would increase pedestrian safety and comfort.    
A depot plaza and the proposed public space at the head of 
the Crescent can also add pedestrian scale to this very difficult 
intersection.

MAIN STREET REDEVELOPMENT SITE.  The site between 
the BNSF and Grant Street west of Washington provides a 
substantial development opportunity.   Both concepts would 
include a railside park and ornamental barrier, to both buffer 
and enhance the railroad corridor.  This park could include a 
thematic commercial use such as a diner, possibly using a con-
verted railroad dining car.

Concept One includes:

A “main street” with on-street diagonal parking using  ›
Main Street and Lake Avenue.  A multi-bay commer-
cial building along Main Street, facing the railroad and 
depot.

A new multi-family residential building facing west  ›
along Lake Avenue.

Preservation of existing commercial buildings, including  ›
the VFW, southwest of Washington and Grant.

Off-street parking on the inside of the redevelopment  ›
block.

Components of Concept Two include:

Vacating Main Street, using the redevelopment site for a  ›
commercial or recreational “small-box.”  A new bowling 
alley is one use that the site could accommodate.  Parking 
access would be from Grant Street to the north.

Preserving existing commercial buildings, including the  ›
VFW, southwest of Washington and Grant.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL REDEVELOPMENT SITE.  Affordable 
residential development would be an effective reuse of the 
now-vacant Washington School site.  A reuse program includes 
a housing conversion of the historic school building, using low-
income and historic tax credits; street-oriented townhouses 
facing Washington, Union, and Central; and parking and 
garages in the interior of the block.

HIGHWAY 34 GATEWAY.  The intersection of Highway 34 
and North Washington presents a direct link to Downtown 
and potential development sites on either side of the street.  A 
development program for this intersection includes:

A gateway feature to reinforce North Washington as  ›
a direct route to Downtown.  An open space could be 
defined by the design of development on either side of 
the street, and could combine attractive ornamental 
landscaping with three-dimensional elements such as 
public art or natural stone.

Development of sites on either side of North Washington  ›
on the south side of the highway.  Small offices or retail 
uses are appropriate at this site.  Building configuration 
should define gateway plazas, with parking furnished to 
the south of the buildings.

A traffic signal may be warranted at Washington Avenue  ›
and Highway 34.  This signal would strengthen North 
Washington’s gateway status.   
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COMPONENTS OF CONCEPT 1

1   Main Street with Diagonal Parking

2   Multi-bay Commercial Development

3   Multi-family Development

4   Preservation of Existing Commercial

5   Off-street Parking

6   Railside Park & Diner

COMPONENTS OF CONCEPT 2

1   Vacated Main Street

2   Potential Bowling Alley

3   Commercial Uses

4   Preservation of Commercial Uses

5   Off-street Parking

6   Railside Park & Diner
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Example of a railcar converted to a diner.

Converted railroad dining car at the new Railside Park (below).  
This commercial use would be a signature feature on the 
northside of the railroad tracks.
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S outh Washington
South Washington Avenue is the main connection between 
downtown and the lakefront, and should be a processional 
spine linking the city’s major features.   

Program

The program for South Washington Avenue includes:

An improved public environment linking Downtown,  ›
City Park, and Lake Detroit.

An upgraded terminus for Washington Avenue and  ›
functional and aesthetic redesign of the West Lake Drive 
intersection.

Capitalizing on Washington Ballpark as a major com- ›
munity asset.

Components of the Concept

WASHINGTON AVENUE PAVEMENT MARKINGS AND BIKE 
LANES.  South Washington Avenue should be restriped to 
include parallel parking, five-foot bike lanes, and two traffic 
lanes.  These measures will provide bike route continuity and 
calm traffic.  

STREETSCAPE COMPONENTS AND CROSSINGS.  Streetscape 
elements similar to those proposed the downtown core create 
continuity between the downtown and lakefront districts.  
These concepts also contribute to a more pedestrian-friendly 
processional corridor. Intersection nodes would be established 
at Willow Street, Langford Street, and Park Drive, with mid-
block nodes and crossings between Frazee and Willow (serving 
senior housing) and Willow and Langford.

WASHINGTON BALLPARK.  This evocative 1920s-vintage 
stadium is an important feature on South Washington Avenue.  
The street-facing backstop could be refaced in the style of a 
traditional ballpark, with a corner plaza that celebrates people 
who played at the ballpark.  A pathway connection should lead 
from Lincoln Park, cross Langford Street, and connect through 
the ballpark site to City Park and the lakefront.  This is part of 
greenway system parallel to Washington Avenue that extends 
from the Crescent development area to the lake.   

WEST LAKE DRIVE TRAFFIC CIRCLE.  Traffic circulation at the 
intersection of West Lake Drive and South Washington Avenue 
has concerned both residents and visitors to the lake.  The 
street pattern in the area often cause people to make circuitous 
trips through residential areas and traffic sometimes moves 

through the existing curve connecting Washington and West 
Lake at unsafe speeds. A roundabout at this intersection will 
help people reverse direction at the end of Washington Avenue, 
calm traffic, and provide an attractive amenity for both the 
Pavilion and possible private development on the northwest 
corner.  The center of the roundabout should include colorful 
landscaping and may provide a more visible new location for 
the iconic boat sculpture at the beach. 

BUSINESS SIGNAGE.  Only on-premise business identifica-
tion signs should be permitted along South Washington.  All 
signs should be either attached (wall, awning, or projecting 
signs) or monument signs. 

CARNIGIE LIBRARY.  Trimming the shrubs and trees around 
the library will expose some of the rich architecture in Detroit 
Lakes.

Historic Carnegie Library
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Streetscape Enhancements.  Ornamental street lights and corner 
nodes are major elements of the streetscape design for South 
Washington.

1  Washington Ave Pavement Markings

2  Trail Path

3  Ice Skating Pond

4  Washington Ballpark

5  West Lake Drive Traffic Circle

6  Business Signage

7  Washington Ave Crossings

8  Carnegie Library
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Map 4.7: South Washington Development Area
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L akefront District
Detroit Lakes takes its name and derives its community image 
from its greatest natural asset. The quality and use of the public 
space along the lake and the development environment of 
West Lake Drive are vitally important to the city’s economy 
and environment, and are fundamental concerns of this busi-
ness corridor plan.  Land use and economic changes have 
affected the lakefront environment.  For example, lakeside 
resorts that served short-term vacationers created a lively com-
mercial market along the lake.  The decline of the resorts and 
their replacement by seasonal condominiums have reduced 
this market, and, in the opinions of many local observers, also 
reduced the activity and vitality of the lakefront. Economic 
trends have also favored residential land development over 
the risks and limited potential of highly seasonal retailing.  
Planning for a future lakefront must accommodate these eco-
nomic trends and market preferences, while maintaining the 
liveliness that is part of the Detroit Lakes’ tradition.    

The Program

The program for the lakefront development area includes:

Creating opportunities for both future retail and resi- ›
dential development.

Establishing a redevelopment concept for the strategic  ›
but commercially underused block of West Lake Drive 
between Washington and Lake Avenues.

Improving bicycle and pedestrian accommodations  ›
along the beachfront.

Improving parking and traffic circulation throughout  ›
the district.

Preventing encroachment of parking and commercial  ›
uses into adjacent residential neighborhoods.

Components of the Concept

WEST LAKE DRIVE AND THE BEACHFRONT.  Many great 
urban beach environments, from Detroit Lakes to Santa 
Monica, almost always provide a grand processional environ-
ment – a promenade where people can walk or cruise by bikes 
and observe the life of the beach without actually getting wet.  
Tree-lined West Lake Drive provides the opportunity for this 
kind of beachfront experience.  The beach walk now is limited 
to a four-foot path that separates the sand beach from a gentle 
grassy slope up to the street.  This existing path is very useful – 
it provides a clean edge between sand and grass and furnishes 
a solid walking surface along the edge of the sand beach.  But 
it does not provide the kind of promenade that the lakefront 
needs. Its side slope of the walkway is difficult for runners and 
it is too narrow for its variety of users.  These problems have 
produced frequent proposals to close West Lake Drive to vehic-
ular traffic, or otherwise restrict movement along the street.  

A better solution would be moving the curb of West Lake Drive 
north to add space for a 12-foot “boardwalk” between the edge 
of the trees and the new curb.  The new street section would 
be adequate for two-way circulation and a parking lane on the 
north side.  An on-street parking lane on the south side would 
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Mixed Use Development.  Above concept shows mixed use 
development at Washington Ave and West Lake Drive.  

Left image is an example of mixed use development in Colorado. 

Below image is another example of mixed use development in 
Iowa.
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be lost, but recent practice has prohibited parking on this side 
of the street between Memorial Day and Labor Day in any case.  
The new boardwalk could be differentiated into pedestrian 
and bicycle tracks, delineated by different pavement colors 
and markings.  This boardwalk is most appropriate for slow-
moving, cruising cyclists. Sharrows should be used on West 
Lake Drive for cyclists moving at vehicular speeds. Figures 4.1 
and 4.2 display how the existing street would be converted to 
develop the beachfront promenade.  

PARK DRIVE EXTENSION.   The community has periodically 
considered a new street paralleling West Lake Drive to relieve 
traffic and possibly replace the lakeside street. The long block 
between West Lake and Forest Street has poor local traffic flow 
and channels traffic almost exclusively along the lakefront.  
Additionally, the lack of an edge between commercial and 
parking uses fronting West Lake Drive and residential neigh-
borhoods has caused some land use conflicts.  

A parallel circulator street would initially extend from Rossman 
Avenue through Peoples Park, using the existing Peoples Street, 
and continue east to Washington Avenue, aligning with Park 
Drive.  A later extension could continue west along the edge 
of the Becker County Fairgrounds and Legion Park to Legion 
Road, opening this site up to future development.  Various 
alignments could be considered to reduce minimize acquisi-
tion of residential property.  The street design should also 
include traffic calming devices such as neck-downs to prevent 
unwanted traffic on north-south residential streets.

The alignment with Park Drive will require acquisition 
and future redevelopment of the now vacant motel along 
Washington Avenue. The alignment illustrated in the concept 
master plan illustrates the most direct route from Rossmore 
and Peoples Street to Washington and Park Drive and provides 
the largest development site between the new street and West 
Lake Drive.  Various alignments could be considered in place 
of the concept shown in the plan.

Advantages of the new street concept include:

Improving neighborhood circulation and access to com- ›
mercial parking, and creating opportunities for new 
lakefront district parking.

Discouraging lakefront traffic from entering residential  ›
areas in search of parking.

Defining and buffering the edge of the lakefront district,  ›
in turn preventing encroachment of more intensive land 
uses into the adjacent single-family residential area.

Encouraging redevelopment of the West Lake and  ›

Washington intersection.

Changing traffic circulation patterns, including opening  ›
the possibility of closing West Lake Drive for special 
events, or considering permanent reductions of motor 
vehicle traffic on the street.  

MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT AT WASHINGTON AND WEST 
LAKE DRIVE.  The northwest quadrant of the South Washington 
Avenue and West Lake Drive intersection, extending west to 
Minnesota Avenue, is a highly visible and strategic develop-
ment site that has experienced declines in commercial vitality.  
The site presents a superb opportunity for high-value, mixed 
use development that can incorporate both residential and 
retail/entertainment development.  The concept illustrated by 
the master plan includes:

A mixed use development oriented to Washington and  ›
West Lake, strongly defining the intersection at the pro-
posed roundabout.  This key elevation would face the 
Pavilion across the roundabout, and should also provide 
a significant urban plaza.  Retail, restaurant, and other 

Park Drive alignment option.

Park Drive alignment meanders around existing housing.

Park Drive alignment with most direct route to People’s Street
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Streetscape Enhancements.  Before and after (concept) images 
looking north along Washington Avenue from Central Street.  
The concept shows a street section with parallel parking on both 
sides of the street with a dedicated bike lane.  Improvements 
include street trees, new sidewalks, and new lighting standards 
that continue the theme in the downtown core.

Streetscape Enhancements.  Example of a contrasting pavement 
surfaces to distinguish pedestrian and bike zones in Boulder, 
Colorado.
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commercial uses would occupy the street level, with resi-
dential and limited office development on upper levels.  
The building form maximizes views of City Park and the 
lake.

Existing retail anchors, such as Lakeshirts and Lakeside  ›
Tavern, which are incorporated into the project design.

Additional commercial/mixed use row development  ›
west of Lakeside Tavern to the Minnesota Avenue inter-
section.

Townhouses along Minnesota, Lake, Washington, and  ›
the proposed Peoples Street/North Shore Drive connec-
tion, to transition to single-family residential areas to the 
north.

Extensive street landscaping along the North Shore  ›
extension.

Internal parking on the redevelopment site, surrounded  ›
by new development or existing businesses, and a new 
parking area between Minnesota and Summit, off the 
proposed connector street.  This substantially increases 

the supply of parking available to the lakefront.  

A pedestrian path through the development to connect  ›
Peoples Park with City Park.

ROUNDABOUT AT THE FOOT OF WASHINGTON AVENUE. 
This concept is presented in the South Washington section.

WATER QUALITY.  Exotic plant life in the water affects the 
quality and use of the beach.  The City has experienced success 
in controlling the introduction of new invasive plants, but 
struggles with eradicating more mature plants.  State agencies 
are developing new methods to address this issue.  Measures 
that manage stormwater runoff into the lake also help preserve 
water quality.

EVENT CENTER.  The Lakefront District is a potential site for 
a new event center.  A lakefront location would also include an 
attached hotel.  An event center/hotel concept is interchange-
able with the mixed use development at the Washington and 
West Lake intersection, proposed above.  The next section dis-
cusses this concept in more detail.  
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Traffic circle designed by RDG in Coralville, Iowa.
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Event Center Options
Detroit Lakes has discussed the market for an event center, 
using the city’s physical assets, character, and strategic location 
to attract local and regional conferences and events. As part 
of this overall business corridor planning process, Economics 
Research Associates (ERA) prepared the Event Center Market 
Analysis to define the market, feasibility and character of such 
a facility.  The analysis found that:

A market exists for additional meeting space in Detroit  ›
Lakes.

Meeting/event space should be part of a larger package  ›
of offerings provided by the public sector, which also 
includes recreational and educational facilities, cultural 
venues, and basic public services.  

A facility should address both local needs and new, non- ›
local business that can generate new economic activity 
and increase tourism.

The facility should be connected to either an existing or  ›
new hotel.  

Generally, facilities are typically not self-sufficient,  ›
requiring a public sector role.   As a result, the city should 
collaborate with a private developer to build lodging and 
manage ongoing activities of the event center. 

The Detroit Lakes Event Center should include 7,500  ›
square feet of ballroom space that can be broken down 
into three smaller rooms, and 2,500 square feet of addi-
tional breakout space.  

An additional 10,000 square feet is required for support  ›
space, including administrative offices, washrooms, food 
and beverage preparation/service areas, and storage.  
Total projected gross floor area is 20,000 square feet.  

The ERA report is included as an appendix to this plan.
 
The Detroit Lakes Business Corridors Plan used these findings 
to guide development of three development options:

ClubHouse Hotel Site, adding a new events center to the  ›
existing ClubHouse Hotel, a full-service facility on US 
Highway 10.  

Washington Avenue and West Lake Drive, opposite the  ›
Pavilion and adjacent to Lake Detroit.

Detroit Lakes Community Center, adding an event  ›
center to the existing community center complex.

Map 4.8: Event Center Options
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Site 1: ClubHouse Hotel

This option adds an event center wing to the existing ClubHouse 
Hotel, previously a Holiday Inn franchise.  A similar concept 
was implemented in Watertown, South Dakota, with the addi-
tion of the Watertown Event Center to the Ramkota Hotel.  The 
Watertown facility provides 32,000 square feet of event space. 

The new facility addition would be to the west of the exist-
ing hotel, joined by a concourse adjacent to the pool area and 
connecting directly to the hotel lobby.  Site parking would be 
expanded and drop-off and servicing areas improved.  The 
configuration provides space for outdoor recreation and has a 
lakefront exposure.

Advantages of this option include:

Direct and convenient access and high visibility along  ›
Highway 10.

Private lakefront access. ›
Proximity to other hotels along the Highway 10 corri- ›
dor.

Utilization of a pre-existing hotel facility. ›
Ability to complement existing event facilities, including  ›
meeting space in the hotel.

Possible disadvantages include:

Few spin-off development benefits on major business  ›
corridors.

Limited exposure to key community amenities. ›
Relatively low image site. ›
Perception that center is “owned” by one hotel opera- ›
tion.

Event
Center Existing Hotel

Highway 10
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Site 2: Washington Ave & West Lake Dr

This option would develop a new event center and hotel in place 
of the mixed use development proposed as part of the Lakefront 
District development concept.  In this concept, a hotel with 
street level commercial possibilities would be located at the 
corner opposite the Pavilion, while the event center would be 
adjacent to the north, with frontage along Washington Avenue 
and the North Shore Drive extension.  Townhouses or mixed 
use development would develop on the western edge of the site, 
along Minnesota Avenue, and Lakeside Tavern and Lakeshirts 
would complete the U-shaped building arrangement.  Interior 
parking would gain major access from the new street connec-
tor, with extensive landscaping to buffer this complex from the 
residential neighborhood to the north.

Advantages of this option include:

Location at Detroit Lakes’ signature location. ›
Opportunity to activate the lakefront and provide year- ›
round support for lakefront businesses and restaurants.

Reinvestment in an underused site, and potential to rein- ›
vigorate the retail environment.

Nearby beachfront, park facilities, St. Mary’s, and the  ›
Downtown core.

Ability to take advantage of the Pavilion for special  ›
events.

Highest potential development return. ›

Possible disadvantages include:

Substantial land acquisition. ›
Probable requirement for new North Shore Drive exten- ›
sion for parking access and traffic management.

Requirement for hotel development. ›
Possible traffic and parking impact on residential areas. ›
Likelihood of highest development cost among options. ›
Relatively indirect highway access. ›
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Site 3: Community Center

This option adds an event center to the Community Center, 
attaching the new facility at the Historic Holmes Theater. The 
building site terminates Front Street, completing a u-shaped 
arrangement around parking and public areas.  Additional 
surface parking would be provided east of the new center, 
between Minnesota and Summit Avenues, with auxiliary 
parking to the north.  The east parking could eventually be 
upgraded to a two-level parking deck, as proposed above for 
the Community Center Connection development area.  In this 
concept, the Becker County Museum would be developed on 
a new site across from the community center at the northeast 
corner of Holmes and Summit.  This staging would allow com-
pletion of a new museum without disruption of the existing 
facility.

The adjacency of this option to the Community Center pro-
vides substantial possibilities for local use.  Hotel development 
would probably trigger construction of at least a portion of 
the parking deck proposed as part of the Community Center 
Connection program.  The hotel would wrap part of the north 
exposure of this parking deck.  A skywalk across Summit 
Avenue would provide a weather protected connection to the 
event facility and community center. 

Advantages of this option include:

Excellent and extremely flexible use possibilities with co- ›
location with Holmes Theater and Community Center 
facilities creates.

Maximum local use and minimized risk because of com- ›
munity center location.

Spin-off benefits for Downtown core and Washington  ›
Square Mall.

Multiple-use parking that addresses overall parking  ›
shortages.

Available hotel site that meets overall business corridor  ›
development objectives.

Phasing opportunities that reduce early development  ›
costs.

Limited land acquisition requirements in initial project  ›
phase.

Relatively convenient access to Highway 10 corridor ›

Possible disadvantages include:

Required relocation of Becker County Museum. ›
Requirement for early stage parking solution. ›
Requirement for hotel development, somewhat moder- ›
ated by local use possibilities.

Potential but manageable traffic and impact on residen- ›
tial areas.
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Connections
The previous discussion has considered major development 
areas that together create the business corridor development 
vision.  These recommendations unify study area features 
together and connect them to the rest of the city.  Connections 
include:

LINKAGES TO DETROIT LAKE
BICYCLE CONNECTIONS
COMMUNITY GRAPHICS & VOCABULARY
WAYFINDING ENHANCEMENTS

Linkages to Detroit Lake

The business corridors program (and an overall community 
investment effort) should maximize access from all parts of the 
city to Detroit Lake.  Additionally, a key element of this plan is a 
continuous greenway that extends from Downtown to the lake.  
This core to lake connection can be accomplished through the 
following concepts:  

Core to Lake Greenway › .  While Washington Avenue 
is the most direct connection between the lake and 
the city center, the plan also provides a more leisurely 
greenway walk away from major streets.  The Core to 
Lake Greenway begins at the Crescent Gateway Plaza 
at Washington and Front and continues through the 
proposed Veterans Memorial Park.  It crosses Crescent 
Parkway at the south edge of the park, and continues 
through the triangular park and greenway on the west 
side of the new street to Frazee Street.  The greenway 
crosses Frazee at the protected crossing and continues 
south through the St. Mary’s campus along the Wellness 
Greenway to Oak Street. Leaving the hospital campus on 
Oak, the green path continues to Lincoln Avenue and 
proceeds  south, crossing Willow Street and entering the 
Lincoln Park skating pond. It continues across Langford 
Street through the Washington Ballfields area to the 
Pavilion, City Park, and City Beach. The greenway could 
be enhanced by interpretive information, special graph-
ics, and public art. 

Cross Connections › .  The north-south Core to Lake 
Greenway includes a north connection along North 
Washington, using an improved pedestrian crossing 
at Highway 10.  The primary link crosses Washington 
Avenue at Front, continues north past the Graystone 
Building, crosses Highway 10 to the Depot Plaza and 
continues north past the Main Street and Washington 
School redevelopment sites to Highway 34.  A west con-
nection uses the pedestrian access of the redesigned city 
parking lot to Washington Avenue, continues through 

the Mall, and proceeds west to the Community Center 
via the proposed Community Center Promenade.

Heartland to Lake Link › .  An east-west trail and pedes-
trian link connects the planned Heartland Trail exten-
sion from Park Rapids to the lakefront and crosses the 
Core to Lake Greenway at City Park.  The trail is cur-
rently planned to enter the city along Highway 10.  The 
route begins at the Highway 10 and North Shore Drive 
intersection, the site of the ClubHouse Hotel, and follows 
North Shore Drive, currently signed as a bicycle route 
and including a wide sidewalk to City Park.  The route 
continues round the proposed roundabout, continu-
ing west along the beachfront Promenade to an existing 
trail that connects to Muskrat Lake and Lake Sallie.  For 
cyclists, the bike route circumnavigates Detroit Lake, 
and reconnects with the Heartland Trail. 

Bicycle Connections

The lake connections described above are important parts of 
a pedestrian and bicycle system.  In addition to these routes, 
Washington Avenue should include bike lanes between 
Highway 34 and Detroit Lake, and sharrows should be used 
with appropriate signage along North Shore Drive and West 
Lake Drive.   In addition, the city should complete a study of its 
street system to identify and appropriately designate on-street 
bicycle routes that lead to important community destinations 
and connect to the business corridor network.  Designation 
and pavement marking techniques include:

Sharrows (or shared use arrows) in shared lanes on  ›
streets with inadequate width for bicycle lanes.

Bicycle lanes on streets with the width to accommodate  ›
them.  A typical minimum for streets with two-way 
traffic, bicycle lanes in each direction and on-street 
parking on both sides is 46 to 48 feet.  Single-direction 
lanes or parking restrictions reduce this minimum.
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“Share-the-road” signage on designated routes. ›
Special signage that uses designated numbered routes  ›
and destination signage.  The 2008 proposed Manual of 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) also permits 
incorporating community identifying logos in these 
signs.  A special system logo, designating a “Bike Detroit 
Lakes” system, should also be considered. 

Community Graphics and Vocabulary

Detroit Lakes should communicate its distinctive identity to 
visitors.  Features with unified designs placed at strategic points 
can express these community themes. 

Community Graphic Design System › .  A community 
environmental graphics system, featuring a common 
logo, wayfinding signage, destination graphics, and other 
elements, provides important information to visitors, 
markets assets, and reinforces city marketing efforts. The 
system begins with a community logo, and a sailboat image 
is already in used frequently to represent the town and 
its environment.  Sign design, including placement, size, 
types of graphics, color, and font styles are other elements 
to consider in a comprehensive graphic design program.    
 
A wayfinding system is especially helpful to visitors, 
but also useful to residents.  Well-designed systems rec-
ognize that signs must be read at different speeds, and 
often use different sign types, such as blade signs,  in 
pedestrian-scaled districts, such as the Downtown core 
or Crescent.  Other important criteria for wayfinding 
systems include providing a continuous path from major 
approach routes to destinations, and avoiding the clutter 
and confusion of using too many signs. Generally, a good 
system includes:

Gateway signs at key community entrances, wel- »
coming the traveler to the city and identifying des-
tinations.

Directional signs at key decision points along the  »
path.

If necessary, destination arrival signs. »

Destinations that could provide the structure for a  ›
Detroit Lakes system include:

Downtown »
Becker County Courthouse »
City Park »
City  Beach and Lakefront »
Detroit Lakes Community Center »
Becker County Museum »

Soo Pass Ranch »
Trailheads »
Long Lake »
St. Mary’s Medical Center »
North Washington District »
Community College »
Becker County Fairgrounds »
Legion Park »

Materials › .  Unified design standards and construction 
materials in the public environment reinforce a sense of 
quality and order.  For example, planters and street fur-
nishings used in the Downtown Core and the Crescent 
should be consistent in materials and form.  
Plantings › .  Plant selection in the public environment 
should reinforce community themes.  Street trees 
planted at regular intervals can define major corridors 
and provide shade.  Consistent palettes of plants used in 
planters, flower baskets, and other locations within close 
areas can also strengthen the composition of individual 
elements in the public realm.

Gateway sign
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Streetlighting and traffic signals › .  Historically, 
Washington Avenue streetlighting used globe fixtures 
during the 1920s and “acorn” fixtures during the 1940s 
and 1950’s.  These ornamental fixtures were replaced 
with the ubiquitous “cobra head” lamps, mounted to gal-
vanized poles.  The Highway 10 project recently intro-
duced an attractive teardrop fixture to the streetlighting 
vocabulary.  Globe, acorn, or teardrop fixtures are all 
appropriate in the central corridors streetscape.  

Currently, most traffic signals are mounted on galvanized 
mast-arms and poles, inappropriate to the physical character 
of pedestrian-scaled districts.  A new streetscape installation 
should powder-coat existing support structures with dark color 
paint, or replace them with new, more historically appropriate 
design.

Policies
The previous elements of this vision plan establish the physi-
cal parameters of the Development Concept.  This section 
addresses policy considerations for key issues and components 
of the plan, including:

RETAIL AND SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
HISTORIC PRESERVATION POLICY
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Some of these principles repeat concepts that have been dis-
cussed earlier.  In these cases, they will simply be restated. 

Retai l  and Service Development 

Overall Policy:  

Consolidate and strengthen the existing retail and service  ›
environment, stabilizing existing retailers, expanding 
the number of people who come Downtown for activi-
ties, filling available space, and expanding the supply of 
space. 

Concentrate new businesses in areas of demonstrated  ›
potential strength for the central business corridors: 
food and beverage, commercial recreation, medical and 
health/fitness-related retailing, value-based specialty 
retailing, furniture and home furnishings, and office 
support retail and services.

Increase the demand for retail space in the market by  ›
increasing the number of people who use Downtown as 
a destination, and connecting Downtown to other com-
munity attractions.  

Encourage retail development along the lakefront. ›

Actions and Program Directions:

To the maximum degree possible, encourage retail/res- ›
taurant/personal services rather than office use of indi-
vidual storefronts with street exposure along Washington 
Avenue between Highway 10 and Frazee Street.  Provide 
office development sites adjacent to Washington Avenue 
but off the major retail corridor. 

Develop the Crescent as the front door to Downtown,  ›
using its high visibility from Highway 10 to attract major 
restaurants and other commercial businesses that usually 
locate along highway strips. Envision the Crescent as a 
transition from the highway environment to the “main 
street” environment by providing a highly attractive, 
pedestrian-oriented public realms within direct view 
of the road.   Within the Request for Proposals process, 
establish criteria for business targets within the Crescent 
and evaluate proposals based on the ability of competi-
tors to deliver on these criteria.

Consider seeking designation as a Main Street  ›
Community. This program, being restarted in Minnesota, 
provides low-cost consulting services that advise retail-
ers on marketing, window display, and merchandise pre-
sentation.  In addition, engage Detroit Lakes’ proven and 
innovative retailers as mentors for potential new retail 
and service entrepreneurs.
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Aggressively market and recruit retailers in the Crescent  ›
and Downtown, matching needs with available space.  
Focus on areas of demonstrated potential for Downtown 
and in-town retailing, including opportunity “gaps” 
where local retail spending exceeds the locally-based 
sales.

Reinforce the City’s program of events with other special  ›
themes and promotions.  Provide high quality ongoing 
events that complement traditional celebrations like 
the rodeos, and extend fun and festivity throughout the 
year. 

Promote high standards of customer service to  ›
strengthen the district’s identification with local con-
sumers.  Publicize these standards through a Customer 
Commitment Contract, prominently posted in all retail 
and consumer service businesses.  Assure that the most 
convenient parking in the area is reserved for custom-
ers.

Take extra steps to put fun and festivity into the wntown  ›
shopping experience.  New amenities should enrich the 
experience of living and working in the District.

Identify special niches and help put projects together  ›
that responds to these concepts.  Projects may group a 
number of related, small retailers, artisan, or service pro-
viders in a single large space.   

Historic Preservation Policy

Historic preservation and adaptive reuse are important to 
the central corridors, with four National Register listings: the 
Graystone, Carnegie Library, Holmes Block, and Depot, and 
a number of important eligible sites and other contributing 
buildings.  This plan strongly recommends a building develop-
ment policy that uses preservation and adaptive reuse as cor-
nerstones.  The exemplary Graystone project demonstrates the 
importance of policies that encourage preservation and adap-
tive reuse.

Components of this policy include:

Adopting flexible building codes that encourage upper  ›
level residential adaptive reuse.  Housing development 
has been a foundation of successful downtown revital-
ization around the country and has also been important 
to Detroit Lakes.  Federal tax incentives, construction 
costs, the nature and preferences of residents in urban 
districts, and knowledge of successes in other Minnesota 
cities and historic districts can encourage residential 
use of upper levels.  Detroit Lakes should review build-
ing codes to ensure that they encourage adaptive reuse 
without compromising health, safety and welfare. and 
help downtown property owners to rehabilitate down-
town structures.  The city should also consider reason-
able design standards to guide reuse and rehabilitation 
projects.  

Providing gap financing for major rehabilitation projects.   ›
Appropriate historic rehabilitation may not be economi-
cally feasible without some form of financing assistance 
or participation.  Elements of a potential financing 
program for projects in Detroit Lakes include:

Historic tax credits.  The historic tax credit provides  »
a 20% investment tax credit against passive income 
for certified rehabilitation projects.  

Tax Increment Financing.  The city should consider  »
TIF to leverage substantial rehabilitation efforts.  
Use of TIF depends on local tax rates.  Alternatively, 
a portion of other, energy-related revenue sources 
may be used to assist with financing of downtown 
projects.

Community Development Block Grants.  CDBG  »
funds can be used to provide gap financing for 
projects that meet statutory requirements for the 
program.  
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HOME Housing Investment Partnership funds  »
may also be used for projects, including new con-
struction ownership developments that are targeted 
toward low and moderate income households.

Preservation Easements.  Donation of façade ease- »
ments can provide meaningful tax advantages to 
building owners and can open some avenues of 
public financing for façade restoration.

Other local public and private resources.  The public  »
and private sectors could collaborate to offer financ-
ing that provides a real incentive to participants.  The 
result could have major benefits to both property 
owners and the community’s business community.  

Utilizing design guidelines.  The Secretary of the Interior’s  ›
Standards provide an excellent starting point for evalu-
ating downtown rehabilitation projects.  Particularly 
important is restoration of buildings that have been 
“modernized” or severely modified with unsympathetic 
facades.  New development in the downtown core should 
preserve the scale, materials, and character of traditional 
architecture in the District.  The illustration below shows 
potential retrofits for some building facades, showing 
examples of ideas for façade improvement.  Priority ele-
ments include display windows, upper-story window 
installations, restoration of façade materials, and 
awnings.

Infill development that respects the existing character  ›
of the district.  Sometimes, rehabilitation is not feasible 
because of structural deterioration or economic issues.  

Downtown growth is a process, and natural growth 
includes change as well as preservation.  However, new 
downtown construction should retain a strong street 
orientation and preserve the fabric and patterns of tra-
ditional Downtown buildings.  Washington Square Mall 
is an example of a major project that incorporated his-
toric facades and maintained a main street scale along 
Washington Avenue.

Housing Development

The central business corridors development program should 
place a high priority on new housing development and adap-
tive reuse of upper levels for residential development.

As discussed earlier, housing is a key element of most central 
city revitalization programs and is important to this plan’s 
vision of the future of business corridor as a lively mixed use 
neighborhood. Residential development makes downtown a 
living, 24-hour neighborhood. 

Housing development policy in and near the downtown core 
includes both upper level adaptive reuse and new construction 
where opportunities present themselves.  Many upper-level 
units will initially be rental, although some may provide owner-
occupied apartments for people who live over their businesses 
or otherwise seek equity settings.  Existing tax-driven incen-
tives such as the Low-Income Housing Tax Credits and Historic 
Tax Credits are oriented to rental housing.  

Public actions and policies necessary to encourage delivery of 
downtown housing include preservation codes and building 
permit policies that encourage upper level reuse, production 
financing programs including the use of available federal tax 
credits, and dedication of some spaces in off-street parking lots 
for residential use. In some cases, shared vertical circulation 
and cooperative development of several adjacent buildings can 
improve project feasibility.

The lakefront is likely to generate higher market values than the 
downtown core.  Higher-density housing here uses the valuable 
resource of the urban lake exposure more efficiently.  Mixed 
use development, with commercial development at street level 
accommodates both the retail and residential markets and, 
ultimately, produces a more active lakefront. 
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The Business Corridor Redevelopment 
Plan presents an ambitious and varied 
program for improving the heart of the 
City. This chapter considers several fac-
tors necessary for plan implementation, 
including

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

PRIORITY CRITERIA

PROJECTED DEVELOPMENT COSTS           
     & IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

FUNDING TECHNIQUES
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The Plan and its scheduling will inevitably change over time.  
Some projects may advance as opportunities or demands open, 
while others will fade in importance.  Yet, the overall vision is 
compelling and will result in vibrant, productive central busi-
ness corridors.  This section provides tools to help the city and 
stakeholders in these districts move ahead and  make necessary 
“mid-course corrections” on the journey to accomplishing this 
vision.

Organizational  Structure
This section considers organizational aspects of the busi-
ness district and offers recommendations that can further 
strengthen the support structure for the business corridor.  
Successful development efforts require successful organizations 
and public/private partnerships.  The City of Detroit Lakes has 
been a strong participant in downtown’s economic develop-
ment process and enjoys a good relationship with the Detroit 
Lakes Development Authority, Chamber of Commerce and 
Midwest Minnesota Community Development Corporation.  
These partnerships will continue to grow as the development 
process continues.  

Staff

A full- or part-time staff position, a Business Corridors 
Development Manager, should be established under the aegis 
of the Planning and Economic Development Department to 
manage the business corridor development process.  A part-
nership of the Detroit Lakes Development Authority and City 
of Detroit Lakes would meet on a regular basis to recommend 
implementation priorities to the Community Development 
Director and oversee implementation. Day-to-day plan imple-
mentation would be carried out by the corridors development 
manager, under the direction of the Community Development 
Director. The focuses of this new position should include:

Improving the state of Downtown by increasing the  ›
number of businesses and employees, business sales 
volume, property values, number of residents, average 
household income, and number and variety of cultural 
activities and venues.

Coordinating development efforts by existing businesses  ›
and attracting new development.

Maintaining and managing Downtown improvements. ›
Measuring success in improving the condition of  ›
Downtown.

Developing marketing material directed to attracting  ›
patrons to downtown. 

Coordinating efforts of the Downtown Business  ›
Association, Chamber, City, MMCDC, Development 
Authority and community museums and ensuring con-
tinued cooperation.  

Developing joint marketing materials and expanding the  ›
program of events.  Downtown should offer regular pro-
gramming during the course of the year to keep things 
happening in the district.

Alternatively, the corridors development manager could be 
based in another organization, such as the Midwest Minnesota 
Community Development Corporation or Chamber of 
Commerce.  Midwest Minnesota Community Development 
Corporation (MMCDC).  MMCDC has 501(c)3 status, which 
means that it is a nonprofit, tax exempt organization permitted 
to  accept philanthropic contributions.  MMCDC could direct 
funding from donations to finance the position and develop-
ment projects.  The Chamber may also become more involved 
in promoting downtown activities and development.  However, 
City Hall presently has resources to coordinate objectives of 
MMCDC, Chamber, Development Authority, City Council 
and Mayor, and has been a strategic partner in achieving the 
development objectives of each organization.
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PRIORITY CRITERIA 
The Business Corridor Redevelopment Plan establishes seven 
major project areas in addition to the event center.  Certain 
projects are especially beneficial because they create spin-off 
development and establish conditions that maximize private 
sector response.  Table 5.1 identifies individual projects and 
a projected schedule for implementation.  However, market 
demands and opportunities will inevitably affect this schedule.  
The criteria used to establish priorities include the following:

Does the project respond to specific or high-profile com- ›
munity issues or needs?

Does the project generate maximum private market  ›
response?

What is the project’s potential to transform the image of  ›
Downtown?

Does the project attract both local residents and visitors,  ›
increasing business traffic and creating new reasons for 
people to be downtown?

Does the project support the growth of existing busi- ›
nesses?

Does the project capitalize on established, but unmet,  ›
market needs?

Can the project be realistically implemented within a rea- ›
sonable time frame with potentially available resources?

Does the project generate substantial community support  ›
or consensus?

Does the project incorporate and leverage outside  ›
funding sources, such as state grants or charitable con-
tributions?

The City and DLDA should use the criteria above to develop 
specific project priorities.  However, based on our  assessment 
of the business corridors, initial high priorities include:

The Crescent.  The City of Detroit Lakes, through its status as a 
community development authority, will manage the redevelop-
ment of the Crescent, and will probably be responsible for con-
struction of public improvements such as Crescent Parkway, 
public open spaces, and other components of the public realm.  
Building development will be completed by one or more 
private developers. The City currently owns a majority of the 
land, including the vacated Highway 10 alignment.  Steps in the 
implementation process include:  

Property assembly › .  The City or allied organizations such 
as the DLDA should negotiate with property owners to 
complete assembly of the Crescent redevelopment area.  
The city would work with existing business owners to 
relocate to other sites or to remain in new projects in 
the Crescent area.  Acquisition and development activi-
ties should be managed to avoid disrupting existing 
businesses and to relocate them to acceptable locations 
before leaving their current sites.

Establish TIF District › .  Tax Increment Financing (TIF) 
will be a significant redevelopment financing tool for the 
Crescent development area.  The city should establish a 
TIF district in this area.  

Prepare and Issue a Request for Redevelopment  ›
Proposals (RFP).  The Crescent District master plan 
included in Chapter Four provides the basis for the RFP 
and should be refined to establish:

Functional design of streets and infrastructure, and  »
conceptual design of parks, greenways, and related 
improvements.

Definition of redevelopment parcels.  Chapter Four  »
identifies four redevelopment sites, the boundaries 
of which could change with further refinement.

Land use and design guidelines, establishing the  »
city’s objectives and assumptions in offering sites in 
the Crescent district.  Land use guidelines establish 
the range of acceptable uses for buildings on each 
development site. Site design guidelines may address 
street level character, transition between street to 
building, façade articulation, build-to lines and 
setback requirements, pedestrian ways, density, and 
screening.  Building form guidelines may address 
building height, floor heights, building façade, char-
acter, building entrances and transitional spaces, 
doors, windows, openings, roofs, exterior material, 
and energy efficiency (LEED).  

Available financing techniques and commitments.   »
This element should define public sector commit-
ments on infrastructure and street development, 
and identify funding techniques available to assist 
with project development.  

Proposal evaluation criteria and process.  Criteria  »
should include proof of developer experience and 
past projects, financial capability and commitments, 
and ability to complete projects that meet the city’s 
overall objectives.
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These components should be incorporated into the 
offering statement.  

Selection of one or more developers to execute  »
the project.  The city should have the flexibility to 
choose a master developer, or to select developers 
for individual parcels.

Negotiation of Redevelopment Agreements » . These 
contract documents establish firm commitments for 
both the public and private signatories.

Execution of the project » .  This will involve careful 
phasing and coordination of street and infrastruc-
ture construction with private development.

Washington Avenue Streetscape.  Completion of streetscape 
improvements between Highway 10 and Frazee Street will 
support existing businesses and complement the Crescent 
redevelopment process.  

Other projects that require early attention, or that involve 
actions already taken include:

Event Center.  This plan considers three potential sites for 
a 20,000 square foot event center facility.  The initial focus 
of this facility will be local events, and a regional conference 
clientele will be slower to develop.  As such, the facility in its 
early operational years may not generate income to cover its 
annual expenses, and should instead be viewed as a commu-
nity amenity, much like a library or public pool.  However, a 
well-designed and marketed facility will generate additional 
regional business.  

Lakefront Promenade and Mixed Uses.  The plan recommends 
early implementation of the beachfront Promenade concept 
as an initial investment in this key community resource.  The 
city should also consider acquisition of right-of-way necessary 
for the North Shore Drive extension, and land use regulations 
to require mixed uses in residential projects along West Lake 
Drive.

Community Center Commection Parking.  As a result of 
this planning process, the City acquired the property to build 
parking between Washington Square Mall and the Community 
Center.  Surface parking on this site may be developed as an 
initial phase, before the need or financing for the parking 
structure proposed in Chapter Four emerges.  This demand will 
accelerate if an event center is developed on the Community 
Center site.  

PROJECTED DEVELOPMENT COSTS & 
IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Financing of the seven project areas is likely to require some 
combination of public and private participation.  The next 
section describes available funding sources and techniques.  
Project staging is also likely to manage capital requirements. 

An initial schedule is presented here to guide the public and 
private agencies in the process of making this plan a reality.  
The schedule establishes five time frames: ongoing, within 5 
Years, 5-10 Years, 10-15 Years and 15+ Years.  Priorities and 
opportunities will inevitably shift the schedule for some of 
some projects.
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Project Anticipated Costs CIP Schedule 

Public Private On-going Within 5 yrs
5-

10yrs.

10-

15yrs

15+

 yrs.

Crescent Development 
Crescent Commercial Strip & Parking  $3,413,000 x

Crescent Development  Site 3  $1,367,000 x

Crescent Development  Site 4  $2,494,000 x x

Crescent Development  Site 5  $1,260,000 x x

Veterans Memorial Plaza and Gateway  $789,000 x x

Dialysis Center Façade Renovation & Site Improvements  $419,000 x

Crescent Park  $155,000 x

Crescent Parkway  $1,333,000 x

SUBTOTAL  $3,537,000  $7,693,000 

DESIGN & CONTINGENCY  $954,990  $2,077,110 

TOTAL  $4,491,990  $9,770,110 

Downtown Core 
Intersection Enhancements $384,000 

($128,000 intersection) 

x

Streetscape Enhancements $700,000 

($140,000 block face) 

Potential shared cost x

Midblock Crossings $44,000 

($22,000 crossing)

x

Façade Improvements Varies x x

Outdoor dining area  $26,080 x

SUBTOTAL  $1,154,080 Varies

DESIGN & CONTINGENCY  $311,602 12% Design, 

15% Contingency

TOTAL  $1,465,682 Varies

Community Center Connection
Development Site: Commercial 1  $3,468,000 x

Development Site: Commercial 2  $1,632,000 x

Development Site: Commercial 3  $1,632,000 

Development Site: Parking Structure  $5,280,000 

Development Site: Misc  $266,000 

Museum Development  Undetermined  Undetermined x

Pedestrian Promenade  $336,000 x

Holmes Greenspace  $458,000 

SUBTOTAL  $6,340,000  $6,732,000 

DESIGN & CONTINGENCY  $1,711,800  $1,817,640 

TOTAL  $8,051,800  $8,549,640 
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Project Anticipated Costs CIP Schedule 
Public Private On-going Within 5 yrs

5-

10yrs.

10-

15yrs

15+

 yrs.

St. Mary's District
New facility Medical Center x

Street Closure Medical Center x

Parking Structure  $2,303,000 x

Wellness Walk Medical Center x

SUBTOTAL TBD TBD

DESIGN & CONTINGENCY 12% Design, 15% Contingency 12% Design, 15% Contingency

TOTAL TBD TBD

North Washington 
School Reuse Shared (add'l study) Shared (add'l study) x

Washington School Site - Housing Project  $1,204,410 x

Washington Ave Streetscape (add'l to 

reconstruction)

 $493,200 
x

Gateway Feature  $210,000 x

Gateway Commercial Development  $2,248,000 x

Main Street Redevelopment  $3,031,345 

Railcar Use  $250,000 x

SUBTOTAL  $703,200  $6,733,755 

DESIGN & CONTINGENCY  $189,864  $1,818,114 

TOTAL  $893,064  $8,551,869 

S outh Washington 
Ball Park Improvements -  $64,400 x

Streetscape Improvements  $131,600 x

Upgraded street lighting  $990,000 x

Carnegie Library Improvements  $1,000 x

SUBTOTAL  $1,122,600  $64,400 

DESIGN & CONTINGENCY  $303,102  $17,388 

TOTAL  $1,425,702  $81,788 

L ake District
Node Townhouses Block  $5,278,000 x x

Node Retail Node Block  $350,300  $9,722,700 x x

Lakeside Trail  $320,000 x

Streetscape Enhancements  $1,456,000 x

Park Drive Extension  $546,875 x

Traffic Circle  $233,000 x

Mixed Use Development  $2,694,000 x

SUBTOTAL  $2,906,175  $17,694,700 

DESIGN & CONTINGENCY  $784,667  $4,777,569 

TOTAL  $3,690,842  $22,472,269 
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FUNDING TECHNIQUES
Available financing tools to help realize the vision for the 
central business corridors include:  

Building Façade Easements ›
Business Loan Program ›
City Funds ›
Community Development Block Grants ›
Detroit Lakes Revolving Loan Fund ›
Downtown Preservation Program ›
General Obligation Bond Issues ›
Intermediary Relending Program ›
Land Sale Proceeds ›
Local Improvements, Special Assessments ›
Local Option Sales Tax ›
Local Revolving Loan Program ›
Historic Tax Credits (HTC) ›
Minnesota State Historical Society ›
National Trust Main Street Program  ›
Private and Foundation Philanthropy ›
Redevelopment Grant Program ›
Small Business Administration ›
Small Cities Development Grant Program ›
Special Service District ›
Tax Increment Financing ›
Tax Abatement ›
Transportation Revolving Loan Fund ›
USDA Rural Development Programs ›

The following discusses the application of these individual 
techniques and how they apply to specific recommendations 
in the plan.  

Building Facade Easements
Façade easements could be dedicated to the City, protecting 
the façade from unsympathetic modifications and providing a 
tax benefit to the donor.  In addition, various forms of public 
financing, including TIF, may be available as a result of perma-
nent public easements.

City General Revenues
General revenues, appropriated through the city’s annual 
budget process, can finance services, improvements, facilities 
and development projects.  These appropriations are sepa-
rate from general revenues devoted to debt service on bonds.  
Common uses of general revenues in downtown development 
programs include funding staff and organizational expenses, 
or projects that can be divided into smaller phases, such as 
streetscape enhancements.

Community Development Block Grant
The Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG) 
funds Minnesota’s Small Cities Development Program, admin-
istered by the Department of Employment and Economic 
Development. This program is discussed in detail below.  

Detroit Lakes Revolving Loan Fund

Administered by the Detroit Lakes Development Authority, 
this fund provides gap financing, long-term fixed rate or low 
interest loan to improvement projects.  This program is typi-
cally used for manufacturing businesses but could be used 
for retail development.  Up to 50% of the total project cost is 
eligible to receive funding with the intent to create/retain per-
manent private sector, full-time jobs, provide capital for busi-
ness development, and expand and leverage other private and 
public investment.  The terms and conditions of the loan may 
be negotiated with the Detroit Lakes Development Authority.

For additional information contact the Detroit Lakes 
Community Development Director at 218-847-5658.

General Obligation Bond Issues
General obligation bond issues, typically secured by general 
city revenues or incremental property taxes, can finance major 
public projects or improvements.  General revenues may 
include property taxes or local option sales taxes.  Appropriate 
uses for bonds include streets, infrastructure, park and public 
space projects, and similar improvements.
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Historic Tax Credits (Federal)
The Historic Tax Credit program offers a 20-percent invest-
ment tax credit for certified rehabilitation of National Register 
or National Register-eligible buildings if:

The building is used for income-producing purposes;  ›
Rehabilitation work follows the Secretary of the Interior’s  ›
Standards for Rehabilitation; and 
The project receives preliminary and final approval from  ›
the National Park Service. 

Property owners, developers and architects must apply for the 
tax credit through the Minnesota State Historic Preservation 
Office (SHPO) and are encouraged to work with SHPO staff to 
ensure that appropriate rehabilitation measures are followed. 
The SHPO then passes its recommendations on to the National 
Park Service for approval.

Historic Tax Credits (State of Minnesota)

This proposal is pending in the Minnesota state legislature and 
would provide state income tax credits equal to 25% of eligible 
costs and expenses of the rehabilitation of approved historic 
structures. The program could run parallel to Federal Historic 
Tax Credits.  Unlike the Federal program, it applies to non-
income producing residential properties and is not limited to 
passive (real-estate based) income.  Any taxpayer would be eli-
gible to participate in this program but nonprofit and govern-
ment entities would be ineligible. 

For additional information, contact State Historical Preservation 
Office (651-259-3450).

Intermediary Relending Program

Administered by the Detroit Lakes Development Authority, 
this lending program provides long-term access to credit at a 
low interest rate, typically below market rate.  For-profit busi-
nesses may apply for up to $150,000 or 50% of the project cost, 
which can be used for working capital or fixed assets (land, 
building or equipment).

The terms and conditions of the loan may be negotiated with 
the Detroit Lakes Development Authority.

For additional information contact the Detroit Lakes 
Community Development Director at 218-847-5658.

Land Sales Proceeds

Proceeds from sale of land to development projects should be 
allocated back to business corridor improvements and acquisi-
tion for other redevelopment activities.

Local Improvements, Special  Assessments

The State of Minnesota authorizes political subdivisions to levy 
special assessments to benefiting property (Minnesota Statutes 
Chapter 429).  The amounts assessed to benefited property 
to pay for such local improvements may equal the cost of the 
improvements, including all costs and expenses connected 
therewith, with inhere, until paid, but shall not exceed the 
benefits to the property.  Eligible improvements include the 
design and construction of streets, sidewalks, street lighting, 
streetscape and parking.  A minimum of 20% of the cost must 
be covered by benefited properties.  Establishing special assess-
ments should be reasonable to not deter investment into and 
around project areas.

For additional information, contact Community Development 
Director of Detroit Lakes at 218-847-5658.
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Local Option Sales Tax

The Local Option Sales Tax (LOST) program, approved by the 
Minnesota Senate in 1997, allows citizens to authorize a supple-
mental sales tax dedicated exclusively to payment of the cost of 
a capital improvement in their home city. The voter-approved 
tax of is charged on all retail sales made in the municipality 
that are subject to sales taxes.  LOST could help finance such 
plan recommendations as infrastructure in the Crescent devel-
opment area, the events center, parking decks, and other public 
improvements.

Revenues generated by the tax may not be used for retail devel-
opments unless they relate exclusively to the redevelopment 
of downtown areas.  A portion of the revenues may be used 
for matching state or federal grants related to such long-term 
projects.  Any remaining funds may also be used for market-
ing, training for advanced technology jobs, grants and loans to 
companies for employee training, equipment and infrastruc-
ture and other specified uses. 

Sales tax proceeds may be used to help finance bonds for down-
town public improvements, but should also be used to establish 
an enterprise fund to assist desirable private investment in the 
district – A “Downtown Fund for the Future.”  Possible dimen-
sions of this Fund include:

Equity investments in targeted new businesses. ›
Zero interest loans, blended with loans at prime rate  ›
from local lenders, for approved rehabilitation/store-
front restoration projects.
Loan guarantees for storefront rehabilitation and resto- ›
ration. 
Loans for residential conversion/adaptive reuse projects  ›
on a gap finance basis.

It is essential that such a Fund be administered with strong 
fiduciary accountability and careful project review.  

Local Revolving Loan Program

Administered by the Detroit Lakes Development Authority
Gap financing program typically used for manufacturing but 
could be used for retail development.

People doing project bring their equity to the program

For additional information contact the Detroit Lakes 
Community Development Director at 218-847-5658.

Minnesota State Historical  Society Grants-
in-Aid
State Grants-in-Aid support projects conducted by non-profit 
historical organizations and local units of government that 
interpret and preserve Minnesota’s history.  Every grant must 
be matched at least on a dollar-for-dollar basis. Match may be 
cash, in-kind, or donated services and materials contributed 
for the project.  All applications must address the following: 
justification of the project’s importance within the organiza-
tion’s goals; explanation of the capacity building and transfor-
mational potential for the organization; and expected outcomes 
and deliverables that will significantly benefit the public.

The program has 10 different eligible project categories, includ-
ing

Historic Properties  ›
Artifact Collections  ›
Interpretive Programs  ›
Microform Copies  ›
Oral History  ›
Photographic Collections  ›
Manuscripts  ›
Publications and Research  ›
Museum Environments  ›
Technology  ›

For additional information, contact David Grabitske at 651-
259-3460
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National Trust Main Street Program
The National Trust Main Street Program was established in the 
1970’s as an approach to the special needs and circumstance 
of America’s traditional downtown commercial centers.  The 
Preservation Alliance of Minnesota will begin operating the 
Main Street program in Minnesota in 2009.  The program’s 
innovative approach combines historic preservation with eco-
nomic development in the revitalization of these districts, and 
has lead to the creation of a network of more than 40 statewide, 
citywide and countywide programs with more than 1,200 active 
Main Street programs nationally.  While the program relies 
largely on the efforts of individual communities to help them-
selves, a statewide program typically offers administrative and 
technical assistance.  The program is based upon four points 
that work together to build a sustainable and complete com-
munity revitalization effort, these are; organization, district/
community promotion, design, and economic restructuring.  

As part of the National Trust’s four point approach, there are 
eight principles that are recommended for communities to 
follow in the process of revitalizing ones community.

Comprehensiveness › :  No single focus – efforts at revital-
ization should not stop short by only focusing on one 
aspect of revitalization, but rather focus on a broad spec-
trum of policies and projects to ensure success.

Incremental:  ›  The process should proceed from basic well 
thought out efforts that demonstrate that changes are 
occurring within the district.  Thus, as public confidence 
in the program improves, the revitalization process may 
begin to tackle ever more complex problems.

Self-help:  ›  Communities need to realize that their Main 
Street will not be saved by some outside force.  Only 
through the mobilization of local resources and talents 
can a revitalization effort truly work.

Partnerships:  ›  Interests within both the public and private 
sectors must work together to achieve the common goals 
that the community has in the revitalization of Main 
Street.

Identifying and capitalizing on existing assets:  ›  Businesses 
and their districts should capitalize on those assets and 
resources that make them unique.  

Quality:  ›  Emphasize quality in every aspect of the revital-
ization program, from the rehabilitation of storefronts, 
to the time and efforts made in the creation of promo-
tional materials.

Change:  ›  Change in opinions and perceptions about 
the program and the revitalization of Main Street will  
change over time, but only if projects are completed 
on time, business practices are improved, and program 
goals are consistently met.

Implementation: ›   The program must show visible results 
that can only come from the completion of projects, such 
visible changes are a continual reminder that revitaliza-
tion efforts are underway.

For those communities seeking to take part in the Main Street 
program the National Trust recommends communities create 
an independent non-profit organization in charge of revital-
ization efforts.  The establishment of an independent body 
can help to bring together divergent public and private inter-
ests, establish an agenda exclusive for the revitalization of the 
district, maintain a clear project focus, and serve as a visible 
symbol of activity and progress.  

For additional information contact the National Main Street 
Center of the National Trust for Historic Preservation at 202-
588-6219, or by email at mainstreet@nthp.org.  Contact infor-
mation for Preservation Alliance of Minnesota at 651-293-9047 
or visit www.mnpreservation.org.
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Private & Foundation Philanthropy
The Plan provides a variety of opportunities for individual or 
foundation contributions.  Private philanthropy, with appro-
priate recognition and commemoration, is a critical part of the 
downtown implementation program, and is especially appro-
priate for trail and lakefront projects, public facilities such as 
the Events Center or Becker County Museum relocation, the 
Veterans Memorial, and other public open spaces.  

For additional information about sources of philanthropy and 
non-profits, contact Minnesota Council of Non-Profits at 651-
642-1904 and Minnesota Council on Foundations at 612-338-
1989.

Redevelopment Grant Program
The Redevelopment Grant Program, administered by DEED, 
offers grants to assist development authorities with costs for 
redeveloping blighted industrial, residential, or commercial 
sites where there is a need to recycle the land for a more-pro-
ductive use. Eligible applicants are development authorities 
including cities, counties, port authorities, housing and rede-
velopment authorities, and economic development authorities. 
Grants can pay for land acquisition, demolition, infrastruc-
ture improvements, soil stabilization when infill is required, 
ponding or other environmental infrastructure and adaptive 
reuse of buildings, including remedial activities at sites where a 
subsequent redevelopment will occur. 

Grants pay up to 50 percent of redevelopment costs for a quali-
fying site. There is a 50 percent local match required from the 
eligible applicant. Current funding level is $3.97 million of State 
Bond Funds and $2 million of State General Funds. State Bond 

Funds can only be used for eligible costs on publicly owned 
land where the end use has a public purpose. State General 
Funds may be used on privately owned land for eligible project 
costs.  Unless sufficient applications are not received for quali-
fying sites outside of the metropolitan area, at least 50 percent 
of the grant money will be awarded to sites located outside of 
the metropolitan area. 

For additional information, contact Kristin Lukes at 651-259-
7449.

Revenue Bonds
Revenue bonds are debt instruments that are repaid all or in 
part from revenues generate by the project or by other associ-
ated revenue sources.  For example, part of the capital cost of 
a parking structure may be repaid through parking fees gener-
ated by that structure, or other parking facilities in a commu-
nity.  Revenue bonds typically are not secured by the credit of 
the community.

Small  Business Administration
The Small Business Administration (SBA) has financial assis-
tance program which provide access to debt and equity primar-
ily from banks or other private sours.  SBA evaluates each loan 
application on two levels; the first is for eligibility, which varies 
by industry and SBA program, and second on credit merits 
of the application.  SBA programs and services support small 
business owners, connecting businesses to loans, government 
contracting opportunities, disaster assistance and training pro-
grams to help your business succeed.

For more information, visit www.sba.gov.
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Small  Cities Development Grant Program
The Small Cities Development Grant is Minnesota’s state 
Community Development Block Grant program.  It is admin-
istered by DEED and helps develop viable communities by pro-
viding financial assistance for decent, safe, affordable housing, 
economic development, and public facility needs; and a suit-
able living environment by expanding economic opportunities, 
principally benefiting low- to moderate-income households.  
The program provides federal grants from the U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to local units of 
government on a competitive basis for a variety of community 
development projects.  Eligible applicants include cities with a 
population of less than 50,000 and counties and townships with 
an unincorporated population of less than 200,000. 

Funded projects must, at a minimum, meet one of three federal 
objectives: benefit to low- and moderate-income persons; 
prevent or eliminate slum and blight conditions; or alleviate 
urgent community development needs caused by existing con-
ditions that pose a serious and immediate threat to the health 
and/or welfare of the community. 

For additional information, contact the Director of DEED at 
651-297-1980 for more information.

Special  Service Districts
Special Service Districts (in other places referred to as busi-
ness improvement districts) are special assessment districts 
that permit businesses to finance public capital improvement 
projects and district management, promotion, and mainte-
nance.  Special Service Districts are petitioned and approved 
by property owners and created by the City following a specific 
process established by Minnesota State Statutes 428A.01 and 
428A.10.  While Special Service Districts are a valuable tool, it 
is important that assessments not be so large that they create 
a burden to property owners.  This plan recommends that the 
City adopt a policy of public financing of major capital projects, 
with required Special Service District funding of maintenance 
and district management and promotion.

Tax Abatement
The State of Minnesota authorizes political subdivisions (city, 
county, and school districts) to grant property tax abatements 
for the sole purpose of economic development (Minnesota 
Statute §469.1813-469.1815).  This legislation was enacted in 
1997 and provides an alternative to tax increment financing for 
project financing.  Abatements allow for considerable flexibility 
in the setting of terms.  For example, an abatement may be set 
as a percentage of tax payable, a dollar amount, or a tax attrib-
utable to a portion of the parcel’s market value. In Minnesota 
law, the owner pays property taxes, and the amount of the sta-
blished abatement can then be returned to the property owner 
or used for another eligible purpose. 

The portion of tax collected that is abated can be used for a 
wide variety of economic development-related projects.  For 
example, funds can be used by a political subdivision to fund 
the construction of public improvements by using the money 
generated from the abatement to pay off bonds that were issued 
for the project.  Permitted uses include:

General economic development – increasing the tax  ›
base
Construction of public facilities or infrastructure ›
Redevelopment of blighted areas ›
Providing access to services for residents ›
Deferring or phasing in a large (50 percent or greater)  ›
property tax increase
Stabilize tax base resulting from updated utility valua- ›
tion administrative rules

Besides being used to fund public improvements like those 
listed above, the abatement can also act as a rebate for improve-
ments made by the property owner to their property.  Such 
improvements would include the renovation of a building’s 
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façade, the replacement of windows, or the renovation of 
upper-story space in older commercial spaces towards housing 
or office uses.

The length of abatement is limited to 15 years by the state.  
However a term can be extended to 20 years if only two of 
the three political subdivisions grant the abatement. Political 
subdivisions are given considerable flexibility in the setting up 
and the length of abatements.  Special district taxes or the state 
general property tax cannot be abated.  Also, the total taxes 
abated by a political subdivision may not exceed the greater 
of 5% of the levy or $100,000, as well properties within a TIF 
district cannot qualify for an abatement.

For additional information contact legislative analyst Joel 
Michael at 651-296-5057 or Karen Baker at 651-296-8959

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
Local Tax Increment Financing (Local TIF) permits the use of 
a portion of local property and sales taxes to assist funding the 
redevelopment of certain designated areas within your com-
munity. Projects pay their entire established tax obligation.  
However, taxes produced by the added value of the property 
caused by redevelopment or improvements may be used to 
finance project-related improvements or other public improve-
ments in the district.  TIF may be used to pay certain costs 
incurred with a redevelopment project. Such costs may include, 
but are not limited to: 

Professional services such as studies, surveys, plans,  ›
financial management, legal counsel 
Land acquisition and demolition of structures  ›
Building necessary new infrastructure in the project area  ›
such as streets, parking, decorative lighting 
Relocation of resident and business occupants located in  ›
the project area 

Transportation Revolving Loan Fund
The Transportation Revolving Loan Fund (TRLF), admin-
istered by Public Facilities Authority,  encourages innovative 
approaches to financing transportation projects to help build 
needed transportation infrastructure by providing low-cost 
financing to eligible borrowers. The Authority provides below-
market rate loans for transportation projects approved by 
MnDOT. When the loans are repaid, the funds are returned to 
the TRLF, recycled, and used to finance additional projects. 

The state, counties, cities, townships, and other governmental 
entities are eligible to apply.  An applicant must demonstrate 
it has the financial capability to repay the loan and that com-
plete financing of the project is in place. Borrowers must issue a 
general obligation or revenue bond to the Authority as security 
for the loan. Loans can be amortized up to a maximum of 30 
years but cannot exceed the useful life of the project. 

To be eligible for TRLF financing, a project must be eligible 
under Title 23 (Highways) or Title 49 (Transit Capital) of the 
United States Code and Minnesota Statutes Section 446A.085, 
subdivision 2. Eligible projects include, but are not limited to 
pre-design studies; acquisition of right-of-way; road and bridge 
maintenance, repair, improvement, or construction; enhance-
ment items; rail and air safety projects; and transit capital proj-
ects. 

The Authority sets a discount interest rate from a municipal 
bond index. An additional discount of 1% is provided for bor-
rowers with population less than 5,000. Applications are sub-
mitted to the appropriate MnDOT District for initial review. 

For additional information contact Public Facilities Authority 
and DEED at 651-297-3799.

USDA Rural Development Programs
Rural Development, a division of the US Department of 
Agriculture, has many programs for businesses, energy conser-
vation and renewable energy, housing, community facilities, 
and rural water and waste.  

Business

Intermediary Relending Program (IRP) loans are made by Rural 
Development to public bodies and non-profit community 
development organizations who then make loans to businesses 
and communities with the ultimate goal of creating and/or 
saving jobs. Individual businesses or communities can contact 
IRP participants for a revolving loan. Minnesota has many 
economic development organizations with IRP business loans, 
including the MMCDC in Detroit Lakes. 
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Business & Industry Guarantee Loans (B&I) lenders (banks, 
etc.) apply for a guarantee from Rural Development in order to 
make sizeable loans to businesses (up to $25 million for a busi-
ness, up to $40 million for cooperatives).

Rural Economic Development Loans and Grants (REDLG) loans 
or grants to utility cooperatives who then can loan to busi-
nesses and/or community projects.

Value-Added Producer Grant (VAPG) A farmer or producer 
group can apply for a grant to fund their feasibility study or 
working capital to add value to their raw goods.

Energy conservation and renewable energy
The Rural Energy for America Program awards grants and 
loan guarantees to farmers and small businesses for renewable 
energy projects and energy efficiency improvements. Examples 
include wind turbines, geothermal heating, grain dryers or 
equipment upgrades.     
    
Housing

Direct and Guaranteed loans to purchase a home in a  ›
rural area (20,000 pop. or less)

Loans and grants to repair a home (Grants available to  ›
homeowners over age of 62)

Subsidized rents for apartments or townhouses in rural  ›
communities

Community Facilities
Loans and grants to nonprofits or public bodies such as coun-
ties, cities, and tribal governments for hospitals, community 
centers, day cares, senior centers, homeless shelters, fire halls, 
ambulances, fire trucks, emergency equipment, and much 
more.

Rural Water and Waste
Loans and grants to help cities replace or upgrade city water, 
sewer and storm water systems.

For more information visit www.rurdev.usda.gov/mn/ or 
contact the local USDA Rural Development office in Detroit 
Lakes (218) 847-9392.  Rural Development State Office (651) 
602-7800.  USDA Rural Development is an equal opportunity 
provider, employer, and lender.  Complaints of discrimination 
should be sent to: USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400 
Independence Avenue SW, Washington DC 20250-9410 or call 
800-795-3272.


